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FOREWORD
This document represents the final technical report on
JPL Contract 952028, A Study Program on the Development of
Mathematical Model(s) for Microbial Burden Prediction. This
report was prepared in accordance with the requirements estab-
lished by the ^ubject contract. The final report is submitted
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APPENDIX I
Appendix I contains a summary of assumptions made during the develop-
ment of the burden prediction model. These assumptions are:
1. Within the context of planetary launch vehicles as they are
currently Co-aceived or forecast, any such vehicle will require
a probe system.
2. Such a probe system will include, but not be limited to, the
following major systems:





3. The probe systems will be manufactured, assembled and Flight
Acceptance Tested (as defined by specification) by either the
probe Prime Contractor or a Sub -contractor.
4. The assembly and test of such a probe will take place at two
(2) locations, the Prime Contractor's Facility and the mission
launch site (nominally ETR).
5. Periodic assays of the probe hardware may be made during the





be Normal assembly will take place in a Class 100 clean room
environment; test operations will take place in a Class 100
or dirtier environment.
7. In "Clean" areas, envirorwient aria personnel access will be
control ied arid, to some degree, monitored on a periodic basis.
8. The sample size of the sum (product, etc.) of two distributions
.s at least equal to the smaller of the two sample sizes. (A
considerable savings in assay work is likely to result if the
exact relationship can be determined).
9. The sensitivity of the output to a given parameter can be multi-
plied by the desired output sample size to get an approximation
for the sample size of the parameter. (Again, a savings in assay
work is likely to result if the exact relationship can be deter-
mined.)
10. In order to simulate the "plateau" phenomenon, it was necessary
to assume that organisms remain (alive) on a given surface a
certain average length of time and then are (somehow) lost. A
value of 100 hours seeme approximately correct for exposed sur-
faces, but no data could be found for mated and occluded.




11. A first-order model was assumed for the fallout-"die-off" process
on surfaces:
-t/v	 -t/v
B' = Be	 +OR(1-e	 )
12. The formula for fallout rate (R = figc) has some experimental
verification (Ref. 34), but may not be appropriate in all
circumstances.
13.	 The fallout velocity (fi ) is assumed constant in a given
environment, and is otherwise assumed to be a well-defined
measurable quantity.
14. It is assumed that a meaningful value can be assigned to the
local increase in airborne concentration of organisms due to
the (transient) presence of people or equipment. In this
relation, the concentration is assumed to decrease exponen-
tially,with distance from the source: c = Qe- Ad ,  where X
is an undetermined factor.




B'	 B.!24 B+ 2 bt
This model "sums that the surface retention factors S 1 and B2
can be assigned to surfaces instead of 2drs of surfaces
(i.e., the interaction is negligible).
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16. The computtr program accounts for contact at the end of
an operation ever though tr , e contact may actuelly have
occurred st intervals throug-out t'e operation. It is assumed
that this difference is negligible. (If not, the operation
can easily be separated into shorter operations).
17. Contact is assumed to occur almort instantaneously.
ltd. It is assumed th sit merely keeping track of the total burden
on each surfac, of each part (or zone) is sufficient; this
burden is then considered uniformly distributed over that surface.




Appendix II contains a summary of reference documents used during the
development of the microbial burden prediction model. These documents were
identified from the literature search and from the functional analyses per-
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APPn(DIX III
Capsule Bus System Functional Anal
Appendix III contains the results of all functional analyses performed
n
	 on the Capsule Bus System, during the burden prediction model development
program. These results are presented in two (?_) different formats to facili-
tate their use. The formats used are tabular presentation and flow charts.
Appendix III is divided into two (2) sections. Section 1 contains
the FIRST and SECOND levels of activity identified from the generalized
Capsule Bus System Assembly and Test Sequence.
Section 2 contains a description of all four (4) levels of activity
which must be performed to assemble and test the Capsule Bus System; these





A. Section 1 - Operational Analyses for the Flight Capsule Assembler
and Test (FIRST and 61LUND Levels)
^'. ection 1 contains the FIRST and SECOND levels of activity
identified from the generalized Capsule Bus System Assembly and Test Sequence.
FIRST level activity is presented in Table III.1; SECOND level activity
is presented in Table III.2. In addition, Section 1 contains the FIRST and
SP)COND levels of activity, in flow chart form. FIRST level activity is
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FLIGHT CAPSULE ASSEMBLY AND TEST OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS
FLOW CHART
:'1''.''	 ._tVtd1
I. CONTRACTOR	 II. LAUNCH
FACILITY	 SITE
OPERATIONS	 OPERATIONS
A. Flight	 B. Planetary	 C. Flight
Capsule System	 Vehicle (Flight	 Capsule System
Receiving and	 Capsule/Space-	 Explosive Safe







A. Vernier	 B. Deorbit	 C. Aeroshell	 D. Canister
Module AssemblyModule Assembly	 Assembly and	 and Adapter
and Test	 Wand Test	 Test	 Test
To Page III_38	 To Page II1-41	 To Page III-43
	
To Page III-45
H. Entry Module	 G. Descent	 F. Lander Module	 E. Parachute
(Descent Module/	 Module (Lander	 (Vernier Module/	 Truss Assembly




Assembly and	 Assembly and	 Integration)
Test	 Test	 Assembly and Test










Flight Capsule	 Cruise Flight	 Capsule System
Configuration
	
Capsule Configur-•	 (Surface Labora-
(Aft Canister and	 ation (Forward	 tory Integration)
Adapter Integra- 	 Canister Integra-	 Assembly'and Test
tion) Assembly	 tion) Assembly
and Test	 and Teat





I.A. VERNIER MODULE ASSEM%,. Y AND TEST 	 Second Level
1. Vernier mod- 	 2. Propulsion	 3. Propulsion	 4. Cabling sub-
ule positioning	 subsystem test	 subsystem ambi-	 system prepara-
preparation	 ent functional	 tion
tests
8. Cabling sub-	 7. Cabling sub-	 6. Cabling sub-	 5. Cabling sub-
system/OSE	 system checkout	 system/ME inLz%r-system installa-
disconnection Ll	 Lj connp.:tion	 Ll tion
9. Guidance and	 10. Guidance
	 11. Guidance	 12. guidance
control sub-	 and control sub-	 and control ssb- 	 and control sub-




16. Command and	 15. Command and	 14. Command and	 13. Guidance
sequencing sub-	 sequencing sub-	 sequencing sub-	 and control sub-
system/OSE	 system installa-	 system prepara-	 systow/06E
interconnection	 tion	 I	 tion	 I	 disconnection
17. Command and	 18. Command and	 19. Power sub-	 20. Power sub-
sequencing sub-	 sequencing sub-	 system installa-	 system installa-








21. Power sub-	 22. Power sub-	 23. Power sub-	 24. Telemetry











29. Pyrotechnice	 30. Pyrotechnics 31. Pyrotechnics	 32. Pyrotechnics
subsystem (simu-
	 subsystem (simu- Llsubsystem (simu- 	 subsystem (simu-
Wed squibs)	 lated squibs)	 lated squibs)/	 lated squibs)
preparation	 installation	 OSE intercon-	 checkout
nection
36. Thermal	 35. Thermal	 34. Thermal	 33. Pyrotechnics
control sub-	 control subsystem	 control subsystem 	 subsystem (slmu-
system/OSE	 installation	 preparation	 lated squibs)/
interconnection	 OSE disconnection
map
37. Thermal	 38. Thermal	 39. Lander legs	 40. hander legs









41. Lander legs/	 . Lander legs	 3. Landes loge/
	
44. Parachute
OSE intercon-	 SE disconnection	 truss position-
nection	 ing
48. Vernier mod-	 47. Vernier mod-




	 tional test prep-
performance
	 aration





















56. Vernier mo	 55• Vernier mod-	 54. Vernier mod-	 53. Vernier
ule other envi- 	 ule other envi-
	 ule EMI test	 ule EMI test
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I.B. DEORBIT MODULE ASSEKBLY AND TEST
	 III-41
Second Level









8. Cabling sub-	 7. Cabling sub-	 6. Cabling sub-	 5. Cabling sub-








































control sub-	 control sub-	 control sub-	 ontrol rsinb-
system instal-	 system/OSE	 system checkout	 ystem/OSE





27. Deorbit mod-	 26. Deorbit mod-	 25. Deorbit mod-
ule vibration/
	
ule integrated	 ule integrated
acoustics test
	 subsystem ambient	 wAbsyaton fuae-
preparation















31. Deorbit mod-	 32. Deorbit mod-
ule EMI test




34. Deorbit mod-	 33. Leorbit mod-
ule other envi-








I.C. AEROSHELL ASSEMBLY AND TEST	 second Level
1. Aeroshell	 2. Guidance and	 3. Guidance and	 4. Guidance and
positioning
	 control subsys.
	 control subsys-	 control subsys-
tem preparation
	
tem installa-	 tem/OSE inter-
tion
	 connection
8. Cabling sub-	 7. Cabling sub-
	 6. Guidance and	 5. Guidance and
system installa- 	 system prepara-
	 control subsys- 	 control subsys-
tion	 tion
	 tem/OSE die-	 teen checkout
connection
i
9. Cabling sub-	 10. Cabling









	 14. Pyrotechnic	 13. Pyrotechnic
subsystem (simu-
	 subsystem (simu-
	 subsystem (simu- 	 subsystem (simu-
lated squibs)/	 lated squibs)	 lated squibs)/	 lated squibs)
OSE discon-
	 checkout	 OUSE intercon-	 installation
nection
	 nection
17. Thermal	 18. Thermal	 19. Thermal	 20. Thermal
control sub-
	 control sub-
	 control sub-	 control sub-
system prepara-
	 system instal-
	 system/OSE	 system checkout
tion	 l lation	 interconnection
:i-	 I ii•[
	 iuq+4

















































acoustics test	 acoustics test
	






















I.D. GANIATER AND ADAPTER ASSN Y AND TEST	 Second Level
1. Canister and	 2. Caniater and	 3, Canister and	 4. ForwarVaft
adapter posi-	 adapter envi-	 adapter envi-	 canister and
tioning
	





S. Aft canister	 I 7. Aft canister	 6. Aft canister	 5. Forward/aft
and adapter	 and adapter	 and adapter	 canieter and





9. Forward	 lo. Forward	 11. Fu^.rard	 12. Aft can-
canister posi-	 canister align-canister align-	 inter and
tioning	 ment crock	 ment check	 adapter posi-
preparation	 tio+°.ing	 n
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I.D. CANISTER AND ADAPTER ASS94BLY AND TEST
	 Second Level
Continued
21. Power sub-	 22. Power sub-	 23. Telemetry	 24. Telemetry
system checkout	 system/OSE	 subsystem	 subsystem
disconnection Ij preparation	 11 installation
28. Pyrotechnic	 27. Telemetry	 26. Telemetry	 25. Telemels?
subsystem (simu-	 subsystea/OSE	 subsystem check-subsystem/06Z
lated squibs)	 disconnection	 out	 interconnection
preparation
29. Pyrotechnics	 30. Pyrotechnic	 31. Pyrotechnic	 32. Pyrotechnic
subsystem (simu-	 subsystem (simu-	 subsystem (simu-	 subsystem (simu-
lated squibs)	 lated squibs)/	 lated squibs)	 lated squibs)/
installation	 OSE intercon-	 checkout	 OSE discon-
nection	 nection
36. Thermal	 35• Thermal	 34. Tnermai	 33. Thermal
control sub-	 control sub-	 control sub-	 control sub-
system checkoutsystem/OSE 	 system instal-	 system prepara-
interconnection k lation	 Lion
37• Thermal	 38. Forward	 39. Thermal	 40. Thermal
control sub-	 canister posi-	 control sub-	 control sub-
systeIVOSE	 tioning	 system prepara-	 system instal-
disconnection	 tion	 lation
I I I.2











control sub-	 control sub-	 control sub-	 canister and


































































I.E. PARMUTE TRUSS ASSEMBLY AND TEST
	 Second Level
1. Parachute2. Cabling sub-	 3. Cabling sub-
truss position-	 system prepara-	 system instal-
ing	 Ij tion	 I lation 4. Cabling sub-system,/odzinterconnection
8. Pyrotechnic7. Pyrotechnic	 6. Cabling sub-	 5. Cabling sub-
subsystem (simu- 	 subsystem (simu-	 system/OSE	 system checkout











subsystem (simu-	 subsystem (simu-	 subsystem (simu-
lated squibs)/	 lated squibs)	 lated squibs)/




16. Thermal	 15. Thermal	 14. Thermal
control sub-	 control sub-	 control sub-
system/08E	 system checkout	 system/OSSE
disconnection I	 interconnection 13. Thermalcontrol sub-system instal-lation
179 Aerodynamic	 18. Aerodynamic 19.
 Aerodynamic
decelerator	 decelerator	 decelerator
simulator prep-	 simulator in-
	 simulator/08Z
&ration
	 stallation	 k interconnection 20. Aerodynamicdeceleratorsimulator check-out
7- 11 TIP r, .. i .
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I.F. LANDER MODULE ASSEMBLY AND TEST	
Second Level















8. Surface	 7. Surface	 6. Entry	 5. Entry
laboratory simu- 	 laboratory simu-	 science sub-	 science sub-
lator instal-	 lator prepara-	 system/0SE	 system test
lation	 tion	 disconnection	 performanm*
9. Surface	 10. Surface	 11. Surface	 12. Parachute
laboratory simu-	 laboratory simu-	 laboratory simu-	 truss position-
lator/OSE	 lator checkout	 lator/OSE	 ing
interconnection	 disconnection
16. Lander	 15. Lander	 14. Parachute13. Parachute
module mass	 module mass	 truss instal-	 truss instal-
property test	 property test	 lation checkout	 lation
performance	 preparation
17. Lander	 18. Lander
module inte-	 module inte-
gration tests	 gration tests
preparation	 performance
FII UPI 1* 111.'
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8eoond Level 111-52
I.H. ENTRY MODULE ASSEMBLY AND TEST














8. Decry module	 7. Entry module
	
6. Eatry module
	 5. Entry module
integration	 integration	 mass property	 mass property













I.I.	 PRESIpARATION FLIGHT CAPSULE CONFIGURATION ASSDWLY AND TEST
1.	 Prepare entry 2.	 Aft canister 3.	 Aft canister 4.	 Aft canister
module to com- and adapter d adapter and adapter
mence assembly positioning installation installation




8.	 Presepara- 7.	 Presepara- 6.	 Presepara- 5•	 Presepara-
tion flight cap- tion flight cap- tion flight cap- tion flight cap-
sule configura- sule configura- sole configura- sule configura-
tion integration tion integration tion mass tion mass
tests perform- tests prepara- property test property teet
once tion performance preparation
Second Level
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	 27. Flight	 26. Flight	 25. Flight
capsule system
	 capsule system	 capsule system
	 capsule system
entry and land	 performance
	 performance
	 MASK orbit test
simulation test
	 verification





















36. Flight	 35. Flight	 34. Flight
	 33. Flight
capsule system








	 tion M"II test
test	 test preparation
37• Flight	 38. Flight	 39. Flight	 4c. Flight
capsule system	 capsule system
	 capsule system	 capsule system
disassembly	 bio-assay (major	 ETO decontamina- m. positioning
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II.C. FLIGHT CAPSULE SYSTEM EXPLOSIVE SAFE AREA ASSEMBLY AND TEST 	 III-60
1. Flight	 2. Flight	 3. Flight	 4. RF link test
capsule system 	 capsule system	 capsule system	 preparation
transporting	 positioning	 canister removal
into explosive
safe area










9. Propulsion	 10. Propulsion	 11. Propulsion	 12. Science
subsystem (pro-
	
subsystem leak	 subsystem leak	 subsystem
pellant and	 test prepara-	 test perform-	 calibration




15. Flight	 14. Flight
	
13. Science
capsule system	 capsule system	 capsule system	 subsystem




B. Section 2 - Capsule Bus System Detailed Functional Analysis
Section 2 contains a tabular description of four (4) levels of activity
which must be performed to assemble and test the Capsule Bus System. These
data are presented in tabular form and they describe the work performed at
II	 each level. In addition to identifying the levels of activity, the re-
cults of the functional analysis reflect several-other considerations which
are important in the assembly and testing of the Capsule Bus System. These
considerations involve the identification of work location (i.e., Pasadena),
major module (i.e., Vernier Module), hardware (i.e., Vernier Structure) and
the subsystem being operated upon (i.e., Structure and Mechanisms).
In the front of the table, prior to the assembly and test sequence
proper, each activity level and assembly consideration is identified.
Identification is done by numeric, alpha or alpha-numeric codes. These
precise codes are used in the assembly and test sequence description and, once
assigned, their meaning does not change.
In order to make it possible to identify any of the four (4) activity
levels and the associated considerations (subsystem, hardware, etc.), an in-
denture system was adopted. Fach of the eight (8) indenture levels identifies
an activity level or one of the considerations associated with the assembly
and test sequence. For instance, in Table III.3, indenture level 1 identifies
the site at which the work is being performed. Indenture level 2 identifies
the FIRST level of activity in the Capsule Bus System general sequence.
Indenture level 3 identifies the module being assembled. Indenture level 4
identifies the subsystem on which work is being performed Indenture level 5
III-62
the hardware which is being used in the module assembly. Indenture levels
6-8 identify the SECOND, THIRD and FOURTH Levels of activity identified from
the general sequence. Adherence to this indenture system makes it possible,
at any point in the assembly and test sequence, to determine activity level,





	 CAPSULE BUS SYSTEM PITAILED FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
VOYAGER TEST CASE (Pasadena Operations)
1 A VERNIER MODULE ASSEMBLY # TFST
t 1 SUBS Y STEM POSITIONING
1 191 MANEUVER
9 LIFT WITH MSPF
I VERNIER STRUCTURE
9 VFPNIER PROPULSION S/S
2 POSITION OVERHEAD CRANE
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
3 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WI!H CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
4 1 9 4 DETACHMENT





2 4 SUBSYSTEM/nSE INTERCONNECTION
1 4.1 A/B.S/S-OSE E/CONK
12 CONNErT CA8LESgHOSES9ETC
9 VFRNIER PROPULSION S/S
2 4 9 2 A/P S/S*OSE W/CONK
12 CONNErT CAHLEStMOSESeETC
9 VERNIER PROPULSION S/S
3 5 SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 S.1 S/S ,TEST PROC. SEQ
14 FUNCTTON AL TESTING
9 VFRNIER PROPULSION S/S
4 6 SUBSY STEM/nSE DISCONNFCTION
1 6.1 A/M S/ S
-OSE E/DSCN
13 UISCONNECT CASLES91TC.
9 VFRNIER PROPULSION S/S
2 6.2 AIR S/ S-OSE M/DSCN
13 DISCONNECT CARLEStETC,
9 VFRN1Ek PROPULSION S/S
A 1 SUAS r STLM POSITIONING
1 1.1 MANEUVER
9 LIFT wlTM PISPF
11 VERNIER M009 CABLING S/S
2 POSITION OVERHEAD CRANE
11 VERNIER M00 9 CABLING S/S
2 1#2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH C RANE HOOKS
11 VFRNIER MOP * CABLING S/S
3 I.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WI!H CRANE
11 VFRNIER MOO. CABLING S/S
5 MOVE WITH CRANE






4 1. 4 DETACHMENT










11 VFKNItR M00. C68006 S/S




11	 VFRNIEP MOT).	 CAHLING S/S
A 2 SUBS Y STEM PREPARATION
1 2.14 S/S IN T EG FNL TEST
12 CONNECT CAbLE59HOSES9ETC
11	 VFRNIE,R MOO.	 CARLING 5/5
14 FUNCTTONAL TESTING
11 VFRNIEP MOD q CABLING S/S
13 UISCOmNECT CA8LE5•FTC.
11 VERNIER MON CAHLING S/S
7 3 SUBS Y STEM INSTALLATION
1 3.1	 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
11 VERNIEk MOD g
 CARLING S/S
2 3.2
	 S/S CO MP ATTACH
IS INSERT SCREW9900+0C.
11 VFRNIER MOD. CAHLING S/S
3 3.3	 3/S CO MP INTRCNErT
12 CONNECT LAkLES9H0SE59F_TC
11	 VF R NIER M OD.	 CA13LIPIG S/S
A 4 SUBS Y STEM/MSE INTERCONNFCTION
1 4.1	 A/B 5/5-OSE F/CUNN
12 CONNErT CA4LESgHOSFS9FTC
11 VFHN1Ek MOC. CAHLING S/S
0 5 SUBS Y STEM FUNCTIONAL TLSTIPiG
1 5.1	 S/S TEST PROC, SEw
14 FI -INCTTONAL TESTING
11 VFRNIER MOO. CAHLTNG S/S
1n	 6 SUBS Y STEM/nSE DISCONNECTION
1 6.1	 A/H S/5-OSE E/OSCN
13 DISCONNEC T CARLES*ETC
11	 VFRNIER MOD- CAHL;mr, S/S
11	 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1 2.1	 MANFUVEP
1 MO V E ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
17 CONTROL ELECTRO N ICS S/A
10	 'LACE	 I w HANDLING CONTAN
17 CONTROL ELECTRON ICS S/A
2 2.2	 TRANSPORT
11 MOVE TN HAr4DLING CONTANR
17 CONTROL ELECT RONICS S/A
19 R E MOVE F MM NNOLIJG CONTNR
17 CANTKOL ELECT R ONICS S/A
3 20	 INSPECTION
A V ISUAL	 INSPECTION
17 CnNT K Oi. LLECTRO N ICS S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
17 CONTROL ELEC TR ONICS S/A
4 2.4	 $/A FUNCT. TEST
12 COivNErT CARLESeHOSESeFTC
17 CnNTkOL. ELECT RON ICS S/A
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
17 CnNTKOL ELECTRONICS S/A
13 DISCONNECT CAHLES9FTC.
17 CONT ROL ELECTRONICS S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
17 CONT ROL ELECTRONICS S/A
S 2.S	 S/A HUkN I N TEST
12 CONNFrT CAQLES9HOSES9FTC
17 CONT K 01_ ELE,CT knMICS S/A
III•b4
T„3LE III.3 (Continued) 	 III-65
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
17 CONTROL ELEC TRONICS S/A
13 DISCONNECT CABLESrETC.
IF CONTROL ELECTRON ICS S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMHLY MANUALLY
17 CONT ROL ELEC TRONICS $/A
2.b S/A UNIT INTEGRATE
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
i7 CONTROL ELECT RON IrS S/A
15 INSERT SCRFWrROLTrF.TC.
17 CONTROL ELEC TRON ICS S/A
16 TIGHTEN SCREW.AOLTrETC.
17 CONTROL ELECT RON ICS S/A
15 INSERT SCREW98OLTrETC.
17 CONTROL ELECTRnr4TCS S/A
16 TIGHTFN SCHEW AOLT.ETC.
17 CONTROL ELECT R IN ICS S/A
1S INSERT SCREW96009E.TC.
17 CONTROL ELEC TRON ICS S/A
16 TIGHTEN SCREW.9OLT9ETC.
1 7 CONTROL ELECTRON ICS S/A
15 INSERT SCREW90OLT9ETC.
117 CONTROL ELECTRO NJCS S/A
16 TIGHTTFN SCREW98 LT,E Ct
1 7 CONTROL ELECTRONICS S/A
12 CONNECT CAHLES.HOSFSrF,TC
1 7 CONT ROL ELECTRONICS S/A
I MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
1 7 CONTROL ELECT RONICS S/A
2.7 $/A UNIT FNL TEST
12 CONNECT CABLES•HOSESgFTC
17 CONTROL ELECT RON ICS S/A
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
17 CONTROL ELECTRONICS S/A
13 DISCONNECT CABLESrETC.
17 CONT ROL ELECT RONICS S/A
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
17 CONTROL ELECTRON ICS S/A
2.8 S/A UNIT VIRR TEST
15 INSERT SCRFW,ROLT ETC.
17 CONTROL ELEC TRON ICS S/A
16 TIGHTFN SCREWr8OLTrETC.
17 CONTROL ELECTRONICS S/A
15 INSERT SCREWoSOLTgF.TC.
j7 CONTROL ELECT RONICS S/A
16 TIGHTEN SCREW9aOLTrETC.
17 CONTROL ELECTRONICS S/A
12 CONNECT CARLESrHOSESrETC
17 CONTROL ELEC TRON ICS S/A
14 F UNCTIONAL TESTING
17 CONT ROL ELECTRONICS S/A
13 DISCONNECT CABLESrETC.
17 CONT ROL ELECTRONICS S/A
17 LOOSEN SCREW9SOLT9ETC.
17 CONTROL ELECTRON ICS S/A
18 RE MOVF SCREWvROLTrETC,
17 CONTROL ELECTRONICS S/A
17 LOOSEN SCREW98OLTrETC.
17 CONTROL ELEC TRON ICS S/A
lA REMOVF SCRFW98OLTrETC.
17 CONTROL ELECTRONICS S/A







17 CONTROL ELECT RONICS /A
9	 299 $/A UNIT TVAC TE%T
12 CONNFCI CAbLES*H0hFSvF.TC
17 CONT ROL ELECTRONICS S/A
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
17 CON TROL ELECT RON ICS S/A
13 DISCONNECT CARLESrETC.
17 CMNTHOL ELECTRONICS S/A
1 MOV E ASSkMpLY MANUALLY
17 CnNT NOL ELEC TRON ICS S/A
10	 2.10 $/A UNIT F_MU TEST
12 CONNECT CAbLES9H05LS9FTC
17 CnNTWOL ELECT RONICS S/A
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
17 y nNT kO t. ELECT RONICS S/A
13 DISCONNECT CARLESrETC.
17 CONTROL ELECTRONICS S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
17 CONT ROL ELECT RnNICS S/A
11	 2.11 $ /A UNIT DISASSMKL
13 DISCONNECT CAHLESrETC.
17 CONT ROL ELEC TRONICS S/A
17 LOOSEN, SCREWOROLTeFTC,
17 CONTROL ELEC TRONICS S/A
18 kEMOVF SCRFw9F40LT*ETC.
17 CONT ROL_ ELEC TRON ICS S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
1 7 CONTKOt, ELEC TRONICS S/A
17 LOOSEN SCRE W 000 9 E TC.
17 CnNTROL ELEC TRONICS S/A
1R REMOVF SCREW913009FTC.
1 7 CONT ROL ELECTRONICS S/A
1 MO V E ASSE MBL Y MANUALLY
17 CnNTHOL ELECT RONICS S/A
17 LOOSEN SCREWoROLToETC„
i7 CONTROL ELECT RONICS S/A
18 kEMOVF SCREW9800gETC.
17 CONTROL ELEC TRONICS S/A
1 MOVE ASSE MBLY MANUALLY
j 7 CONT ROL ELECTRONICS S/A
17 LOOSEN SCREW HILT F TCC.
17 CONT ROL ELECT t^nNICS S/A
1A RE MOVE SCREWeROLToETC,
17 CnNTKOL ELECTR ON ICS S/A
1 MO V E ASSEMBLY MANUALLY





1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
18 COMPUTER S/A
10 PLACE IN HANDLI NG CONTAN
18 CnMPUTER S/A
2	 292	 1RANSPORT
11 MOVE IN HANDLING CnNTAMR
1A CnMPUTER S/A




A V I S t1Al	 INSPECTION 
16 CnMPUTER S/A
1 MOVE ASStMHLY MANUALLY
1A cmmpUTEQ S/A
1
III-67TABLE III 0 (Continued)
? e 4 S/A FUNCTe TEST
12 CONNECT CAHLESrHOSES*FTC
is COMPUTER 5/A
14 F IINCTTONAL TESTING
18 COMPUTER S/A
13 DISCONNECT CA9LES9FTCe
Is CnMPUTf R S;A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MAWALLY
1 8 COMPUTER S/A
2eS VA BURN IN TEST
12 CONNECT CA8LES•HOSFS9FTC
i6 COMPUTER S/A




I MOVE ASSLM8LY MANUALLY
1 6 COMPUTER S/A
2e6 S/A UNIT INTEGRATE













i 8 COMPUTER S/A
15 INSERT SCREW•AOLT•ETCe
l8 COMPUTER S/A




1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
18 COMPUTER S/A
2e7 S/A UNIT FNL, TEST
12 CONNECT CAFI,ESeHOSESOETC





1 MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
16 COMPUTER S/A
2ed S/A UNIT VI;R TEST
15 INSERT SCREW98OLT•ETC,
18 COMPUTER S/A

















1 8 COMPUTER S/A
17 LOOSEN SCREw98009EtC.
l e CnMPUTFR S/A
1R REMOVE SCRE.M9800+FTC.
18 CnMPUTER S/A




1 MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
is CnMPUTER S/A










1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
IN CnMPUTFR S/A








1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
18 CnMPUTER S/A







Is REMOVE SCRFWOHOLT +ETC,
18 CnMPUTER S/A












1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY




1 8 COMPUTER S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
ll8 COMPUTER S/A
13 2 SUBS"S1EM PREPARATION
1 291 MANFUVER
10 PLACE IN MANGLI NG CONTAN




1 MOVE ASSLMHLY MANUALLY
19 INERT IAL MEAS WNIT S/A
2 2.2 TRANSPORT
11 MOVE IN MiANDLING CONTANR
1 9 INER T IAL MEAS.UNIT S/A
19 REMOVE FWM HNOLNG CONTNR
19 INER T IAL MEAS.uNIT S/A
3 2.3 INSPECTION
R VISUAL INSPECTION
19 INER T IAL
 
MEAS91INIT S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
19 INERT IAL MEAS.UNIT S/A
a 294 $/A FUNCT. TFST
12 CONNECT CAHLES9HOSES9ETC
19 INER T IAL 14EAS91JNiT S/A
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
19 INER T IAL MEASOINIT S/A
13 DISCONNEC T CARLFS.ETC.
19 INER T IAL MEASsUNIT S/A
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
j9 INERT IAL MEAS.UNIT S/A
5 2 9 5 S/A BURN IN TEST
12 CONNECT CABLES9HOSES9ETC
19 INERTIAL MEAS.UNIT S/A
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 9 INER T IAL MEAS.UNIT S/A
13 DISCONNECT CABLES9ETC.
1 9
 INER T IAL MEAS. I JNIT S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
19 INERT IAL MEAS.UNIT S/A
6 2.6 S/A UNIT INTEGRATE
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
19 INERTIAL MEAS.!JNIT S/A
1S INSERT SCREW9ROLT9ETC.
19 INER T IAL MEAS.t1NiiT S/A
16 TIGHTFN SCREWr90Lt.E1C.
19 INER T IAL MEASOINIT S/A
1S INSERT SLREW98OLT9ETC.
19 INERTIAL MEAS * 0NIT S/A
16 TIGHTFN SCREW9ROLT9ETC.
19 INERTIAL MEAS.IINIT S/A
1S INSERT SCREWI80 T9ETC.
19 INERT IAL MEAS•t1N IT S/A
16 TIGHTFN SCREW99OLT9ETC9
19 INERTIAL MEAS.UNIT S/A
15 INSERT SCREW98OLT+ETC.
19 INERT IAL MEAS9UNIT S/A
16 TIGHTEN SCREW99OLT ATC9
19 INER T IAL MEAS•UNIT S/A
12 CONNEr,T CABLES9H05ES9ETC
19 INERTIAL MEAS.UNIT S/A
1 MOVE gSSEMBLY MANUALLY
19 INERTIAL MEAS.UNIT S/A
7 2.7 $/A UNIT FNL TEST
12 CONNECT CARLES9HOSES9ETC
19 INER T IAL MEASOUNTT S/A
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
19 INER T IAL MEAS.UNIT S/A
13 DISCONNECT CABLES9ETC.
19 INER IAL MEAS.UNiT S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
19 INERT IAL MEAS91)NIT S/A
TA3LE III.3 (Continued)
2 * 8 $/A UNIT VIER TEST
1S INSERT SCRE'W913OLT•ETC,
19 INER T IAL MEAS, 1114IT S/A
16 TIGHTEN SCREWiHOLT,ETC,
19 INE RT IAL MSAS WNIT S/A
15 INSERT SCREW98 LTOETC.
1 g INERT IAL MEAS91.1NIT S/A
16 T IC?HTFN SCREw990LT.ETCe
19 INER T IAL. MEAS 9 1JNIT S/A
12 CONNECT CAHLES.HOSESoETC
19 INER T IAL MEAS- UN IT S/A
1 4 F UNCTIONAL TESTING
1 9 NEPT IA1. MEAS,UNI T S/A
13 UISr.ONNECT CARIES+ETC,
19 INER T IAL MEAS,UNIT S/A
17 LOOSEN SCRF_WoBCLTtFTC,
19 INER T IAL MEASet_1NIT S/A
IS REMOVE SCREWsROLT,E.TC.
19 INER T IAL MEAS.UNIT S/A
17 LOOSEN SCRFW980LT+ETC.
19 INERT IAL MEAS,UNIT S/A
IA REMOVE SCREWOHOLT+tTC,
1 9 INER T IAL MEAS,tlNIT S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMFLY MANUALLY
19 INERTIAL MEAS,LINIT S/A
299 S/A UNIT TV AC TEST
12 cnNNErT CAHLES9HOSF_S9ETC
19 INER T IAL MEAS.UNIT S/A
14 FUNCTTONAL TESTING
19 INERTIAL ME AS•i1N IT S/A
13 UISCONNECT CABLES.ETC.
19 INE RT IAL MEAS, 11NIT S/A
1 MO VE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
19 INER T IAL MEAS,tltJIT S/A
2910 $/A UNIT EMU TEST
12 CONNECT CASLEStHOSESoETC
19 INERTIAL MEAS,UNIT S/A
14 FUNCTTONAL TESTING
19 INER T IAL MEAS WNIT S/A
13 UI SCONNECT CABLESgFTC,
19 INERTIAL MEAS,UNIT S/A
I MOVE ASSE.MRLY MANUALLY
19 INERT IAL MEAS•UNIT S/A
2911 S/A UNIT DISASSMRL
13 DISCONNECT CAHLESrETC.
19 INERT1AL MEAS,IiNIT S/A
17 LOOSEN SCREWoROLTgETC.
1- 9 INER T IAL MEAS.UNIT S/A
1R REMOVE SCREWOROLT•ETC,
19 INERTIAL MEAS OMIT S/A
1 MO VE ASSEMRL Y MANUALLY
19 INER T IAL MEAS.UNIT S/A
17 LOOSEN SCRF..WvB0LTgETC.
j9 INER T IAL MFAS9 11NIT . S/A
to REMOVF SCREW96OLTPETC.
19 ImERIIAL MEAS 9 11NIT S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMHLY MANUALLY
19 INER T IAL MEAS90NIT S/A
17 LOOSEN SCREW99OLT*FTC9
1 9 INERTIAL MEAS.UNIT S/A
IS REMOVF SCREW•HOLT•ETC.






TABLE III.3 (Continued)	 III-71
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
19 INER TIAL MEAS.UN IT S/A
:7 LOOSEN SCREw98009F:TC.
19 INER T IAL MEAS.t.1NIT S/A
1R REMOVE SCREWOROLT.ETC,
19 INER T IAL MEAS,0NIT S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
19 INER T IAL MEAS.UNIT S/A
14 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATIOr4
1 2 9 1 MANFUVER
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
20 Tr)LR S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY !MANUALLY
20 TnLR S/A
2 292 TRANSPORT
11 MOVE IN HANDLING CONTANR
20 TnLR S/A





1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
20 TnLR S/A





13 UI SCONNECT CAALES +ETC. 	 j
20 TnLR S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
20 TnLR S/A	 M






20 TnLR S/A	 1
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
20 TnLR S/A
6 2 9 6 S/A UNIT INTEGRATE























1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
?o TnLR S/A







1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
?0 TnLR S/A















17 LOOSEN SCREW9B0LTvE TC.
20 TnLR S/A






I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
p0 TnLR S/A
2. 9







I MO VE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
20 TnLR S/A







I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
20 TnLR S/A
















' 20 TnLR S/A
18 REMOVE SCREW99OLT9ETC.
20 TnLR S/A












I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
20 TnLR S/A
15 2 SUBSYSTEM PRFNARATION
1 291 MANEUVER
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
21 AMR S/A
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
21 AMR $/A
2 29Z TRANSPORT
11 MO VE TN HANDLING CONTAmR
21 AMR WA
19 REMOVE FHM HNDLNG CONTNR
21 AMR S/A
3 2.3 INSPECTION
8 V I SUAI_	 INSPECTION
21 AMR $/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
21 AMR $/A
















1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
71 AmR S/A
6 296 S/A UNIT INTEGRATE























1 MO VE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
P1 A,4R 51A







1 MOVE ASS EMBLY MANUALLY
?1 AMR $/A
A 2. 8 S/A UNIT VIAR TEST
15 INSERT SCaEWgR0LT9ETC.





















1 MO V E ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
01 AMR S/A





13 DISCONNECT  CABLES o FTC..
21 AMR S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
pl AMR S/A
10 2.10 S/A UNIT EMU TEST
12 CO NNErT CA4LESvHOSFS.FTC
?1 AMR S/A




13 D ISCONNE C T CARLESgETC.
21 AMR S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
21 AMR S/A







1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUAL0
2} AMR S/A
















1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
21 AMR S/A
16 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1 2.1 MANFUVER
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
22 GuiD • CONT BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLI NG CONTAN
22 Gi11n • CONT BASE FRAME
2 2.2 TRANSPORT
li MO VE T N HANDLING CONTANR
22 GOID • CONT BASE FRAME
19 REMOVE
 FNM MNOLNG CONTNR
22 GI.II0 • C ONT BASE FRAME
3 2 9 3 INSPECTION
A VISUAL	 INSPECTION
22 6W D • CONT SASE FRAME
I MO VE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
22 61110 • CONT RASE FRAME




I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
3 TnLR ANTENNA
1a 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1 2 . 17 S/S BENCH INTEGRAT
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
22 6VID • CONT BASE FRAME
12 CONNECT CABLES9HOSESvETC
22 GIiin • CONT ?ASE FRAME
2 2.18 S/S INT EG FNL TEST
12 CONNW CABLESeHOSESOETC




22 61 110, + CONT BASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CARLESvCTC.
22 01JID + CONT RASE FRAME
3 ?•19 S/S IN T EG DISASSY
13 DISCONNECT CABLES*ETC.
22 GUM + CONT BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREWIBOLToFTC.
?2 Giiin + CONT BASE FRAME
1A RE MOVE SCREwvROLT9FTC.
22 GitID + CONT EASE FRAME
10 'LACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
P? Gian + CONT HASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW980LTrETC.
22 Gt1ID + CONT JiASE FRAME
18 RE MOVE SCREWr8OLT9ETC.
22 G11I0 + CONT BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
22 G11I0 + CONT PASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SGRFW9bOLT+FTC.
22 GIJID + CONT RASE FRAME
18 REMOVE SCRFW980LTrETC9
22 GiIID + CUNT BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
22 GtIID + CONT BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW98009ETCe
22 GUID + CONT BASE FRAME
1A REMOVE SCREW9BOLT9ETC,
22 GillD + CONT RASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
22 GulD + CONT BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREWtRCLT#ETC.
j2 Gt ► In + CONT BASE FRAME
IS REMOVE SCREW•BOLT,ETC,
22 G1 1 I D + CONT BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
72 GiilD + CONT BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREWOROLT*ETC.
?2 GI.IID + CONT BASE FRAME
IS REMOVE SCREW+8OLTrETC,
22 GiIID + CONT BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLI NG CONTAN
22 Gt)1 0 + CONT BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW98OLTrETC.
22 GUID + CONT BASE FRAME
18 REMOVE S CR EW+BOLT+E C.
22 GUID + CONT BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
22 Gt l j n + CONT BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREWOROLT+ETC.
22 Gi t I O + CUNT BASE FRAME
IS REMOVE SCRFW9BOLT9FTC.
22 Gt1ID + CONT BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
22 GulD + CONT BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREWOROLTrETC,
22 GtIID + CONT BASE FRAME
19 WEMOVF SCREW9ROLTeETC.
22 GtiID + CONT BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN




22 GIIID + CONT BASE FRAME
18 REMOVE SCREW98OLToETC.
22 GUM + CONT BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
22 GW D + CONT BASE FRAME_
17 LOOSEN SCREW99OLT9FTC.
22 GUID + CONT BASE FRAME
18 REMOVE SCREW9BOLT9ETC.
22 611ID + CONT BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
22 011 1D + CONT RASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREsW,AOLTOETC.
22 GUIO + CONT RASE FRAME
18 REMOVE SCREW98OLT+ETC.
22 61 1 1 0 + CONT BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
22 GWn + CON t BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREWOROLT.ETC,
22 G t1 ID + CONT BASE FRAME
I R REMOVE SCREW98009FTC.
22 GUID + CONT BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
22 01110 + CONT BASE FRAME
11 MO VE IN HANDLING CONTANR
pp 2 G11ID + CONT RASE FRAME
19 3	 SUBS YSTEM TNSfALLATION
1	 3.1 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
22 SU10 + CONT BASE FRAME
2	 3.2 S/S	 ATTACH. COMP
15 INSERT SCREW98OLTrETC.
22 Gt1ID + CONT BASE FRAME
3	 3.3 S/S COMP INTRCNECT
12 CONNECT CABLESgHOSES•ETC
4	 SUBS Y S^EM
2 GijIn + CONT BASE FRAME
20 /ASE INTERCONNECTION
1	 4.1 A/B S/S-ASE E/ONN
12 CONNECT CA4LESgH8SESrETC
^2 Gi1ID + CONT BASE FRAME
21 5	 SUBS Y STEM FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1	 5 9 1 S/S TEST PROC. SEG
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
22 GUID + CONT BASE FRAME
22 6	 SUBSYSTEM/SSE DISCONNECTION
1	 6.1 A/B S/S-OSE E/DSCN
13 DISCONNECT CABLEStETCe
22 GOD + CONT BASE FRAME
23 2	 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1	 291 MANEUVER
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
j5 COMM + SE4 BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLI NG CONTAN
2S COMM + SEG BASE FRAME
2	 2.2 TRANSPORT
11 MOVE TN HANDLING CONTANR
?5 Cf.1MM + SEG BASE FRAME
19 REMOVE FRM HNDLNG CONTAR
25 CAMM + SEG BASE FRAME
3	 2 * 3 INSPECTION
A V ISUAL INSPECTION
25 COMM + SEG BASE FRAME
i MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
IIZ-7aTABLE III.3 (Continued)
25 COMM • SEW BASE FRAME
4 2.4 S/A FUNCT. TEST
12 CONNErT CAF+LES,HOSES,ETC
25 COMM . SEQ BASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
2S COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CARLESsETC.
25 COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
75 COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
5 205 S/A BURN IN TEST
12 CONNErT CA8LES ► HOSES9FTC
2S COMM • SEQ BASF FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
25 Comm • SEQ BASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CABLEStETC,
25 Comm • SEQ BASE FRAME
1 MO VE ASSLMHLY MANUALLY
25 COMM • SEA BASE FRAME
6 2.12 S/A B/F INTEGRATN
1 MO V E ASSE MKLY MANUALLY
25 COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
Ig INSERT SCREW98OLT*ETC.
?5 Comm • SEQ BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98OLT•ETC9
25 CnMM • SEA BASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
75 COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98009F.TC9
25 CnMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW9AOLT9ETC,
25 CnMM • SEQ BASF FRAME
I MnVE ASSEME;LY MANUALLY
25 COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW9HOLT+ETC.




• SEQ BASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
?5 COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW9BOLT9ETC.
25 COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW#SOLT•ETC,
25 CnMM • SEQ B ASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSL MHLY MANUALLY
7 COMM • SE7 BASE FRAME
15 IN ERT SCREW+BOLT+ETC.
25 COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREWsgOLT.ETC.
25 COMM • SEO BASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
25 COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
I5 INSERT SCREWOBOLT+ETC.
25 COMM • SEq
 BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW,BOLT•ETC,
25 CnMM • SEU BASE FRAME
I MO V E ASSLMBLY MANUALLY
25 CnMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
1S INSERT SCRFWiH0LT9ETC.
?S COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
16 T164TFN SCRFW*MOLT*ETC.
25 CnMM • SEG BASE FRAME
TAB III.3 (Continued)
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
7S COMM • SER BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCRF.W99OLT+ETC.





25 COMM + SEQ BASE FRAME
IS INSERT SCRFW990LTrETC.
p5 COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
lE TIGHTEN SCREW,SOLT•ETC,
25 COMM + SEQ BASF FRAME
12 CONNECT CARLESoHOSES9ETC
75 COMM + SEQ BASF FRAME
1 MOVE 4SSEMRLY MANUALLY
25 COMM + SEQ BASE FRAME
7 2.13 8/F" UNIT FNL TEST
12 CONNECT CAHLES,HOSES9ETC
75 COMM + SEG BA E, FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING





25 COMM • SEO BASE FRAME
8 2.14 8/F UNIT V14 TEST
15 INSERT SCREW98OLT+ETC9
T5 C
OMM • SEE0 BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCKE M^ 9 OLT.ETC.
25 COMM + SEQ BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWOOOLTIETC.
25 COMM • SEQ BASF FKAMF
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98OLT9E"-'C,
25 COMM + SEQ BASE FRAME
12 CONNECT CAHLES9HOSES9ETC
25 COMM + SEO BA SE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
25 COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CABLES +ETC,
25 COMM SEQ BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREWPHOLToETC.
jS COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
IS RE MOVE SCRE W,BOLT+ETC,
25 COMM + SEQ BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW+BOLT+ETC.
25 COMM • SEG BA SE FRAME
18 NEMOVE SCRFW94009ETC.
25 COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
25 CnMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
9 2.15 B/F UNIT TVAC TEST
12 CONNOT CAALESjHOSES9ETC
75 COMM • SEO BASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
25 COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CABLEStETC.
25 COMM • SEO BASE FRAME
I MOVE iSSEMRLY MANUALLY
;p5 COMM • SEO BASE FRAME
10 2916 b/F UNIT EMI TESL
12 CONNECT CA8LES9HOSES9ETC





25 COMM • SEQ BASF FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CAHLEStETCe
25 COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
25 CG)MM • SEQ BASE FRAME
24 3 SUBS Y STEM yNSTALLATION
1 3e1 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MOVE ASSEM81Y MANUALLY
25 CnMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
2 3.2 S /S COMP ATTACH
15 INSERT SCREW+80LT+ETC,
25 CnMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
3 3.3 S/S COMP INTRCNECT
162 CONNECT CABLES*HOSES,ETC
25 COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
25 4 SUBS Y STEM/nSF INTERCONNECTION
1 4e1 A/B S/5-OSE E/CONN
12 CONNEr- T CARLESIHOSEStETC
25 COMM • SEQ BASE FRAME
26 S SUBS Y STEM FUNCTIONAL TESTING;
1 591 S/S TFST PKOC• SEQ
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
25 COMM + SEQ BASE FRAME
?7 6 SUBS Y STEM/nSE DISCONNECTION
1 691 A/8 S/S-OSE E/USCN
13 DISCONNECT CARLESgETCe
25 CnMM • SEO BASE FRAME
2A 2 SUBS Y STEM PREPARATION
1 ?el MANFUVER
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
26 Pwk UIST(C/B) BASF FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLI NG CONTAN
26 PWR UIST(C/B) RASE FRAME
2 2e2 TRANSPORT
11 MOVE	 1 N HANDLING C'.JTANR
7b PwR UIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
19 REMOVF F RM HNOLNG CONTAR
26 PWR UIST(C/B) RASE FRAME
3 293 INSPECTION
8 VISUAL	 INSPECTION
26 PwR UIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
26 PWR UIST(C/8) BASE FRAME
4 294 S/A FUNCT• TEST
12 CONNECT CARLES,HOSESsETC
26 PWR DIST(C/8) BASF FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
26 PWR UIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CABLESeETC.
26 PWR U IST(C/B) RASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
26 PwR U IST(C/8) RASE FRAME
5 2 9 5 S/A BURN IN TEST
12 CONNECT CAHLES,MOSES•ETC
26 PwR UIST(C/8) BASE FRAME
14 FIINCTTONAL TESTING
26 PWR VIST(C/B) RASE_ FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CABLES+ETCe
26 PwR UIST(C/8) BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSLMRLY MANUALLY
2b PWR U IST(C/8)	 RASE FRAME
III-80
III-81TABLE III.3 (Continued)
6 2.12 S/A B/F INTEGRATN
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
26 PWR UIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
1S INSERT SCREW99OLTeETC.
26 PWR OIST(C/8) BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREWgROLTeETC,
26 PwR OIST(C/H) BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
26 PWR UIST(C/P) RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98OLT+FTC,
26 PWR UIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW+HOLTeETC.
26 PWR UIST(C/B) RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
26 PWR UIST(C/8) BASF FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWe8OLTeETC.
26 PwR UIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCRE.We8OLTeETC,
26 PwR UIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
26 PWR UIST(C/R) BASF FRAME
1S INSERT SCREWOBOLT+ETC.
26 PWR UIST(C/8) BASF_ FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREMegOLT,ETC,
26 PWR UIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
26 PWR OIST(C/8) BASF FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWvROLT9FTC.
26 PwR UIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW98OLT.ETC,
26 PWR GIST(C/A) RASE FRAME
1 MO V E ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
^6 PWR GIST (C/R) BASF, FRAM E
15 INSERT SCREW9800eETC.
26 PWR OIggT(C/8) RA5F FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCt EW.BOLT,ETC.
26 PwR OIS T( C/B) EASE FRAME
1 MOVE -ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
p6 PwR GIST(C/B) BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWOBOLTeETC.
26 PwR UIST(C/B) BASF FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREWeBOLTeETo*
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CABLING
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY







16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CABLING
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
j6 PARACHUTE TRUSS CABLING
15 INSERT SCREWeBOLTtETC.
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CABLING
16 T IGHTFN SCREM•BOLT•ETC.
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CABLING;
12 CONNECT CARLESeHOSESOETC
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CABLING
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
26 PWR UIST(C/B) RASE FRAME
T 2 9 13 H/F UNIT FNL TEST
12 CONNECT CABLESeHOSESeETC
26 PwR UISTtC/81 BASF FRAME
III-82TABLE III.3 (Continued)
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
26 PwR UIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CARLEa9FTC9
PWR DISt(C/8) BASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
26 PwR UIST t C/8) RASE FRAME
8 2.14 B/F UNIT VIM TEST
15 INSERT SCREW98OLTgETC9
p6 PwR UIST(C/8) BASE FRAME.
16 TIGHTEN SCREW98OLTrETC.
26 PwR OIST(C /8) BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98OLT+ETC.
26 PWR UIST(C/B) RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREw98OLT*ETC,
26 PwR UIST(C/B) RASE FRAME
1? CONNECT CARLESgHOSES,FTC
p6 PwR UIST(C/8) BASE FRAME
14 FUNCTjONAL TESTING
?6 PwR DIST(C/B) RASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CABLESrETC.
26 PWR UIST(C/H) BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREWOBOLToETC.
26 PwR UIST(C/B) BASE FRAME
18 REMOVF SCRE199OLTtETC.
26 PwR UIST(C/B) RASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW94OLT.ETC,
26 PWR UIST(C/B) RASE FRAME
19 REMOVF SCREW913OLTgFTC.
26 PwR UIST(C/B) RASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
p6 PWR UIST(C/B) F1ASE FRAME
9 2.15 B/F UNIT TVAC TEST
12 CONNECT CAHLESoHOSEStETC
26 PwR UIST(C/8) R ASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
26 PWR U IST(C/6) RASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CABLEStETC•
26 PWR UIST(C/B) RASF FRAME
I MOVE ASSLMRLY MANUALLY
26 PwR UIST(C/B) BASE FRAME
10 2.16 B/F UNIT EMI TEST
12 CONNECT CAKLES,HOSES,ETC
a6 PWN UIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
76 PWN UIST(C/R) RASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CA8LES9ETC.
26 PwR UIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
26 PWR UIST(C/S) RASE FRAME
2q 2 SUBS Y STEM PREPARATION
1 291 MANFUVLR
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
27 PYRO CONT(C/H)PASF FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTA_N
27 PYRO CUNT(C/B)BASE FRAME
2 2.2 1 RAKiSPORT
11 MOVE TN MANOLING CONTANR
77 PYRO CONT(C/8)9ASE FRAME
19 REMOVE F HM HNOLNG CONTNR




27 PYRO CONT(C/B)HASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSLMHLY MANUALLY
27 PYRO CONT(C/B)RASE FRAME
2 0 4 S/A „ FUNCT. TEST
12 CONNECT CAHLES,HOSESvETC
77 PYRO CONT(C/B)SASF FRAME
14 FUNCT10NAL TESTING
27 PYRO CONT(C/B)RASF FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CABLEStETC,
27 PYRO CONT(C/A)HASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
27 PYRO CONT(C/A)RASF FRAME
2.5 S/A BURN IN TEST
12 CONNECT CAHLES,H0SES9FTC
P? PYRO CONT(C/B)RASE. FRAME
14 FUNCTTONAL TESTING
27 PyRO CONT(C /B)BASF FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CABLES9ETC.
27 PYRO CONT(C/R)KASF FRAME
1 MOVE A' SSEMRLY MANUALLY
27 PYRO CONT(C/B)SASE FRAME
6 2.12 S/A B/F INTEGRATN
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
27 PyRO CANT(C/B)SASE FRAME
15 I NSERT SCREW9800+ETC,
27 PYRO CONT(C/B)AASE FRA'!E
16 TIGHTEN 5CREW.90LT•ETC.
77 PYRO CONT WO)BASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
27 PYRO CnNT(C/B)RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW*BOLT.ETC.
27 PYRO CONT (C/B)FASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW9HOLT9ETC,
27 PYRO CONT(C/9)8ASE FRAME
I MO V E ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
27 PyRO CONT(C/9)RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWOROLT+ETC.
27 PYRO Co t4T(C /A)8ASF FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREM.BOLTrETC,
27 PYRO C0NT(C/8)HASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
27 PYRO CONT(C/R)RASE FRAME
;5 INSERT SCREW•BOLT.ETC.
27 PyRO CONT(C/B)RASF FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW,BOLT•ETC.
27 PYRO CONT (C/S ) BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
07 PYRO CONT(C/6)BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWIBOLT+ETC.
27 PyRO CONT(C/8)HASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW9HOLT9ETC,
27 PYRO CONT (C/e)AASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
;P7 PYRO CONT(C/R)AASF FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98OLT•ETC,
27 PYRO CONT(C /R)BASF FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98OLT,ETC.
27 PYRO CONT(C/8)BASE FRAME
I MOV E ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
?7 PYNO CONT(C/B)SASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98OLT ► ETC.





16 T IGHTEN SCREW 98009ETC,
27 PYRO CONT(C/B)SASF FRAME
I MOVE ASSLMRLY MANUALLY
p7 PYRO CONT(C/R)AASF FRAME
1S INSERT SCREWIROLToETC•
27 PYRO CONT(C/A)PASF FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW94OLToETC9
27 PYRO CON T (C/8)SASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
77 PYRO CONT(C/R)HASF_ FRAME
15 INSERT SCRrW98009 TC.
27 PYRO CONT(C/8)PASE FRAME
16 TIOHTFN SCREW+ROLT•F_TC,
27 PYRn CO0(C/8)HASE FRAME
12 CONNECT CAHLES,HOSES9FTC
p7 PYRO CONT(C/8)4ASE FRAME
I MOVE A SSEMBLY MANUALLY
p? PYRO CONT ( C/8) 9ASF FRAME
7 2.13 b/F UNIT FNL TEST
12 CONNEi T CAHLE59HOSESoF'TC
p7 PYRO CONT(C/H)HASF: FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
27 PYRO CONT(C/B)9ASE FRAME
13 UISCONiNECT CAALEStETC.
27 PYRO ComT(C/A)HASF FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
27 PYRO CONT(C/8)8ASF. VRAHE
d 291+ 8/F UNIT VIB TEST
15 INSERT SCRFW980LT*ETC.
27 PYRO CONT(C/B)BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW.AOLT•ETC,
27 PYRO CO tjT (C/H) AASF FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW+ROLT+ETC.
27 PYRO CONT(C/R) RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW98OLToETC,
27 PYRO CONT(C/B)RASE FRAME
12 CONNECT vAnj ZS9HOSF' SgF'TC
p7 PYRO CONT(C/9)8ASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
27 PYRO CONT(C/B)RASE FRAIIE
13 DISCONNECT CAHLES+ETC,
27 PYRO CONT(C/R)RASF FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW 80LTgETC.
27 PYRO CON^(C/B)BASF FRAME
I N HEMOVF SCREW98OLTtETC,
27 PYRO CONT(C/8)9ASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW r BOLT a ETC,
27 PYRO CONT(C/B)RASF FRAME
IM REMOVF SCREW98OL79ETC.
27 PYRO CONT(C/S)RASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
27 PYRO CONT(C/8)9ASE FRAME
9 2;15 H/F UNIT TVAC TEST
12 CONNECT CAHLES•HOSFS9FTC
27 PYKn Coo (C/8)BASF-FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
27 PYRO COt4T(C/8)HASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CARLEStETC,
27 PYRO CON T (C/B ) HASF FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMHi-Y MANUALLY
77 PYRO CONT(C/R)RASE FRAME





27 PYRO CONTtC/B)BASF FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
27 PYRO CONT(C/B)RASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CABLES+ETC.
27 PYRO CONT(C/R)RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
27 PYRO CONT(C/R)RASE FRAME
2 SU9S Y STEM PREPARATION
1 2e1 MANFUVLR
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
p8 PwR UIST(E/P) BASF FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
28 PwR DIST (E/P) RASE FRA14E
2 2 * 2 TRANSPORT
11 MOVE T N HANDLING CONTANR
28 PwR UIST(E/P) BASF FRAME
19 NEMOVF FRM HNDLNC CONTNR
28 PwR DIST(E /P) RASE FRAME
3 2.3 INSPECT IOtl
A V TSUA )_ INSPECTION
20 PwR DIST(E/P) RASE FRA'4E
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
28 PWR DIST(E/P) RASE, FRAME
4 294 S/A FUNCTe TEST
12 CONNECT CAHLES9HOSES*FTC
PS PWR UIST(E/P) BASF FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
28 PwR D IST ( E/P ) BASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CABLES+ETC.
28 PwR DIST(E/P) AASF FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
28 PWR DIST(E/P) BASF FRAME
5 2e5 S/A BURN IN TEST
12 CONNECT CAgLESjHOSES9ETC
28 PWR DIST(E /P) BASF F RAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
28 PWR U IST(E /P) HASE FRAME
13 DISCOmNECT CABLES+ETC,
28 PwR DIST(E/P) BASE FRAME
1 MOVE 'ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
28 PwR DIST(E
_/P) RASE FRAME
6 2912 S/A 8/F INTEGRATN
) MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
2H PwR UIST(E/P) BASE FRAME
T5 INSERT SCREW98OLTOETCe
28 PWR DISgTT tE/P) RASSE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREw^80LTtETCe
28 PWR UIST(E/P) BASF FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
28 PWR D IST(E/P) SASE FRA4F
15 INSERT SCREW9800+ETC9
29 PwR DIST(E/P) RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREN98OLT9ETCe
28 PWR UIST(E/P) BASF FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
28 PWR DISTtE/P) RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW9$OLT9ETCe
28 PWR DIST(E/P) BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW99OLTsETCe
28 PWR DIST(E/P) RASE FRAOF
1 MOVE eSSEMRLY MANUALLY
TABLE III.3 III-86(Continued)
P6 PwR U IST(E/P) HASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98OLTrETC.
p8 PWR UIST(E/P) BAS F FRAME
16 TIGMTFN SCREW,BOLT.ETC.
28 PwR UIST(E /P) RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
^8 PWR UIST(E/P) RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW#80LT9FTC.
28 PwR UIST(E /P) HASF. FRAME
16 TIGMTFN SCREW*ROLTrETC,
2H PWR UIS T (E/P) BASF FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
28 PWR UIST(E/P) BASF FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98009ETC.
7b P;4R UIST( E / P) RASE FRAME
16 TIGMTFN 5CREWrBOLT9ETC•
2b PWR UISTIE /P) RASE: FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
P8 PWR UIST(E/P) HASF FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW980LTrETC.
28 PwR UIST(E/P) BASE' FRAME
16 TIGMTFN 5CREW98OLT9ETC.
2N PwR DIST(E/P) BASF_ FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
?H PWR UIST(E /P) BASF FRAME
15 INSERT SCRFW98009ETC•
28 PWR UIST(E/P) RASE FRAME
16 TIGMTFN SCREW98OLT.ETC,
28 PwR DIST(E/P) RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
28 PWR UIST(E/P) BASF FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWvBOLTvFTC.
26 PwR U IST(E/P) ZiASF FRAME
16 TIGMTFN SCREW98OLTrETC.
2A PwR UIST(E/P) PAST FRAME
12 CONNECT CAHLESrHOSES,ETC
PA PwR UIST(E/P) RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
28 PwR UIST(E/P) BASF FRAME
7 2.13 H/F UNIT FNL TEST
12 CONNECT CABLESrHOSESrETC
28 PwR UIST(E /P) HASF FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
2R PWR UIST(E /P) HASF FRA14E
13 DISCONNECT CAHLESrETC•
P8 PwR UIST(E/P) RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
28 PWR DIST(E/P) BASF FRAME
8 2.14 S/F UNIT VIB TES(
I5 INSERT SCRFW9R0LT9ETC.
16 TIGMTFN SCREWgHOLT,ETr,
28 PwR UIST(E/P) BASE FRAME
28 PwR UIST(E/P) BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWrHOLTrFTC..
jh P14R UIST(E/P) RASE FRAME
16 T IGMTFN SCREW•BOLTrET(:,
28 PWR UIST(E/P) HASF FRAME
12 CONNECT CABLES•MOSFSeFTC
28 PwR UIST(E/P) BASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
28 PWR UIST(F/P) HASF FRAPIE
13 DTSCONNECT CAHLESrETC.
III-87TABLE III.3 (Continued) 28 PwR UIST ( E /P) RASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW9BOLT9ETC.
28 PwR UIST(E/P) RASE FRAME
IS REMOVE SCREW9ROLTvET.
28 PWR DIST(E/P) BA E FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREWISOLTOETC.
28 PWR DI ST (E/P) BASE FRAME
1A REMOVE SCREW98OLTsETC.
28 PwR UIST(F/P) RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
28 PWR VIST(E/P) BASE FRAME
9 2.15 B/F UNIT TVAC TEST
12 CONNErT CA8LES.HOSESgFTC
0 PWR DIST(E/P) BASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
28 PWR D IST(E/P) RASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CABLE59ETC.
28 PwR DIST(E/P) BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
28 PWR DIST(E/P) BASE FRAME
10 2.16 B/F UNIT EMI TEST
12 CONNEET CASLESrHOSES,ETC
28 PWR DIST(E/P) BASE FRAME
14 FUNCTTONAL TESTING
28 PwR UIST(E/P) RASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CABLES+ETC.
28 PWR DIST(E/P) BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
28 PWR DISTIE/P) BASE FRAME;
31 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1 291 MANEUVER
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)BASF FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONfAN
P9 PYRO CON T (E/P)BASE FRAME
2 2.2 TRANSPORT
11 ", VE I N HANDLING CONTANR
29 PYRO CONT (E/P)BASE FRAME
19 REMOVE F RM HNDLNG CONTMR
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)HASE FRAME
3 2.3 INSPECTION
8 VISUAL INSPECTION
29 PYRO CONT (E/P)HASE FRAME
1 MOVE 4SSEMBLY MANUALLY
29 PYRO COr4T(E /P)RASE FRAME
4 2. 4 S/A FUNCT. TEST
12 CONNECT CAHLEStMOSEStETC
29 PXRO CONT(E/P)AASE FRAME
14 FUNCTTONAL TESTING
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)9ASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CABLEStETC.
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)BASE FRAME.
1 MOVE ASSEMBL Y MANUALLY
P9 PYRO CONT(E/P)RASE FRAME
5 2.5 S/A BURN IN TEST
12 CONNF..CT CARLEg,HASFS+ETC
79 PYRO CONT(E/P)HASE FRAME
14 FUNcTTONAL TESTING
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)BASE FRAME.
13 DISCONNECT CABLESvETC.
29 PYRO CONT(E /P)RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
III-88TABLE III.3 (Continued)
29 PYRO CO KIT (F/P) RASE' FRAME
6 242 S/A B/F INTEGRATN
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
29 PjRO CONT (E/P) BASC FRAME
15 INSERT SCRFW98009FTCe
29 PYPO CONT(E/P)HASE FRAME
16 TIG"ITEN SCREW98OLT9ETC.
29 PYRO CON T (E/P)RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
29 PYRO CONT(E/P )RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW99009ETC.
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)8ASF FRAME
16 TIGHTFN 4CRE W OOLTgETC.
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)RASE FRAME
1 MO V E eSSEMHLY MANUALLY
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)HASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98OLT+ETC,
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)RASF FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW98OLT9ETCS
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)RASE FRAME
1 MO V E ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)HASE FRAME
1S INSERT SCREW98009ETC,
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)RASE FRAME
16 T IGHTEN SCREW*BOLT•ET,,.
29 PYRQ CON T (E/P) P ASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCRFWtAOLTrETC,
29 PYRO CONT (E/P) RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREWP OLT.ETC.
29 PYRO CONT(E /~)BASF FRAatF
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)RASF FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWOROLTrETC,
29 PYRO CON T (E/P )BASF FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREWi8009ETCe
29 PYRO COrjT(E/P)BASF FRAME
1 MO V E 4SSEMRLY MANUALLY
29 P YRO CONT (E/P )BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCRFW9ROLT9ETC.
29 PYRO CON T (E/P)BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW98 OLT•ETC.
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)PASF FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
29 PYRO CONT(W)BASF FRAME
SS INSERT SCREW98009ETCe
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)RASF FRAME
16 T IGHTFN SCREW98009ETC9
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)HASE FRAME
1S INSERT SCREW ROLT9ETC.
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)BASE,FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW•HOLT•ETC,
29 PYRO CONI( E/P )HASF FRAME
12 CONNErT CAHLESgHOSES9ETC
29 PYRO CONT(E /P)HASF FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
79 PY R O CONT(E/P)HASF FRAME
7 2913 H/F UNIT FNL TEST
12 CONNErT CAHLES•HOSFS.FTC
TABLE III.3	 (Continued)
29 PiRO CONT (E/P ) RASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)RASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CAALEStETC.
29 PyRO CONT(E/P)RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
?9 PYRO CMNT(E/P)RASF FRAME
8 2014 9/F.UNIT VIS TEST
15 INSERT SCRFW98Q1T9ETC.
29 POO CONT (E/P) BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW*ROLT,ETC,
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)HASF FRAME
15 INSERT SC REW ROLP ETC.
29 PYRO CON (E/ )RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCRFW980LT•ETC.
29 PYRO CONT (E/P) RASE FRAME
1? CONNECT CAdLES•HOSES•FTC
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)MASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
p9 PYRO CONT(E/P)RASF FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CAHLESvETC,
29 PYRO CON T (E/P)RASF FRAME:
17 LOOSEN SCREW*HOLT+ETC.
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)BASE FRAME
1A REMOVE SCREW98009ETC,
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW98OLT+FTC,
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)RASF FRAME
1R REMOVE SCREWr8OLT9fTC.
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ,ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)RASE FRAME




29 PYRO CON T (E/P)HASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)RASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CA9LES+ETC.
29 P YRO CONT(E/P)BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALL`Y
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)RASE FRAME
10 2 9 16 H/F UNIT EMI TEST
12 CONNECT CABLES•HOSEStETC
29 PyRo Coig T (E/P) .RASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)BASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CAALEStETC•
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)RASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
?9 PYRO CONT(E/P)PASE FRAME
3? 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1 2.3 INSPECTION
6 VISUAL INSPECTION
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)9ASE FRAME
1 MOVE A SSEMBLY MANUALLY
29 PYRO CONT (E/P ) RASE FRAME
33 2 SUBS Y STEM PREPARATION
1 2.3 INSPECTION
8 VISUAL INSPECTION
29 PYRO CONT(E/P)BASF FRAME_
1 MO VE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY




34 2 SUBS Y STEM PREPARATION
1 2.17 S/S BE NCH INTEGRAT
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
2b PwR U IST(C/A) HASP_ FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98OLToF:TC.
pb PwR DIST(C/B) BASF FRAME
16 TIGHTEN 5CREW•HOLT.ETO.
2h PwR UIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
P6 PwR UIST(C/8) BASF_ FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW9ROLT9ETC.
26 PwR UIST(C/R) BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98OLT•E.TC,
26 PwR UIST(C/A) BASF FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMRUY MANUALLY
26 PwR UIST(C/R) BASF FRAME
15 INSERT SCREM98009F%.
26 PwR UIST(C/8) RASF FRAME
16 T IGHTFN SCREW990LT•ETC,
26 PwR UIST ( C/R ) BASF FRAME
1 MOVF ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
2b PwR UIST(C/8) BASE FRAME
IS INSERT SCREW98009ETC,
2b PwR UIST(C,'B) RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98OLT+ETC,
26 PwR UIST(C/g) RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
pb PwR UIST(C/s) BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWeB01TeETC.
26 PwR UI5T(C/8) BASF FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCP,Ew98OLT9ETC.
26 PwR U IST(C/A) BASF FRAME
1 M O V E ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
2b PwR UIST(C/B) BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWOROLTeETC.
26 PwR DIST(C/8) HASF FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW 9 900 •ETC.
26 PWR UIST(C/R) RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSE MBLY MANUALLY
p6 PWR UIST(C/8) BASF_ FRAME
15 INSERT SCREw.ROLT,F_TC,
26 PwR DIST(C/R) RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN  SCREW 9 00 9 ETr,.
76 PwR uIST(C/B) RASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
P6 PwR UIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
1S INSERT SCREWOBOLTOETC.
26 PwR UIST(C/B) BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98009ETC9
26 PwR UIST(C/B) VASE FRAME
i MOVE ASSEMBL Y MANUALLY
26 PWR OIST(C/B) RASE FRAME
1S INSERT SCREWIHOLT+ETC.
26 PwR UIST(C/A) SASF.FRAME
16 1IbHTFN SCHFw.ROLT.ETC.
2b PwR UIST(C/A) RASE FRAME
I MAVF ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
26 PwR U IST(C/H) RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW#ROLTeETC,
26 PwR D IST(C/P) BASE FRAME
16 TIr,HTFN 'jLPFwjyOLT,ETC.
2b PwR U IS T( C /R) BASF FRAME
TABLE 1I1 * 3 (Continued)
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY M; ANUALI.Y
p6 PWR UIST(C/8) BASF FRAME
1S INSERT SCREW+80LT9ETC.
26 PwR DIST(C/B) BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW98OLT+ETC.
26 PWR DIST(C/R) BASF. FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
26 PwR DIST(C /8) RASE FRAME
1S INSERT SCREw9BOLT9F_TC.
76 PwR VIST(;/8) HASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98OLToETC.
26 PwR UIST(C/R) BASE FRAME
1 MO V E ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
a6 PwR DIST(C /R) BASF FRAME
1S INSERT SCREWOBOLTOETC.
26 PWP UIST(C/8) BASF FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98OLT ATC.
26 PwR DIST(C/8) BASE FRAME
12 CONNW CARLES9H3SFS•ETC
26 PwR UIST(C/8) BASE FRAMF
2 2.18 S/S INTEG FNL TEST
12 CONNECT CABLES9HOSFS9ETC
26 PWR DIST(C/A) RASE FRAME
14 FtJNCTTONAL TESTING
26 PwR DIST(C/H) RASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CA8LES9ETC.
26 PwR UIST(C/8) RASF rRAHE
3 2.19 S/S IN TEG OISASSY
13 DISCONNECT CABLES.ETC,
26 PwR UIST(C/8) BASF. FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW98009ETC.
26 PwR UIST(C /8) RASE FRA'1E
1A REMOVF SCREWgROLTgFTC
26 PWR UIST ( C/8) HASP FRAME
10 PL ACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
26 PwR UIST(C/P) RASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCRCw+8009ETC,
26 PwR UIST(C/8) BASF FRAME
Is REMOVE SCRFw980LT•ETC.
26 PWR U ISI*( C%8) BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING? CONTAN
26 PwR DIST(C/8) BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREw98OLTeETC.
26 PWR DIST(C/8) HASE FRAME
18 NEMOVF SCREW9ROLT9ETC.
26 PWR UIST(C/6) HASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
26 PwR DIST(C/R) RASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREWISOLToETC.
24 PWR UIST(C/8) BASF FRAME
18 REMOVE SCREW980LT9fTC.
26 PwR DIST ( C/B) BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
26 PwR DIST(C/8) 14ASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREWOBOLT•FTC.
26 PwR UIST ( C/8) RASE FRAME
18 REMOVF SCREW9ROLT+FTC.
26 PwR UIST(C!B) RASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
26 PWR DIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREWOROLToETC,
26 PwR UIST(C/R) BASF FRArtE
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^Y VEMOVF SCREW*8OLT*ETC.
?6 PwR UIST(C/8) BASF FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
26 PwR DIST(C/0) RASE FRAMF.
17 LOOSEN SCRFW98nLT*ETC.
26 PwR DIST(C/8) SASE FRAME
IR REMOVF SCREW*ROLT*ETC.
26 PwR UIST(c /A) MASE FRAME
10 PL ACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
26 PWR UIST(C/B) BASF FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW*ROLT ► ETC.




26 PWR DIST(C/H) RASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
26 PwR UIST(C/H) RASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW*ROLT*ETC.
26 PWR DIST(C/R) RASE FRAME
i s
 kEMOVF SCREW*RnL.T*ETC.
2b PwR UIST(C/b) KASE FRAME
10 PL ACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
26 PWR UIST(C/B) BASF FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW*MOLT*ETC,
26 PWR UIST(C/8) BASF FRAME
lg kEMOVE SCREW*8OLT*ETC.
26 PwR UIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
26 PWR UIST(C/H) BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW*80LT*ETC,
26 PwR DIST(C/8) RASE. FRAME
1A REMOVE
 SCREW98OLToETC.
26 PwR UIST ( C/8) RASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
26 PwR OIST(C/8) BASF FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW*BOLT*ETC.
26 PWR UIST(C/H) BASE FRAME
18 RE MOVE SCREW*BOLT ► ETC.
2h PwR UIST(C/R) RASE FRAME
10 'LACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
26 PWR U IST(C/8) RASE FRAME
17 LOOSEv SCREW*8OL.T*ETC.
26 PwR DIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
18 REMOVE SCREW*AOLT*FTC.
26 PwR 0IST(C/8) BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN A ANDLING CONTAN
26 PwR UIST(C/8) BASE FRAME
11 Mn V E T N HANDLING CONTANR
jEM
6 PWR UIST(C / j) pASF. FRAME
3S 3 SUgSYS 	 INSTALLATION
1 3.1 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MOVE A SSEMBLY MANUALLY
26 PwR OIST(C/8) BASE FRAME
2 392 S/S COMP ATTACH
15 INSERT SGREW98OLT*ETC•.
26 PWR DIST(C/ 8) BASF FRAME
3 3.3 S/S COMP INTRCNECT
12 CONNECT CAHLES*HOSFS*ETC
26 PwR UIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
3A 4 SUBSY STEM/MSE INTERCONNECTION
1 4 9 1 A/H S/S-OSE E/CUNN
I?. CONNErT CARLES.HOSFS*FTC
7b PwR UIST(C /R) HASF: Ft'2A%iE
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37 5 SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 5.1 S/S TEST PROC. SEA
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
26 PwR DIST(C/R) BASF FRAME
3A 6 SUBSYSTEM/OSE DISCONNECTION
1 6.1 A/8 S/S•OSE E/DSCN
13 DISCONNEC T: CAB1EStETC.
26 PWR GIST(C/8) RASE FRAME
39 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1 2.1 MANFUVEP
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
q5 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
2 2.2 TRANSPORT
11 MOVE t N HANDLING CONTANR
45 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
19 REMOVE F kM HNnLNG CONTNR
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
3 2.3 INSPECTIi)N
8 VISUAL INSPECTION
35 TFLE METRY BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
35 TFLE METRY BASE FRAME
4 2.4 S/A FUNCT * TEST
12 CONNErT CARLESgHOSES,FTC
i5 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
14 F1 1NC1jONAL TESTING
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CA8LES9ETC.
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMHLY MANUALLY
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
5 2.5 S/A BUNN IN TEST
12 CONNECT CA6LES#H0SES9FTC
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
3^i TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CABLEStETC,
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
36 2.12 S/A fB/F INTEGRAT FRAMEN 
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW9B0LT9ETC.
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREWOBOLT A TC.
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MOV E ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW96OLT,ETC.
,5 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFK SCREW•BOLT*ETC.
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
I5 INSERT SCREW98009ETC9
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
16 T IGHTEN SCREW 9 90L ,ETC.
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
4...a.. t
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15 INSERT SCREW98009F%,
35 TELE METRY RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98009E.TC,
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSLM13LY MANUALLY
35 TELEMETRY RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98OLTeETC,
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
16 T IGHTFN SCREW98009ETC,
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMALY MANUALLY
15 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
15 INSFRT SCREWtBOLTtETC,
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW.HOLT,ETC.
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWfHOLT•ETC,
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98OLTsETC.
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
i5 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCRLw,RCLT•ETC,
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW,AOLT•ETC,
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWOROLT•ETC.
35 TELE METRY LASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98OLTgETC,
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
12 CONNECT CABLES9HOSFS9FTC
35 TFLEMETRY SASE FRAME
1 MO VE ASSLMRLY MANUALLY
15 TFLE METRY RASE FRAME
2 . 13 h/F UNIT FNL TEST
12 CONNFrT LARLES,HOSFS,ETC
35 TFLE METRY BASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
13 UISCONNECT CABLES+ETC,
35 TFLEMETRY SASE FRAME
1 MO VE A5StMHLY MANUALLY
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
2.14 B/F UNIT VIR TEST
15 INSERT SCREWOBOLT•ETC,
35 TFLE METRY RASE FRAME
16 T IGHTFN SCREW99OLT•ETC,
35 TFLEMETRY SASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCRFW9H0LT,FTC..
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98009ETC9
35 TFLE METRY RASE FRAME
I? CONNErT CABLE59HOSES,ETC
i5 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
35 TFLE METRY BASE FRAME





35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW,AOLT•ETC,
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
19 RFMOVE SCREW9ROLT9ETC.
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREwgR0LT,ETC,
35 TELEMETRY RASE FRAME
IS REMOVF SCREW99OLT•ETC,
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSLMHLY MANUALLY
jS TFLEMETRY SASE FRkME
9 2915 B/F UNIT TVAC TEST
12 CONNErT CABLES*HOSFSrFTC
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CAHLESsETC.
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
j5 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
10 2.16 R/F UNIT EMI TEST
12 CONNECT CABLES*HOSESOETC
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CARLES•ETC,
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
i5 TFLEMETRY HASE FRAME




I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
6 TRANSDUCERS
45 2 SUASYS EM PREPARATION
1 2 . 17 S/S BENCH INTEGRAT
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
35 TFLE METRY BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW W09FTC.
35 TFLEMETRY RA SE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW.BOLToETC,
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98009ETC9
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREw95009ETC9
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
1S INSERT SCREW990LTrETC.
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW98OLTeETC,
35 TELEMETRY RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
35 TELEMETRY RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW,BOLTgFTC.
i5 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98OLT•ETC.
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
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35 TELE METR Y RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW+AOLT+E:TC.
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
16 T IGHTFN SCREW98OLT•ETC,
35 TELEMETRY RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
15 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW*BOLT+ETC,
35 TFLEMETR" BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW•MOLT.ETC.
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MO V E ASSEMyLY MANUALLY
15 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCRE;W*B0LT9E:TC.
35 TELE METRY BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98OLToETC.
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSLMHLY MANUALLY
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAfiF
15 INSERT SCREW98OLToETC9
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW.ROLTeETC.
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
j5 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98OLToETC,
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREWrSOLToETC,
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWvROLTgETC.
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW98OLT.ETC.
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
35 TELEMETRY 43ASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW99OLT+ETC.
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW90OLT,ETC,
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MOVE A SSEMBLY MANUALLY
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW99OLTtETC.
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAt1E
16 TIGHTFN SCREw9B0LT9ETC.
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 MOV E ASSEMyLY MANUALLY
i5 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98OLT+ETC.
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW90OLT.ETC9
35 TELEMETRY RASE FRAME
12 CANNErT CARLES,HOSES,ETC
35 TELEMETRY RASE FRAME
2 2918 S/S_INTEG FNL TEST
12 CONNECT CAHLES9HOSES9FTC
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
1+ FUNCT10NAL TESTING
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
13 UISCONNECT CAHLES9ETC,
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
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13 DISCONNEC T CAHLESvFTC.
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREWeROLT,ETC.
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
1 8 REMOVE SCRFWtROLTrETC.
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCRFW980LT+ETC.
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
18 REMOVE SCREW980LToETC.
15 TFLEM ETR Y BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN 5CREWPOOLTtETC.
35 TFLE METRY RASE FRAME:
19 WEMOVF SCREW98OLT+ETC.
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
10 'LACE IN HANDLI NG CONTAN
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW98OLToETC,
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
18 REMOVE SCREW90OLTrETC.
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
10 PACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
17 LAUSEN SCREW98OLT+ETC.
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME.
18 REMOVE SCREW98OLTrETC.
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
10 PL ACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
35 TELEM ETR Y BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW,BOLT +ETC.'
35 TFLEMET RY BASE FRAME
18 REMOVE SCREWg8OLTgFTC.
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
35 TELE METR Y BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW,BOLTtETC.
35 TFLE METR Y BASE FRAME
18 REMOVE SCREW98OLT•ETC.
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
35 TELE M ETRY BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREWOBOLTrETC,
35 TELEMETRY BASE FRAME
18 REMOVE SCREweROLToETC,
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
10 PL A CE IN HANDLING CONTAN
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW+BOLT+ETC.
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
IS REMOVE SCREwtOOLTsETC,
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLI NG CONTAN
35 TFLE METRY BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW98OLToETC.
35 TELE METR Y BASE FRAME
I A RE MOVE SCREw98OLT.FTC.
35 TFLE METRY BASE FRAME
10 P L A CE IN HANDLING CONTAN
T:;BLE 111-3 III-98(Continued)
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCRF4gR0LTeFTC-
15 TFLE METRY SASE FR AME
18 RE MOVF SCREwtROLT•ETC,
35 TFLE METR Y RASE FRAME
10 PL ACE IN HANDLING C ONTAN
35 TFLE METRY BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREw98009FTC.
35 TFLEMETR Y RASE FRAME
18 RE MOVF SCREW 9 8OLTgETC-
35 TELE METRY RASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
35 TFLE METRY RASE FRAME
17 LOOSEm SCREW98nLT+ETC.
35 TFLE METRY EASE FRAME
19 kE MOVF SCREw9H009FTCe
35 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
35 TFLE METRY BASE FRAME
11 MOVE TN HANDLING CONTANR
i5 TFLEMETRY RASE FRAME
4p 3 SUBSYSTEM TNSIALLATION
1 391 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MO V E A SSEMBLY MANUALLY
35 TFLE METRY PASE FRA04E
2 392 S/S COMP ATT#,CH
15 INSERT SCREW981109ETCe
35 TFLE METR Y SASE FRAME
3 393 S/S COMP INTRCNECT
12 CONNErT CABLES.HOSFS•ETC
35 TFLF METRY RASE FRAME
43 4 SUBS Y STEM/OSF" INTERCONNECTION
1 4e1 A/8 S/S-OSE E/CONK
12 CONNE^T CAhLES9HOSES9FTC
35 TFLEMETRY BASE FRAME
44 5 SUBS Y STEM FUNCTIONAL TESTING
I S.1 S/S TEST RROCe SEQ
14 FIJN^TTONAL TESTING
35 TFLE METRY BASE FRAME
45 6 SUBS Y STEM/nSF OISCOKNECTIOt4
1 6-1 A/H S/ S-OSE E/hSCN
13 UTSCONNECT CABLES.ETC,
35 TFLEMETRY SASE FRAME
46 2 SUBS Y STEM PREPARATION
1 2*3 INSPECTION
8 V ISUAL INSPECTION
46 UHF DUAL TRANSMITTER
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
46 UHF DUAL TRANSMITTER
47 2 SUBS YSTEM PREPARATION
1 2e 3 INSPECTION
8 VISUAL INSPECTION
47 ANTENNA • COUPLER
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY.
47 ANTENNA •, COUPLER
4A 3 SUBS Y STEM T_NSTAL LATION
1 391 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
i ^uV F ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
46 UNF DUAL TRANSMITTER
2 392 S/S COMP ATTACH
IS INSERT SCRFWeHOLTrETC,







3 3.3 S/S COMP INTRCNECT
12 CONNECT CAhLES•HOSFS,FTC
46 UHF DUAL TRANSMITTER
49 4 SUBS Y STEM/MSE INTERCONNECTION
1 4.1 A18 S/S-OSE E/CONK
12 CONNEFT CA8LES•HOSES,F-TC
46 UHF DUAL TQANSMITTFR
5n 5 SUBS Y STEM FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 5.1 S/S TEST PROC. SEW
14 FIINCTTONAL TESTING
46 UHF DUAL TRANSMITTER
5j b SUBSYSTEM/nSE DISCONNECTIONi
1 691 A/B S/S-OSE E/DSCN
13 DISCONNECT CAHLESgETC,
46 UHF DUAL TRANSMITTER




1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
37 PPESS.CARTRIDGF EFD




I MOVE ASSLMHLY MANUALLY
38 DETONATOR EEO
54 3 SUBS YSTEM INSTALLATION
1 391 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MOVE eSSEMBLY MANUALLY
37 PRES S .CARTRIOGE EFn
2 3.2 S/S COMP ATTACH
15 INSERT SCRE498009ETC9
37 PRESSgCARTRIDGE EEC
3 3.3 S/S COMP INTRCNECT
12 CONNW CA9LES,H0S-S9FTC
37 PoES S .CARTRIUGE EED
5g 4 SURS YSTEM/nSE INTERCONNECTION
1 401 A/B S/S-OSE E/CONN
12 CONNECT CABLESvHOSESrFTC
37 PRESS.CARTRIDGE EED
56 5 SUBSYSTEM iUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 Sol S/S TEST PROC. SEG
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
37 PRESS.CARTRIDGE EF_D
St 6 SUBS YSTEM/ISE DISCONNECTION
1 6.1 A/B S/5-OSE E/DSCN
13 DISCONNECT CABLESgETC.
37 PRESS•CARTRIr3E EED




i MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
41 HFATER BLANKETS
54 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1 293 INSPECTION
8 V ISUAL INSPECTION
42 THERMOSTATS
I MOVE ASSErr'LY MANUALLY
j2 THENMC -TATS





TABLE III0 (Co VIM ) S/S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MO V E ASSLMRLY MANUALLY
41 HEATER gLANKF_7S
2 3.2 S /S COMP ATTACH
15 INSERT SCRE:W9H0LT+ETC.
41 HEATE R RLANKETS
3 393 S/S COMP INTNCNECT
17 CONNECT CARLES•HOSES•FTC
41 HEATER NLANKErS
61 4 SUBS Y STEM/nSE INTERCONNECTION
1 4.1 A/R S/S-nSE E/CONN
12 CONNECT CAHLE59HOSESoFTC
41 HEATER HLANKETS
67 5 SUBS Y STEM FUNCTIONAL TE.STTrin
1 5.1 S/S TE S T PHOC. SEQ
14 F i 1NCTTONKL TESTINb
41 HEATER HLANKETS
63 6 SUBS Y STEM/nSE DISCONNECTION
1 6.1 A/H S/S-OSE E/DSCN
13 DISCONNECT CABLES,FTC,
41 HEATER KLANKFTS
64 2 SUBS Y STEM PREPARATION
1 2.1 MANFUVER
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
2 LANCER LEGS
10 Pt ACE IN HANDLI NG CONTAN
2 LANuLR LEGS
2 2.2 TRAiiSPORT
11 MOVE TN HANDLING CONTANR
LANDLR LEGS
19 REMOVF F WM HNDLNG CONTNR
2 LANDER LEGS
3 2.3 fNSPEC71ON
h V TSt1A1 INSPECTION
2 LENDER LEGS
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
LANDER LEGS
65 3 SUBS Y STEM TNSTALLATION
1 3.1 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MOVE ASSEMHLY MANUALLY
2 LANDER LEGS
2 3.2 S/S COMP ATTACH
15 INSERT SCREWIROLTrETC,
7 LANOtR LEGS
3 ?.a S/S COMP INTRCNECT
1? CONNECT CAHLES9HOSES9FTC
P LANCER LEGS
66 4 SUBSYSTEM/OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 4a1 A/8 S/5-OSE E/CONK
12 CONNECT CAHLESgHOSES,ETC
2 LANOLR LEGS
67 S SUBS Y STEM FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 5.1 S/S TES T PROC. SEQ
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
2 LANnER LEGS
6A 6 SURS Y STEM/MSF DISCONNECTIO ►d
1 6.1 A/B S/ S-nSE E/DSCN
13 UTSCONNECT CAALEStETC.
2 LANnLR LEGS
2 A DEOHHIT MODULE ASSEMHLY • TFST
I 1 SURS Y STkm POSITT014ING
1 1.1 MANFUVLR
III-100
TABLE III . 3 (Continued)
	
III-101
9 LIFT WITH MSPF
3 DFORUIT STRUCTURE
2 POSITION OVERHEAD CRANE
3 DEOROIT STRUCTURE
2 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
3 DFORdIT STRUCTURE
3 193 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
3 DFORbIT STRUCTURE
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
3 DFORbIT STRUCTURE
A LOWER WITH CRANE
3 DFORbIT STRUCTURE
4 194 DETACHMENT
7 DE T ACH CRANE HOOKS
3 DFOROIT STRUCTURE
5 1.5 I NSDE:C T I ON
8 V I SUAL. INSPECTION
3 DFORBIT STRUCTURE
2 4 SUBS YSTEM/rSE INTERCONNECTTON
1 4 .1 A/B S/S-OSE F/CONN
12 CONNECT CABLES+HOSESIETC
10 DFORBIT PROPULSION S/S
2 4.2 A/B_S/S-OSE M/CONN
12 CONNErT CABLES,HOSFS,FTC
10 DFORS IT PROPULSION S/S
3 5 SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 S.1 S/S TEST PROC• SEO
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
10 DFORHIT PROPULSION S/S
4 6 SUBS YSTEM/OSE DISCONNECTION
1 691 A/B S/5-4SE E/DSCN
13 DISCONNECT CABLESOFTC,'
10 DFORBIT PROPULSION S/S
2 6,2 A/B S/S-OSE M/nSCN
13 DISCONNECT CABLEStETC,
10 DFORbIT PROPULS I OP, S/S
S 1 SUBS YSTEM POSITIONING
1 TDETACHUETACMME ^IT CRANE HOOKS
13 DFORdIT MOD, CABLING S/S
2 1. 5 INSPECTION
8 VISUAL ;NSPECTION
13 DFORUIT MOD * CABLING S/S
6 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1 2.18 S/S INTEG fNL TEST
12 CONNEF1 CA9LESvHOSESt[7C
13 DEORBIT MOD• CABLING S/S
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
13 DFORBIT MOD. CABLING S/S
13 DISCONNECT CA8LES9ETC.
3 DFORBIT MOD • CABLING S/S
3 SUBSYSTEM I NSTALLATION
1 39I S/S COMPONNT PLACE
I MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
13 DFOR81T MOD• CABLING S/S
2 392 S/S COMP ATTACH
1S INSERT SCREWgROLTgETC0 DFORSIT MOP• CABLING S/S





13 DFORWIT MOO. CAO3L TNG
A 4 SUBS Y STEM/nSE VjTERCONNFCT?ON
1 491 A/8 S/S-nSE E/CONK
12 CONNECT CA8LESgHOSESsFTC
13 DFORb1T MnO. CABLING
q 5 SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTING;
1 Sol S/S TEST PROC, SEO
14 FUNCTTONAL TESTING
13 DFORBIT MOO. CABLING
in 6 SUAS Y STEM/nSE DISCONNECTION
1 6.1 A/H S/S-nSE E/VSCN
13 DISCONNECT CARLESrFTC.
13 DFORBIT MOO. CABLING
11 2 SUBS Y STEM PREPARATION
1 293 INSPECTION
A V I SI)AI_ INSPECTION
36 TRANSDUCERS
l MO VE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
36 TRANSDUCERS
12 3 SUAS Y STEM INSTALLATION
1 3 9 1 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
36 TRANSDUCERS
2 3.2 S/S COMP ATTACH
15 INSERT SCREW98OLTvETC4
36 TRANSDUCERS
13 5 SUBS Y STEM FUNCTIONAL TESTIP46
I Sol S/S TEST PROC, SEG
14 FIINCTTONAL TESTING
36 TRANSDUCERS
14 6 SUBS Y STEM/nSE OISCONNECTIOm
1 6.1 A/H S/S-OSE E/OSCN
13 DISCONNECT CARLES9ETC.
36 TRANSDUCERS
1% 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1 2.3 INSPECTION
A V ISUAL INSPECTION
37 PPESS.CARTAIDGE EED
I MAVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
37 PRESS.CARTRIDGE EED
16 2 SUBS Y STEM PREPARATION
2.3 INSPECTION
8 V ISUAL INSPECTION
38 DETONATOR EED
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
33d DETONATOR EEO
1 T 3 SUAS Y STEM INSTALLATION
1 3.1 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MOVE ASSEMpi'r MANUALLY
39 PYROTECHNIC SaiJINS
2 3.2 S/S COMP ATTACH
15 INSERT SCREwOROLTeETC,
39 PYROT ECHNIC SQUIBS
3 3.3 S/S COMP INTRCNECT
12 CONNEPT CA8LESvH0Sf59FTC
39 PYROTECHNIC SQUIBS
la 4 SUBS Y STEM/05F I+vTERCONNFCTION
1 491 A/B S/S-OSE E/CUNN
12 CONNErL T CAULES.HOSFS*FTC
-IV PYROTECHNIC SQUIBS
Q 5 SURSrSTE M FUNCTIONA(, T.F. ST IMG







39 PYROTECH N IC SQIJIHS
zn 6 SUBS YSTEM/nSE DISCONNFCTIO^i
1 6.1 A/P S/S-nSE E/USCN
13 DISCONNECT CAHLE59ETC.
39 PYROTECHNIC SQUIBS




i MOVF ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
41 HFATER RLANKFTS
27 2 SUBS Y S TEM PREPARATION
1 7.3 INSPECT ioN
R VISUAL  INSPECTION
42 THERMOSTATS
I MOVE ASSLMRLY MANUALLY
42 THERMOSTATS
21 3 SUBS YSTEM TNSTALLATION
1 3.1 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
41 HFATER BLANKETS
42 THERMOSTATS




3 393 S/S COMP INTPCNECT
12 CONNECT CAB LE5•HOSF59FTC
41 HFATER BLANKETS
42 THERMOSTATS
74 4 SUBS Y STEM/nSE If1TERCONNFCTTnN
1 4.1 A/R S/S-nSE E/CONN
12 CONNECT CAHLES9HOSFS9FTC
41 HFAT ER HLANKETS
42 THERMOSTATS
29 5 SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST] -i6




2A 6 SUBS Y STEM/nSE DI SCONNFCTIOP,
1 b.l A/B S/5-05E E/nSCN
13 DISCONNECT CARLES90r^
41 HFATE R KLAKKFTS
42 THERMOSTATS
27 1 SUBS Y STEM vOSITIONIN G
1 1,2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
3 DFORbIT STPUCTUNE
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST wl!H CRAM
3 DFORdIT 5TAUCT0kE
5 MOVE '4 I TH CRANE
3 nFORb I T STPUCTURE
h LO WER WIIH CRAKE
3 DFOROI T STPUCTORF.
3 1 9 4 UETACHMENT
7 DETACH CMAfIE HOOKS
3 DFORbIT STRUCTURE
2A 14 MAJ Uk M OO1'LE/OSF I^TERrOPJ,,jE 'TION




3 DFORbIT STWt C TlJRF




 7 SUBS YSTEM TNTLGWATION TEST
1 7e1 INT S/S FNL TEST
14 r UNCTTONAL TESTING
3 DECIRH I T STRUCTURE
3m	 16 MAJO R MODUI.E /U SE DISCONNECTION
1 16,1 SM/MM -OSF E/DISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CA9LESeFTC,
3 DFORSIT STRUCTURE
2 1692 SM/MM-UEF M/DISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CAHLESgETC.
3 DFORbIT STRUCTURE
3j	 1 SUBS YSTEM POSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH C RANE HOOKS
DFORdIT STRUCTURE
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 MOIST WITH CRANE
3 DFORSIT STRUCTURE
S MOVE wITH CRANE
3 DFORBIT STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WI T H CRANE
3 DFORB IT STRUCTURE
3 1. 4 DETA-CHMErjT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
3 DFOR81T STRUCTURE
32 14 MAJ OR M ODI.ILE /OSL INTERCONNFCTION





2 14.2 SM/MM-USE M/CONN
12 CONNErT CARLES.HOSES.FTC
3 DFORbIT STRUCTURE
33 17 MAJO R MODULE V IMRATION /ACOI)STIC TES,





34 16 MAJO R MODULE/USE DISCONNECTION
1 16.1 5M/MM-OSF E/DISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CARLESOETC.
3 DFORbIT STRUCTURE







3 ATTACW C R ANE HOOKS
3 DFORbIT STRUCTURE
2 1 R 3 TRAtAPORT
4 HOIST WI tH CRANE
3 DFORbIT STRUCTURE
S M OVE 41TH CRANE
3 OFORbIT STRUCTURE
b LnWER w;TH CRANE
3 DFORdIT STRUCTURE
3 19 4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH C R ANF H00o:zi
3 G,'ORd lT STRUCTURE
III-104
TABLE III.3 (Continued)	 III-105
30h 14 MAJUR MODULE/OSF INTERCONNFCTION
1 1491 SM/MM-OSE E /CONN
12 CONNErT CA8LES9HOSFS9FTC
3 DFORUIT STRUCTURE
2 14.2 SM/MM-OSE M/CONN
12 CONNECT CA8LES9HOSES9ETC
3 DFORBIT STRUCTURE
37 18 MAJOR MODULE THERMAL VACUUM TEST
1 1891 SM/MM TVAC TEST
14 FUG' 'T^NAL TESTING
I U "llb t T STRUCTURE
3A 16 F • JnW MODULE/USE DISCONNECTION
1 1691 SM/MM-OSE E/DISCNN
13 DI SCONNECT CABLES9ETC.
3 DFORHIT STRUCTURE
2 1692 SM/MM-USE M/DISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CAALESrETC.
3 DFOR8IT STRUCTURE
39 1 SUBS YSTEM POSITIONING
1 19 2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
3 DEORdIT STRUCTURE
2 193 TRANSPORT
4 MOIST WITH CRANE
3 DFORdIT STRUCTURE
5 MOVE wITM CRANE
3 DFORBIT STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
3 DFOR8IT STRUCTURE
3 194 DF '7 CHMENT
7 DE t: ,- CRANE HOOKS
3 DFORSIT STRUCTURE
40 14 MAJOR MODULE/OSE INTERCONMFCTION
1 1491 SM/MM-OSE E/CONN
12 CONNEET CABLEStMOSES•ETC
3 DFOR8IT STRUCTURE




 MODULE EMI TEST





1 16.1 SM /MM-OSE E/DISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CABLES ATC.
3 DFORBIT STRUCTURE
x 16.2 SM/MM-OSE M/DISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CABLES ATC.
3 DFORBIT STRUCTURE
3 C AEROSHELL ASSEMBLY • TEST
1 1 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 lel MANFUVER
9 LIFT WITH MSPF
5 AFROSHFLL STRUCTURE
2 POSITION OVERHEAD CRANF
5 AFROSHELL STRUCTURE
2 192 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
5 AFROSHELL STRUCTURE
3 193 TP14SPORT
4 MOIST WITH CRANE
TABLE III.3 (Continued)
	 5 AFROSHELL STRUCTURE
S MOVE WITH CRANE
S AFROSHELL SMICTURE
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
5 AFROSHELL STRUCTURE
4 1 9 4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH C RANE HOOKS
S AFROSHELL STRUCTURE
5 1 9 5 INSPECTION
8 VISUAL INSPECTION
5 AFROSHELL STRUCTURE






1 MOVE ASSEMHLY MANUALLY
j4 ANR ANTENNA
3 3 SUBS YSTEM INSTALLATION
1 391 S/S COMPnNNT PLACE
1 MOVE eSSEMHLY MANUALLY
24 AmR ANTENNA
2 3.2 S/S COMP ATTACH
15 INSERT SCREW98OLT+ETC.
24 AMR ANTENNA
3 3*3 S/S COMP INTRCNECT
12 CONNEfT CARLES•HOSES9ETC
24 AMR ANTENNA
a 4 SUBS YSTEM/OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 4.1 A/B S/ S-OSE E/.CONN
12 CINNW CARLESgHOS£SgFTC
74 AMR ANTENNA
5 5 SUP;rSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTINr,
1 S.1 S/S TEST PROC, SEG
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
74 AmR ANTENNA
A 6 SUBS YSTEM/nSF DISCONNECTION
1 691 A/8 S/ S-OSE E/DSCN
13 OTSCONiNECT CARLES.0c.
24 APAR ANTENNA7	 1 SUBS YSTEM POSITIONING
1 1.1 MANFUVER
o LIFT WITH  HSPF
14 AFROSHELL CABLING S/S
2 POSITION OvE:RHEAD CRANE
14 AFROSHELL CABLING S/S
2 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 A TTACH CRANE HOOKS
1 4 AFROSHELL CABLING S/S
3 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 MMIST WITH CRANE
14 AFROSMELL CABLING 5/S
g MOVE WITH CRANE
14 AsROSHELL CABLING S/S
6 LOW EP WI TH CRAVE
14 AFROSHELL CABLING S/S
4 1. 4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH C R ANE HONKS




14 AFROSHELL CABLING S/S
04	 2 SUBS Y STEM 04 PARATION
1IZ-106
TABLE III.3 (Continued)
1 2.18 S/S INTEG FNL TEST
12 CQNNEET CAHLES+HOSES,FTC
14 AFROSHELL CABLING S/S
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
14 AFROSHELL CABLING S/S
13 DISCONNECT CABLES+ETC•
14 AFROSHELL CABLINA S/S
A 3 SUBSYSTEM INSTALLATION
1 3.1 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
14 AFROSHELL CABLING S/S
2 3.2 S/S COMP ATTACH
15 IN!SFRT SCREw98OLT9ETC.
'll VFRNIER M00 9 CABLING S/S
3 393 S/S COMP INTRCNECT
12 CONNECT CABLESrHOSES,ETC
11 VFRNIER MOD, CABLING S/S
in 4 SUBS YSTEM/MSE INTERCONNECTION
1 491 A/B S/S-0SE E/CONN
12 CONNEPT CA8LESgHOSESgFTC
lI VFRNIER MOD, CABLING S/S
11 5 SURSYS EM FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 5.1 S/S TEST PROC, SEa
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
11 VFRNIER MOD. CA8J.ING S/S
12 6 SUBSYSTEM/OSE DISCONNECTION
1 6,1 A/B S/S-ASE E/DSCN
13 DISCONNECT CA8LES9ETC.
11 VERNIER MOD, CABLING S/S
13 2 SUBS Y STEM PREPARATION
1 293 INSPECTION
8 V ISUAL INSPECTION
58 ENTRY QUAD MASS SPECT
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
SH ENTRY WAD MASS SPECT
14 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1 2.3 INSPECTION
8 V ISUA(, INSPECTION
59 ENTR Y TV CAMERA UNIT
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
%9 ENTR Y TV CAMERA UNIT




1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
60 SIGNAL CONDITIONER
16 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1 2. 3 INSPECTIOr
8 V ISUAL INSPECTION
61 TmTAL TEMP. SENSOR
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
61 TOTAL TEMP* SENSOR
17 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1 2,3 INSPECTION
8 VISUt INSPECTION
62 STAGNATION TEM P SENSOR
1 M - rE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
62 STAGNATION TEMP SE0jSOR
1A 2 SUBS YSTEM PREPARATION
1 2.3 INSPECTION
8 V ISUAL INSPECTION
III-107
TABLE III.3 (Continued)
63 STAG* PRESS * TRANSDUCER
1 MOVE ASSLMRLY MANUALLY
63 STAG* PRESS * TRANSDUCER
19 2 SUBS Y STEM PREPARATION
1 2.17 SAS BE NCH INTECRAT
1 MOVE A SSEMBLY MANUALLY
S8 ENTRY QUAD MASS SPECT
15 INSERT SCREW980 0 9ETC.
58 ENTR Y
 QUAD MASS SPECT
16 1IGHTFN SCREW,HOLT,ETC,
58 ENTR Y 01JAD MASS SPFCT
1 MOVE ASSLMRLY MANUALLY
r,H ENTRY QUAD MASS SPECT
15 INSERT SCREW98OLTIETC9
S8 ENTRY QjjAD MASS SPF.CT
16 TIGHTEN SCRFW98OLT9ETC9
58 ENTRY QUAD MASS SPECT
I MOVE ASSLMRLY MANUALLY
58 ENTR Y QUAD MASS SPECT
15 INSERT SCREW.ROLT+ETC.
SA ENTR Y
 QUAD MASS SPECT
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98OLT9ETC6
58 ENTR Y QUAD MASS SPECT
III-108
I MOVE ASSLMRLY MANUALLY
S9 ENTRY TV CAMERA UNIT
15 INSERT SCREW9000+ETC.
59 ENTRY TV CAMERA UNIT
16 T IGHTFN SCREW98OLT,ETC.
59 ENTR Y TV CAMERA UNIT
I MOVE ASSLMHLY MANUALLY
59 ENTRY TV CAMERA UNIT
15 INSERT SCRFWvBOLT+ETC.
Sq ENTR Y TV CA MERA UNIT
16 TIGHTFN SCREWeROLT,ETC,
59 ENTR Y
 TV CAMERA UNIT
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
60 STGNAL CONDITIONER
15 INSER T SCRE*9860 +FTC.
60 STGNAL CONDITIONER
16 T IGHTFN SCREW98OLTtETC.
60 STGNAL CONDITIONER




16 T IGHTFN SCREW,RULTgETC,
61 TOTAL TEMP. SENSOR
I MOVE. AssLm7LY MANUA LY
61 TOTAL EMP• SENOR
IS INSERT SCREW9ROLTeETC.
61 TnTAL TEMP. SENSOR
16 TIGHTFN SCREW9HOLTsETC.
61 TnTAL TEMP. SENSOR
1 MOVE 'ASSEMBLY MANUALLr.
61 TnTAL TEMP. SENSOP
15 INSERT SLREWrROLT•ETC,
61 TOTAL TEMP, SENSOR
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98OLT9ETC.
62 STAGNATION TEMP SENSOR
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
62 STAGNATION TEMP SENSOR
IS I NSERT SCREWvAOLT.ETC,
TABLE III.3 III-109(Continued) 62 STAGNATION TEN'P SFNSOR
16 TIGHTEN SCREW•HOLT,ETC.
62 STAGNATION TEMP SENSOR
1 MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
6? STAGNATION TEMP SENSOR
15 INSERT SCREW98009ETC9
63 STAG • PRESS• TRANSDUCER
16 T IGHTEN SCREw98OLT9ETC.
63 STAG * PRESS * TRANSDUCER
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
63 STAG* PRESS. TRANSOUCER2
15 INSERT SCREW9ROLT9 TC.




1 MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
63 STAG* PRESS. TRANSDUCER
15 INSERT SCREW99OLT+FTC.
63 STAG • PRESS. TRANSDUCER
16 TIGHTEN SCREW99009ETCe
63 STAGo PRESSe TRANSDUCER
12 CONNECT CABLES9HOSFS,ETC
63 STAG• PRESS * TRAN5nt10ER
2 2 9 18 S/S INTEG FNL TEST
12 CONNECT CA8LES•HOSES.FTC
59 ENTRY TV CAMERA UNIT
14 FONCTTONAL TESTING
59 ENTRY TV CAMERA UNIT
13 DISCONNECT CABLES,FTC,
59 ENTRY TV CAMERA UNIT
3 2919 S/S IN TEs DISASSY
13 DISCONNECT CABLESrETC,
58 ENTR Y QUAD MASS SPECT
17 LOOSEN SCREW9B0LT+ETC;
58 ENTRY QUAD MASS SPELT
18 REMOVE SCREW98OLTsETC9
5$ ENTRY QUAD MASS SPECT
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
58 ENTR Y @UAp MASS SPECT
17 LOOSEN SCRCW+ROLTiETC,
58 ENTRY QUAD MASS SPECT
18 REMOVE SCREW99OLTrETC,
58 ENTRY QUAD tlASS SPECT
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
59 ENTRY TV CA MERA UNIT
17 LOOSEN SCREWOAOLTrETCe
S9 ENTRY TV CAM RA UNIT
In REMOVE SCREW i BOL 9ETCe
49 ENTRN• TV CAMERA UNIT
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
59 ENTR Y TV CAMERA UNIT
17 LOOSEN SCREWO80LTeETC,
59 ENTRY TV CAMERA UNIT
1R REMOVE SCREW98OLT9ETC.
S9 ENTR Y TV CAMERA UNIT
10 PL ACE IN HANDLING CONTAN





10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN










1 8 REMOVF SCRF'W98OLToF.TC.
60 STGN AL CONDITIONER
10 PLACE IN HANULTNG CONTAN
61 TOTAL TEMP, SENSOR
I7 LOOSEN SCREW980LTvFTC.
61 TnTAL TEMP. SENSOR
J A REMOVF SCREwoROLToETC.
Al TnTAL TEMP. SENSOR
10 'LACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
61 TnTAL TEMP. SENSnR
17 LOOSEN SCREW980 T9ETC,
61 TnTAL TFMP. SENSOR
19 REMOVF SCREW98009ETC*
61 TnTAL TEMP. SENSOR
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
61 TnTAL TEMP, SENSOR
17 LOOSEN SCREWs80LT+FTC,
62 STAGNATION TEMP SpISOR
18 REMOVF SCRE'W98OLT•ETC,
62 STAGNATION TEMP SENSOR
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
62 STAGNATION TEMP SENSOR
17 LUOSF pj SCREW+HOLT+ETC.
62 STAGNATION TEMP SENSOR
IA REMOVE SCREW98OLTrETC.
63 STAG • PRESS. TRANSDUCER
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
63 STAG* PRESS. TRANSDUCER
17 LOOSEN SCREW98009FTC,
63 STAG* PRESS. TRANSDUCER
18 REMOVE SCREW98OLTrETC,
63 STAG* PRESS. TRANSDUCER
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
63 STAG • PRESS. TPANSIIUCER
17 LOOSEN SCREW98OLT+ETC.
63 STAG* PRESS. TRANSDUCER
18 RF MOVF SCRFW980LT ETC
63 STAG* PRESS. ARAN§DUCER
10 P63CSTA0•HPRESSNGTRANSDUCER
11 MOVE IN HANDLING RANSnUCERNTANR
63 STAG• PRESS* 
20 3 SUBS Y STEM TNSTALLATION
1 3.1 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY.
59 ENTRY TV CAMERA UNIT
2 3.2 S/S COMP ATTACH
1S INSERT SCREW980LToETC.
S9 ENTR Y
 TV CAMERA UNIT
3 393 S/S COMP INTRCNECT
12 CONNEr' T CAgLES.HOSESsETC
SW ENTRY TV CAMERA 1INTT
21 4 SUBS Y STEM/MSE ItiTERCONNECTTgN
III-111
TABLE III.3 (Continued)
1 491	 A/R S/ S-OSE E/CONK
12 CONNECT CAHLESgHOSESgFTC
99 ENTRY TV CAMERA UrII T
27 S SUBS Y STEM FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 5.1	 S/S TEST PROC, SEQ
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
59 ENTR Y TV CAMERA UNIT
21 6 SUBS Y STEM/oSE DISCONNECTION]
1 6.1	 A/H S/S-OSE E/OSCN
13 UISCOmNECT CARLESgETC,
59 ENTRY TV CAMERA Ur.ITT
24 1 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 1 .2	 ATTJCHMENT
I A T TAC ►4 CRANE HOOKS
59 F00 TV CAMERA UNIIT
2 1.;1	 1 RAKiSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
99 ENTRY TV CAMERA OvIIT
5 MO V E wIT H CRANE
S9 ENTR Y T V CAMERA IP-I I T
6 LO W ER WITH CRANE
Sy EmTO TV CAMERA UNIT
3 1.4	 DETACHMENT
7 UFTACH CRANE HOOKS
59 ENTRY TV CAMERA UmIT
25 14 MAJOR MOn , ILE /OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 14 9 1 	 SM/MM-USE E/CONN
12 CONNEr,T CABLES,HOSES,FTC
59 ENTRif TV CAME RA UNIT
26 7 SUBS YSTEM INTEGRATION TEST
1 7 9 1	 INT S/S FNL TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
59 EmTR'Y TV CAMERA UNIT
27 16 MAJOR MODUI. L/USE DISCONNECTION
1 16 0 1	 SM/MM—USE E/DISCNN
13 UISCONNECT CARLES9FTC.
S9	 E pjl-IY	 TV	 CAMERA	 11R ► TT
2A 1 SUBS Y STEM POSITIONING
1 1.2	 ATTeCHMENT
3 ATTACH C tiANE HOOKS
59 EmTk'f TV CAMERA UNIT
2 1.3	 TRANSPUZT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
59 E%,TRY TV CAMERA UNIT
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
99 ENTRY TV CAMERA UNIT
A LOWER WITH CRANE
S9 ENTR Y TV CAMERA UNIT
3 1 .4	 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
59 ENTR Y TV CAMERA UNIT
24 14 MAJOR M ODI'LE /OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 14.1	 . SIB / ►.oM -USE 	 E/CONN
17 CONNErT CAHLESO40SE59FTC
59 EmTk Y TV CAMERA Ut4jT
3n	 17 MAJOR MODULE V 1HRATION/ACOIISTIC TEST




59 E paTRY TV CAMERA UNIT
3j	 15 M AJOR MODULE /OSE DISCONNECTION
1 16.1	 SM /MM-USE E/DISCNN
13 UISCOMNECT CA9LES9ETC.
IIIT112TABL: III.3 (Contir:ued)
59 EORY TV CAMERA UNIT
37 1 SUBS Y STEM POSITI ON ING+
l 1 +2 ATTACHMENT
ATTACH CRANE: HOOKS
S9 E" ► TR Y 	TV CAMERA UNiTT
2 I +! I RAN ► SPURT
4 MOIST WT!H CRANE
59	 FK► TRY	 TV	 C AM ERA	 ►► ^ITT
5 MOVE w I TM CRANE
gy FR ► TR Y 	TV CAMERA WITT
6 LOWER WI T H CRANE
5y E N ► TR Y 	TV CAMERA	 lk iTT
3 1 + 4 DETACHMENT
7 UFTACH C RANE HONKS
59 EmTR Y 	TV CAMFRA 1.0ilT
31	 14 M AJUH Mm ► LE / :1SE IN -IFRCONNE' CTION
1 1491 SM/MM-USE, E /CJNN
CONNFrT	 CARLES+',OSF.S+FTC
Sy ENTRY TV CAMERA U,j1T
34	 14 MAJOR MUDOLE THERMAL VACL1Um TEST
1 19• 1 SM/^4M	 TVAC TEST
1 4 FoNCTTONAL TESTING
SQ EK,TRY TV CAMERA LNIT
35 16 MAJOR MUDUi _ E /USE' UISCONNECTTON
1 1 4§9 1 5M/mM-USE E/DISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CAHLESATC,
S9 ENTRY TV CAMERA UAV
3R 1 SUBS Y STEM POSITIONING
1 1. 2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTAC ►4 C RANE HOOKS
S9 F N ► TR Y TV CAMERA WiTT
2 1..1 T PAf,'SPURT
4 MOIST wilH CRANF
59 ENTR Y TV CAMERA	 P,11T
5 MOVE 61 T Th CRANF
Sy ENTR Y 	TV CAtiFRA UNTT
6 LOWEP WI ( H CRANF_
S9 E h iTR Y 	 TV	 CA f4 FRA	 WITT
3 1.4 DETACHMENT
7 UFTACH C RANE HOOKS
59 ENTRY	 TV CA;, IERA	 ON^TT
37	 14 MAJVR MOD ► 1LE / OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 1401 SM/NM-USE E/CONN
12 CONNFt T CARLES+f ► OSFS+FTC
%9 ENTR Y TV CAMERA UNTT
3A	 19 MAJO R MODULE EMI TEST
1 19.1 SM/MM Lml TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
59 ENTRY TV CAMERA UNIT
34 16 MAJOR MODULE/USE DISCONNECTION
1 16. 1 SM/MM-0SE E/DISCNN
13 UISCONNEC T CA8LES9FTC+
Sy FA ► TRY TV CAMERA U,JIT
4 D CANISTER • ADAPTFN
 ASSEMBLY • TEST
1 1 SUBS Y STEM POSITIONING
1 1+1 MANEUVER
9 LI F T wITM NISPF
6 CANWERr FOkEWARn
7 C A NTSTERI AFT
H AnAPTER STRUCTURE
2 POSITION .OV.ERHEAD CRAOfF




7 CANI STFR9 AFT
8 AnAPTER STRUCTURE
2 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
6 C4N I STER9 FOREWARn
7 CANI STER• AFT
8 AnAPT ER STRUCTURE
3 193 TRANSPORT
4 MOIST WITH CRANE
6 CANI STERS FOREWARn
7 C&NISTER9 AFT
8 AnAPTER STRUCTURE
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
6 CANISTER• FOREWARn
7 CANISTERr AFT
8 AnAP T ER STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
6 CANN IER+ FOREWARN
7 CANISTERS AFT
8 AnAP TER STRUCTURE
4 1. 4 DETACHMENT
7 DE TACH CRANE HOOKS.
6 CeNI STER9 FOREWARn





7 CAN IS TERS AFT
H AnAPTER STRUCTURE
SUBS YSTEM/OSE INTERCONNFCTION
1 4.2 A/A S/S-OSE M/COIN
12 CONNECT CABLES•HOSES,FTC
6 CANI STERS FOREWARN
SUBS YSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTING




1 692 A/H S/S-OSE M/DSCN
13 DISCOKINECT CABLEStETC.
6 CANI S TER# FOREWAR()
SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 1. 2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
7 CANISTERS AFT
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 MOIST WITH CRANE
7 CANISTERS AFT
5 MOVE W ITH CRANE
' CANISTERv AFT
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
7 CANI STERr AFT
3 1. 4 UFI ACHMENT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
7 CANISTER* AFT
SUBSYSTEM/nSE INTERCONNECTION















A 6 SUBS Y STEM /nSE DISCONNECTIOm
1 6.2 A/B S/S-0SE M /DSCN
13 UISCONNECT CAALESoFTC,
7 CANI S TERS	 AFT
9	 1 SUBS Y STEM POSITIONING
1 102 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACW C HA14E HOOKS
6 CANI ST ER S FOREWARN
2 1 * 3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
6 CANISTERS FORLWARn
5 MO V E:	 144TH CRANE
6 CANISTERS FOREWARO
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
6 CANISTER. FOREwARO
3 194 UET A CHME NT
7 DETACH C RANE HOOKS
6 CANISTER• FOREWARD
In 4 SUAS { STLM/nSE INTERCONNECTION
1 4.2 A/A S/S-OSE M/CONK
12 CONNErT CABLES,HOSES,FTC
6 CANISTER 9 FOREWARD
11	 5 SUBS Y STEM FUNCTIONAL TESTIrjG
1 5.1 S/S TEST PROC. SEG
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
6 CANI STERS FORLWARn
1? 6 SUBS Y STEM /nSE DISCONNECTIOni
1 6.2 A/H S/5-OSE M /DSCN
13 DISCONNECT CA9LES9ETC.
6 CANISTERi.	 FOREWARD
11	 1 SUBS Y STEM POSITIOrING
1 1. 2 ATTACHMENT




4 HOIST WITH CRANE
CA N I ST E R,	 AFT
5 MOVE wITM CRANE
7 CANI STFR+	 AFT
6 LOWER W ITH CRANE
7 CANISTFR 9	 AFT
3 1.4 DETACHMENT




14	 1 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 1.1 MANFUVLA
9 LIFT WITh MSPF
IS CANISTER • ADAPT•CABLING
?.. POSITION OVE RHEAD CRANE1S CANISTER . ADAPT.CABLING
2 ATTACHMENTTATT ACH CRANE HOOKS
15 CANISTER • ADAPT.CABLING
3 l .3 T RAPiSPORT
4 MOIST WOH CRANE
15 CANI S TER 4 ADAPT.%-ABLING
5 MO V E WITH CRANE
15 CANI S TER • ADAPT.CAALING
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
j5 CANI S TER • ADAPT.CARLING
TABLE I11.3 (Continued)
• 19 4 UETACHMENT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
15 CA N I ST ER ♦ AnAPTeCARLING
5 1.9 INSPECTION
8 VISUAL INSPECTION
15 CANISTER • ADAPT.CARLING
19 2 SURSYSTEM OREPARATION
1 2.8 S/A UNIT VIRLO TEST
15 INSERT SCRFW980LT#ETC.
15 CANI STER • ADAPTeC ARLI'46
16 TIGHTFN SCREWe9OLT9ETC,
15 CANI STER • ADAPT.r,ARLINr,
15 INSERT SCREW*8OI,TeFTC.
15 CANISTER • AOAPT,CARLINC
16 TIGHTFN SCREW•9c1.T•ETC,
15 CANISTER • AAAPTeCAFiLIMG
12 CCNNF^T CABLEStHOSF59FTC
15 CANISTER • AOAPT.CARLING
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
15 CANI STER • ADAPT.CARLING
13 UISCONNECT CARLESsETC.
15 CANISTER • ADAP T . CARLING
17 LOUSEm SCREW99009ETC,




15 CANI STER • ADAPT.CARLING
17 LOOSFM SCRFW98OLToFTC.
;5 CANISTER • ADAPT9CARLING
19 REMOVF SCRFWOROI_TeFTC,
1 5 CANISTER + ADAPTeCARLING
I MOVE ASSLMRLY MANUALLY
15 CANI STER • ADAPT9CABLI•4G
SUHS YSTF.M PRFNARATION
1 2 . 1 MANcUVER
1 MOVE ASSLMRLY MANUALLY
31 PWR ADAPTR(C •A ) BASE F9
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
31 PWR AUAPTR(C •A) RASE F.
2 2.2 TRANSPORT
11 MOVE TN MANpLING CONTANR
31 PwR ADAPTR(C*A) BASE Fe
19 REMOVF FRM HNOLNG CONTNR
31 PwR AGAPTR(C •A) BASE Fe
3 2 9 3 INS0ECtIAN
A V ISUAL. INSPECTION
31 PWR ADAPTR(C+A) BASE F*
1 MO V E ASSLMRLY MANUALLY
31 PWR ADAPTR(C#A) RASE Fe
♦ 2 4 S/AFUNCT e TEST
11 CONNW CAI^ILES•HOSFS•ETC
31 PWR ADAPTR'(C*A) BASE Fe
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
31 PwR ADAP TR(C •A) BASE Fe
13 DISCONNECT CARLESOETCe
31 PwR ADAPTR(C O A) BASE Fe
1 MO V E ASSLMRLY MANUALLY
31 PwR ADAP TR(C«A) BASE Fe
5 2 * 5 $/A BURN IN TEST
12 CONNEC T CARLESsHOSES,ETC
31 PwR ADAP R(C*A) BASE Fe
1 4 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
11 PqR ADAPTR(C*A) VASE Fe
r
TABLE III.3 (Continued)
13 UISCONNFC T CARLES0 %.
31 Pwk ADAPTR(C+A) 8ASF F.
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
i t PwR ADAPTR(('+A) BASF F.
6 2.12 S/A 8/F INTEGRATN
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
31 PIER ADAP TR(C + A) BASE F.
1S INSERT SCRFW•NOLTgETC.
1 1 PwR ADAPTk(C+A) RASE F.
16 TIGHTEN SCREW•HOLT.F_TC.
31 PwR ADAPTR(C +A) RASE F.
I MOVE ASStMPLY MANUALLY
31 Pwk ADAPTR(C+A) HASE F.
IS INSERT SCREW*4009F TC.
31 PwR ADAPTR(C+A) RASE F.
16 TIbHTFN SCRFW•HOLT.F.TC.
31 PwR ADAPTR(C+A) RASE F.
15 INSERT SCRF_W,H01_7.ETC.
31 PWR ADAP TR(C + A) RASE F.
16 TIGHTEN bCkE,Wg90LTgETC.
31 PwH ADAPTR(C+A) RASE F.
1 MOVE ASStMPLY MANUALLY
31 PWR ADAPTRtC+A) BASF F.
15 INSERT SCRFW9B0LT.F-TC.
3) PWR ADAPTR(C+A) BASE F.
16 TI6HTFN aCREW*H0LT.ETC.
31 PWR ADAPTR(C+A) RASE F.
1 MOVE ASStMPLY MANUALLY
31 Pwk ADAPTR(C+A) RASE F.
15 INSERT SCREW98009ETC.
31 PWR ADAPTR(C+A) BASF F.
16 TIGHTEN hCREW+8009ETC.
31 Pwk ADAPTR(C+A) BASE F.
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
1 1 PWR ADAPTR(C + A) BASE F•
IS INSERT SCRFWOBOLT,ETC,
31 PwR ADAPTR(C+A) BASE: F*
16 TI6HTFN SCREW99OLT•ETC.
31 PWR ADAPTR(C+A) BASF F.
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
31 PwR ADAPTR(C+A) BASE F0
IS INSERT SCRFWrROLT+ETC.
31 PwR AUAPTR(C+A) BASE_ F+
16 TIGHTEN SCREW980090C.
31 PWR ADAPTR(C+A) BASE F•
I MOVE ASStMPLY MANUALLY
31 PWR ADAPTR(C • A) BASE F•
15 INSERT SCREW9800oETC.
31 PwR ADAPTR(C #A) BASE F•
16 TIGHTEN SCREW9009ETC.
31 PwR ADAPTR(C •A) BASE F.
1 MOVE ASSkMHLY MANUALLY
31 PwR ADAPTR(COA) BASE F•
1S INSERT SCRE:W98009FIC,
31 PwR ADAPTR(C+A) BASE, F.
16 TIGHTEN 5CREW98OLT.ETC.
31 PWk ADAPTR(C+A) HASF F•
12 CONNEr' T CARL StHOSEStFTC
31 PwK ADAP R(C+A) BASE F.
1 MO VE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
31 PwR A(IAPTA(C+A) RASE F.




31 PWR ADAPTR(C*A) BASE F.
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
31 PwR ADAPTR(C* A ) BASE F•
13 DISCONNECT CABLES+ETC,
31 PwR ADAPTR(C•A) BASE F•
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
31 PwR ADAPTR(C* A ) BASE F.
III-117
8 2.14 6/F UNIT VIR TEST
1S INSERT SCREW+BOLT+ETC.
31 PWR ADAPTR(C*A) BASE F.
16 TIGHTEN SCREw99OLT.ETC.
31 PWR ADAPTR(C*A) BASE F.
15 INSERT SCREWOBOLT•ETC,
31 PwR ADAPTR(C OA) BASE F.
16 716HTFN SCREW•BOLT.ETC,
31 PwR ADAPTR(C*A) BASE F.
12 CONNErT CAHLES9HOSES9ETC
31 PwR ADAPTR(C*A) BASE F.
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
31 PWR ADAPTR(C*A) BASE F.
13 DISCONNECT CABLES•ETC.
31 PWR ADAPTR(C*A) BASE F.
17 LOOSEN SCREW 9900 9 E TC.
31 PwR ADAPTR(C*A) BASE F.
19 REMOVE SCREMIAOLT+ETC,
31 PwR ADXPTR(C+A) BASF F.
17 LOOSEN SCREW98OLT*ETC.
31 PwR ADAPTR(C*A) BASE F.
lA REMOVE SCREw98OLT,ETC.
31 PwR ADAPTR(C+A) BASE F.
1 MOVE eSSEMRLY MANUALLY
31 PWR ADAPTR(C OA) BASE F.
9 2.15 H/F UNIT TVA: TEST '
12 CONNErT CARLESvHOSESpETC
31 PWR ADAPTR(C*A) BASE F.
14 FUNCTTONAL TESTING
31 PWR ADAPTR(C*A) BASF F.
13 DISCONNECT CABLE59FTC.
31 PwR ADAPTR(C*A) BASE F•
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
jl PWR ADAPTR(C*A) BASE F.
10 2.16 B/F UNIT EMI TEST
12 CONNECT CABLES9HOSES9FTC
31 PwR ADAPTR(C*A) BASE F.
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
31 PwR ADAPTR(C*A) BASE F•
13 DISCONNECT CABLESrETC.
31 PWR ADAPTR(COA) BASE F•
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
31 PwR ADAPTR(C*A) BASE F.
22 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1 291 MANFUvER
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
32 PYRO CONT(COA)BASF FRAME
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
32 PYRO CON T (C • A)BASE FRAME
2 2.2 TRANSPORT
11 MOVE jN HANDLING CONTANR
32 PYRO CONT(C O A)RASE FRAME
19 REMOVE FHM HNDLNG CONTNR
32 PYRO CONT (C*A)RASE FRAME
III-118TABLE III.3 (Continued)
3 2.3 INSPECTION
8 V ISOAi INSPECTION
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)RASF FRAME
1 MO V E ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)RASE FRAME
4 2.4 S/A FUNCT. TEST
12 CONNECT CAHLES.HOSES.ETC
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)RASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL, TESTING
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)BASE FRAME
13 UISCONNECT CASLES•ETC,
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
32 PyRO CONT(C+ A ) RASE FRAME
5 295 S/A BURN IN TEST
12 CONNErT CABLES.HOSEStETC
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)RASE FRAME
14 FUNCTTONAL TESTING
32 PyRO CONT(C+A)RASE FRAME
13 UISCONNECT CARLES•ETC.
32 PYRO CONT ( C+A)RASE FRAME
1 MOVE eSSEMHLY MANUALLY
32 PyRO CONT(C+A)AASE FRAME
6 2.12 S/A A/F INTEGRATN
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
12 PYRO CONT(C+A)RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW96OLT•ETC.
32 PyRO CONT(C+A)SASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW98OLTtETC,
32 PYRO CnNT(C+A)OASF FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
12 PYRO CONT(C+A)HASF FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW990 T+F:TC.
3? PyRO CONT(C+A)HASF FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREWtHOLT+ETC.
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)HASF FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMKLY MANUALLY
12 PYRO CONT(C+A)RASF FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW+HOLTrETC.
32 PYRO COtjT(C+A)RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW99OLT*ETC,
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)HASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
42 PYRO :oNT(C4A)AASF, FRAME
15 INSERT 5CRFW9BOLT9ETC„
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)HASf, FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW,HOLT.ETC.
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)RASF FRAME
1 MOVE A SSEMBLY MANUALLY
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)PASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW•AALT*ETC.
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)4ASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW0009ETC,
32 PYRO Cot4T (C+A) BA SF. FRAME
1 MOVE ASSLMyLY MANUALLY'
12 PYRO CONT(C+A)HASk FRAME
15 INSERT SCRFWvg0LT9ETC.
32 PYRO CONT (C+A) SASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREWtmOLT•ETC.
32 PYRO C0NT(C+A)8A5F FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
12 PYRO CONT(C*A)RASE FRAME
TABLE III.3 (Continued)III-119
15 INSERT SCP-EW9ROLT9ETC.
3?. PYRO CONT(C+A)RASF FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW•AOLTsETC,
32 PYRO CONT ( C+A)AASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98OLT•ETCO
32 PYRO CONT (C + A)RASF FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98OLT,ETC,
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)BASF FRAME
1 MOVE jSSEMSLY MANUALLY
32 PyRO CONT(C+A)BASF FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWOBALToETC,
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)R ASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW.HOLT•ETC,
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)RASF FRAME
12 CONNErT CA8LES,HOSES,FTC
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)RASF FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
32 PYRO CONT ( C+A)BASE FRAME
7 2913 H/F UNIT FNL TEST
12 CONNECT CABLEStMOSESIETC
32 PYRO C0mT ( C +A) BASF_ FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)HASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CARLESvETC,
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)EASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)BASF FRAME
8 2,14 H/F UNIT V18 TEST
15 INSERT SCREW98OLToETC^
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)RASF FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW98OLT.ETC9
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)HASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98009F_TC.
32 PYRO CONT (C + A ) HASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW,ROLT.ETC.
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)BASF FRAME
12 CONNECT CABLESiHOSFSOETC
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)BASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)RASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CABLEStFTC.
32 PyRo CONT(C+A)RASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCRE'WOBOLT•ETC.
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)HASE FRAME
18 REMOVE SCREW98OLT9ETC.
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)BASE FRAME
17 LOOSEN SCREW•BOLT•FTC•
32 PyRO CON T (C+A)HASE FRAME
1R RE MOVE SCREW98OLTrFTC.
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)MASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
32 PYRO CONT(C•A)RASF FRAME
9 2.15 H/F UNIT TVAC TEST
12 CONNEr CABLES9HOSE59FTC
32 PYFO CON T (C+A)HASE FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)RASF FRAME
13 D ISCONNE CT CABLESIETC,
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)RASE FRAME
1 MOV E ASSLM4LY MANUALLY
III-120TABLE III.3 (Continued) 32 PYRO CO^!T (C+A) r;ASF FRAME
10 2.16 H /F UNIT EMI TEST
12 CONNErT CAHLESgH0SES,FTC
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)PASF FRAME
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)RASF_ FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CABLESrETC.
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)RASF FRAME
23 2 SUBS YSTEM PREPARATION
1 2.17 S/S BENCH INTEGRAT
I MOVE. ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/H) R•F•
15 INSERT SCREW9ROLT9ETC,
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/A) B+F•
16 TIGHTFN SCREW,HOLTgETr
30 PYRO CoNT (C*A) (C/H) B•F.
1 MOVE A SSEMBLY MANUALLY
30 PYRO CONT (C+A) ( C /R) ^3.F,
15 INSERT SCREW98OLT•Erc,
30 PYRO CON T (C+ A) (C/R) RAF•
16 TIGHTEN SCREW,HOLT,ETCe
30 PYRO CON T (C+A)(C/R) B•F,
1 MnVE A SSEMBLY MANUALLY
30 PYRO CnmT(C+A)(C/g) B.F•
15 INSERT SCREW,HOLT•ETC.
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/H) Be'-*
16 T IGHTFN SCREW98OLT.ETC.
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/ g ) B.F.
1 MO V E ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
30 PYRO CONT(C+A) (C/R) Re F.
IS INSERT SCREw9s0LT•ETC,
30 PYRO CoN T (C + A)(C/H) B•F.
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98OLToETCO
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/B) B•F.
1 MO V E ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
10 PYPO CONT(C+A)(C/H) B•F•
15 INSERT SCREWOHOLT.E'TC,
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/Rl B•F.
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98OLT9ETC,
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/H) B.Fq
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/R) B.F.
15 INSERT SCREW98OLToETC,
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/R) B•F•
16 TIGHTFN SCREW99009ETC.
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/g ) B.F.
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/R) B•F.
15 INSERT SCREW96OLTgETC,
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/a) B•F.
16 T IGHTFN SCREW "HOLTgETC.
30 PYRO CONT(C + A)(C/R) B•F•
1 MOVE ASSEMBL Y MANUALLY
30 PYRO CONT (C+A)(C/8) B.F.
IS INSERT SCREW04009ETC.
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/9) B•F•
16 TIGHTFN SCPEW90OLTeETC,
30 PYRO. CONT(C +A) (C/R) B•F.
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
10 PYRn CONT(C+A)(C/A) B.F.
TABLE III . 3 (Continued)
15 INSERT SCREW9ROLTeETCe
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/R) B•Fe
16 TIGHTEN SCREWg9OLTgETCe
30 PYRO CONT ( C*A)(L /R) 89F e
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
30 PYRO CONT(C*A)(C/R) BeFe
1S INSERT SCREW+BOLTrETCe
30 PYRO CONT(C*A)(C/Rl We
16 TIGHTEN SCREW•ROLTeETce
30 PYRO CONT(C*A)(C/g ) B.Fe
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
^p PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/H) BeFe
IS INSERT SCREW+ROLTeETC,
30 PYRO CONT(C O A ) (C/H) BeFe
16 TIGHTEN SCREWe8OLT9FTCe
30 PYRO CONT(C#A)(C/R) B•Fe
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
30 PYRO CONT(C • A ) (C/A) BeFe
15 INSERT SCREWi80LT•ETC.
10 PYRO CONT(C*A)(C/H) BeF.
16 TIGHTEN SCREW98OLT•ETC9
30 PYRO CONT(C*A)(C/R) BeFe
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
30 PYRO CONT(C*A)(C/H) B•Fe
15 INSERT SCREWeHOLT+ETC.
30 PYRO %ONT(C*A)(C/B) BeFe
16 TIGHTFN SCREw9BOLT9ETC.
30 PYRO CONT(C+A ) (C/R) B9F.
12 CONNE('T CABLE59HOSESoFTC
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/B) BeFe
2 291 8 S/S ';NTEG FNL TEST
12 CONNECT CA9LES•HOSES9ETC
30 PyRO CONT(C#A)(C/4 0 B.F$
14 FUNcTTONAL TESTING
30 PYRO CONT(C*A)(C/H) P•F9
13 DISCONNECT CASLESiETC •
30 PYRO CONT(C*A)(C/R) BeFe
3 2918 S/S INTEG FNL TEST
12 CONNECT CA8LES9HOSESeETC
30 PyRO CONT(C#A)(C/4) B•F.
14 FlJNCTTONAL TESTING
30 PYRO CONT(C*A)(CO) B9Fe
13 DISCONNECT CABLESeETC•
30 PYRO CONT(C#A)(C/H) BeFe
4 2e19 S/S INTEL DISASSY
13 DISCONNECT CAHLESrETCe
30 PYRO CONT(C#A)(C/R) BeFe
17 LOOSEN SCREW98OLTeETCe
30 PYRO CON T (C+A) (C/R) We
1R REMOVE SCREW98OLT9ETCe
;10 PYRO CONT(C*A)(C/g) BeFe
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
30 PYRO CONT(C # A)(C/R) BeFe
17 LOOSEN SCREW98OLTeETC.
30 PYRO CONT(C • A)(C/R) B•Fe
IS REMOVE SCREW.BOLT+ETC.
30 PYRO CONT(C*A ) (C/R) 89F9
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
30 PYRO CONT(C#A)(C/A) BeFe
17 LOOSEN SCREWOROLTeETC,






30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/H) B.F.
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
30 PYRO C0 tjT (C+A) ( C /R) ReF.
17 LOUSEKI SCREW98009FTCe
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/9) BeFe
1R REMOVF SCREWOHOLT*ETC.
30 PYRO C0NT(C+A)(C/A) B.F.
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
30 PYRO CON T (C+A)(C/R) We
17 LOOSEN SCREW98OLT#ETCe
30 PYHO i0NT ( C+A) (C/H) B.F.
IS REMOVE SCREW+HOLT+ETC.
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/8) B•F•
10 'LACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
0 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/8) BeFe
17 LOOSEN SCREW9BOLT9ETC.
j0 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/R) 89Fe
1R REMOVF SCREW + AOLT+ETC.
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/R) 8•Fe
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/A) 8eF.
17 LOOSEN SCREWOROLT+FTC,
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C /R) 89F.
18 RE MOVE SCREW*8OLT,ETC.
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/Rl BeFe
10 PL ACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/R) We
17 LOOSEN SCREW98009E:TC.
30 PYRO CONT(C+A) (C/9) ReF'e
19 REMOVF SCREWOAOLT+ETC.
*	 30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/B) B.F.
PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C /H) BeFe
17 LOOSEN SCREWOROLT•ETC.
30 PyRO CONT(C+A)(C/R) B.F.
18 REMOVE SCREW+ROLT•ETC.
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/R) B.F.
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/8) B•F.
17 LOOSEN SCREW+AOLTIETC.
30 PyRO CONT(C+A)(C/H) 8eF.
18 NEMOVF SCREW98009ETC.
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)( /H) B•Fe
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/H) We
17 LOOSEN SCREW•BOLTOETC,
30 PYRO CONt(C+A)(C/H) B•F.
18 RE MOVE SCREW98009ETC.
30 PYRO CONTrC+A)(C/R) 8eFe
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/A) We
17 LOOSER SCREW98OLTOETCO
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/A) 89Fe
1R REMOVF SCREWOAOLTOETC.,
30 PYRO CONT (C+A)(C/A) B.F.
10 PL ACE I N HANDLING CONTAN
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/H) 8*Fe
17 LOOSEN SCREW•SOLT*ETC.
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/H) B^Fe
1A REMOVE SCREW•BOLTrETC,
30 PYRO CONT(C+A)(C/R) B.F.
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
30 PYRO CONT(C*A)(C/H) B•F.
11 MOVE T N HANDLING C0r4TANR
30 PYRO CONT(COA)(C/Al R.F.
SUR S Y STEM TNSTALLATION
3.1 S/S COMPC -;-,+T PLACE
1 MOVE A- SSEMBL,	 MANUALLY
30 PYRO CONT(C • A)(C /R) A.F.
392 S/S COMP ATTACH
IS INSERT SCREW98OL79FTC.
30 PYRO CONT(C*A)(C/N) H.F.
3.3 S/S COMP INTRCNECT
I CONNEt T CAH( , ES.HOSES.ETC
30 PYRO CON,T(C*A)(C/R) R•F,
SUBS Y STEM/SSE INTERCONNECTION
4.1 A/B S/S-OSE ^/CONN
12 CONNECT CA8LES9K-,SF-S9ETC
30 PYRE CONT(C•A)(C/at R.F.
SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTING




30 PYRO CONT(C*A) ( C / 14) H•F•
SUBS Y STEM/MSE DISCONNECTION
6.1 A/R S/ y-OSE E/DSCN
13 DISCONNEC T
 CARLES9FTC.
30 PYRO CONT(C*A) (C/rq ReFs











0 29 2 SUBSYSTEM PREFARATIOt4
1 2 . 3 INSPECTION
A VISUAL INSPECTION
30 PYRO CONT(C*A)(C/8)
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
30 PYRO CONT (C • A) (C/fl)
24 3 SUBS Y STEM INSTALLATION
1 3.1 S/S -COMPONNT PLACE
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY,
30 PYRO C0NT(C*A)(C/R1
2 3.2 S/S COMP ATTACH
IS INSERT SCREWOROLT+ETC.
30 PYRO CONT(C.A)(C /p)
3 3 9 3 S/S COMP INTRCNE:CT
12 CONNECT CA8j.ES9HOSES9FTC
30 PYRO CONT(C•A)(C/9)
3 A 4 SU85 y '+TEM/ASE INTERCONNECTION
1 491 A/A S/S-OSE E/CONN
12 CONNECT CABLES•HOSES,ETC
30 PYRO CANTC*A)(C /R1
31 5 SUBS Y STEM FUNCTIONAL TES rIk1G
1 S•1 S/S TE ST PROC• SEO
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
30 P YRO CONT(C.A)(C/9)
39 6 SUBS YSTEM/MSE DISCON14ECTTON
1 691 A /8 S/5-OSE E/0SCN
13 DISCONNECT CAHLEStETC.
30 PYRO CnNT(C•A)(C/H1
33 2 SUBSYSTEM PRENARATION
1 2.2 TRANSPORT
11 MOVE TN HANDLING CUNTANR
36 TRANSDUCERS
19 MEMOVF FWM HNOLNG CONTNR
36 TRANSDUCERS
2 2.3 INSPECTION










III-124TABLE III.3 (ContinueI )MOVE kSS
EMBLY MANUALLY
36 TOANSDIICERS
35 3 SUBS YSTEM INSTALLATION
1 3 . 1 S/ S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MOVE oSSEMBLY MANUALLY
36 TRANSDUCERS
2 3.2 S/S COMP ATTACH
15 INSERT SCRE_W9gOLT9FTC,
36 TRANSDUCERS
3 3,3 S/S COMP INTRCNECT
12 CONNEr.T CAHLES,HOSES*FTC
36 TRANSDUCERS
36 4 SUBS Y STEM/nSE INTERCONNECTTnN
1 4,1 A/B S/ 5-OSE F/CONK
1? CONNErT UAHLESgHOSES.FTC
i6 TPANSDI )CERS
37 5 SUBS Y STEM FUNCTIONAL TESTNo
1 5.1 S/ 1-r4 TEST PROC. SFQ
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
36 Tr)ANSp i jCERS
30 6 SUSS r 5TEM/NSF DISCONNt CTIOti
1 6,1 A/H S/5-nSE E/I)SCN
13 DISCONNECT CABLES*FTC,
36 TRANSDUCERS
39 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1 2.3 INSPECIIO14
R V ISUAI INSPECTION
39 PYROTECHNIC SQUIH5
I MOVE sSSEMKLY MANUALLY
39 PYROTECHNIC SGIIIHS
4n 3 SUBSYSTEM TNS(ALLATION
1 3.1 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
I MOVE ASSLMRLY MANUALLY
-49 PYRoTEr.HNIC SQ1114%
2 3.2 S/S COMP ATTACH
15 INSERT SCRFw•AOLT•FTC,
39 PYRO T ECHNIC SOiiINS
3 393 S/S COMP INT«CNkCT
1? CONNFrT CAKL.ES•HOSFS,FTC
39 PYROTECHNIC S00IwS
4i 4 SUBS YSTEM/nSE INTEKCONNFC1'TnN
1 4,1 A/R S/S.OSE F/CONN
12 CONNErT CAHLESoHOSFS*FTC
39 PYROTECHNIC SOUIHS
42 5 SUBSYSTEM F IjNCTIi)NAL IL%TItliG
1 591 S/S TEST PRnC. SFA
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
39 PYROTECHNIC SQUIBS
43 6 SUBS YSTEMiMSE DISCONNECTION
1 6,1 A/g S/S-nSE E/nSCN
13 DISCONNECT CARLES•ETC,
39 PYRnTF.CHNIC SQUIBS
44 2 SUBSYSTEm PKEPARATIOW
1 2.3 INSOECTInN
A V ISIIAI INSPECTION
41 HEATER BLANKETS
I MOVE ASSLMRLY MANUALLY
41 HEATER BLANKETS
45 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1 2.3 INSPECTION





4A 2 SURS Y STEM oRFPAKATIQN
1 2.3 INSPECTION
A V I SUAJ. i ►ASPECT I ON
43 MIIL.TILAYER INSULAT1nN
I MOV E ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
4 3 MIILTILAYE:R INSULATION
47 2 SURS Y STEM PREPARATION
1 2.3 INSPECTION
8 VISUAL INSPECTION
44 EmTR Y NEAT CUVEkS
1 MOVE ASSEMp*LY MANUALLY
44 ENTR Y HEAT COVERS




I MO V E. ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
45 THERMAL COATINGS
44 3 SUBS Y STEM TNSIALLATION
1 3.1 S/S COMWONNT PLACE
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
41 HFATER BLANKETS
2 3.2 S/S COMP ATTACH
1S INSERT SCREW,ROLT,ETC.
41 HFATLR ALANKETS
3 3 0 3 S/S COMP INTRCNECT
12 CnNNEcT CARLESpHOSES9FTC
41 HFATER BLANKETS
Sn 4 SUBS Y STEM/OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 4.1 A/0 S/5-nSE. F/CONN
12 CONNF. T CA9LES*HOSES9ETC
41 HFATER BLANKETS .
Si S SURSYSTEM FUNC T IONAL TESTING
1 S.1 S/5 TE ST PROC• SECS
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
41 HFATLR BLANKETS
5P 6 SURS Y STEM/nSE DISCONNECTI0p1
l 601 A/R S/S-OSE E /OSCN
13 DISCONNECT CABLES,ETC,
41 HFATER BLANKETS
S3 1 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 1. 2 ATTA'CHMENT




4 NOISY Wt.H CRANE
6 CANISTERS FOREWARn
S MOVE WITH CRANE
6 CANI STER, FOREWARn
6 LOWER WI T H CRANE
6 CANI STER• FOREWANn
3 1. 4 VETACHMENT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
F CANISTER. FOREWANn
S4 1 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 1 0 2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
7 CANISTERS AFT
2 1.3 TP&mSPOPT
4 MOIST WI1H CRANE
TABLE III.3 (Continued) 7 CANISTER* AFT
5 MO VE A TH CRANE
7 CANI STFR• AFT
6 LOWER WITH CRANE:
7 CANISTERS AFT
3 1.4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH CkANE HOOKS
7 CANI S TF_R q AFT
Sc; 12 SUR-MODULF INSTALLATION
1 12.1 SUBMOD/MMOD MATING
15 INSERT SCREWPROLTgETC.
7 CANI STER • AFT
16 TIGHTEN SCREW9POLT9ETC.
7 CeNI STER+ AFT
12 CONNECT CAPLES.H0SES9ETC
7 CANI STFRO AFT
56 13 SUR-MODULF INSTALLATIUN CHECKOUT
1 1391 SM/mM MATE CHECK
A V TSUAi INSPECTION
7 CINTSTER9 AFT
S7 14 MAJOR MONLE /OSE
 
INTERCOWIECTION
1 1491 SM/MM-USE E/CONN
12 CONNECT CARLES.HOSES.ETC
7 CANI STER9 AFT
SA 16 MAJON MODULE/OSE DISCONNECTION
1 1691 SM/MM-USE E/OISCNN
13 UISCON ►NFCT CARLES.FTC,
7 CANISTER• AFT
So I SUBS YSTEM oOSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 AT T ACH CkANE HOOKS
7 CANI STER, AFT
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
7 CANI STER• AFT
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
7 CANISTER, AFT
6 LOWER WI T H CRANE
7 CANISTF pq AFT
3 19 4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACw C RANE HOOKS
7 CANI S TER, AFT
60 14 MAJOR MODULE /OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 14 9 1 SM/MM-OSE E/CONN
12 CONNEr- T CARLES9HOSES9FTC
7 CANI STERS AFT
61 11 MAJOR MODULE VIBRATION/ACOiiSTIC TEST
1 17.1 SM/MM YIP/AC TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
7 CeNISTER, AFT
b? 16 MAJON MODULE/OSE DISCONNECTION
1 16.1 SM/MM-OSE E/OISCN N
13 DISCONNECT CA9LES9ETC,
7 CANI STER• AFT
63 1 SUBS YSTEM POSITIONING
1 1. 2 ATT ACHMENT
3 ATTACH CkANE HOOKS
7 CANI5TER9 AFT
2 19 3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST W ITH CRANE
7 CeNISTER• AFT
5 MOVE q I TH CRANE
III-1^6
111-127TABLE 111.3 (Continued)
T CANI STER• AFT
6 LOWER WI T H CRANE
7 CANI STER+ AFT
3 1. 4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
7 CANI STER. AFT
64 14 MAJOR MODIILE /OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 14.1 SM/MM.USE_ E/CONN
12 CONNECT CARLES•HO5ES9FTC
7 CANI STER• AFT
65 18 MAJOR MODUJ THERMAL VACUUM TEST
1 1 8.1 SM/MM TVAC TEST
14 FUNCTTONAL TESTING
7 CANISTERS AFT
66 16 MAJO R MODULE/USF ()ISCONNECTYON
1 1691 SM/MM-USE E/DISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CABLESvETC.
7 CANI STER. AFT
67 1 SUBS Y STEM pOSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMEN74
3 ATTACH Ck AmE HOOKS
7 CANISTERS AFT
2 1. 3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
7 CANISTERS AFT
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
7 CANISTERS AFT
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
w 7 CANI STERS AFT
3 194 UETACHMENT
7 DE T ACH CRANE HOOKS
7 CANT STER9 AFT
6p 14 MAJOR MODIILE/OSE INTFRCON`JECTION
1 14.1 SM/MM-USE E/CONK
12 CONNECT CA8LESgHOSF59ETC
7 CANI5TER9 AFT
69 19 MAJOR MODULE EMI TEST
1 19. l SM/MM EMI TEST
14 Fl1NCTTONAL TESTING
7 CANI STERS AFT
7A 16 MAJO R MODULE/05F DISCONNECTION
1 16.1 SM/MM-OSF E/DISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CARLES,E.TC,
7 CANISTER+ AFT
71 1 SUBS YSTEM POSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
7 CANISTFR9 AFT
2 1.3 TRAsiSRORT
4 HOIST WI T H CRANE
7 CANISTERI AFT
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
7 CANISTERS AFT
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
7 C isNI ST _R+ AFT
3 10 4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
7 CANI STER• AFT
77 20 SUR-MODULF REMOVAL
1 20.1 SM /MM UEMATING
13 DISCONNFCT CARLEStETC.
7 CANISTERS AFT
TABLE III.3 (Continued17 LOOSEN SCREW,AOLT*E.TC.
7 CANISTER• AFT
18 HEMOVF SCRFW9BOLT9FTC.
7 CANI STERS AFT
71 1 SUg S Y STEM POSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 A TTACH CRANE HOOKS6 CANI STE R S FOREWARn
2 10 3 TRAiISPORT
4 HOIST WI T H CRANE
6 CANISTER• FOREWARO
5 MO' 4 w j TH CRANE
6 CANI STERS FOREwAkn
6 LO WER WITH CRANE
6 CANISTER+ FOREWARn
3 1.4 DETACHMENT
7 DE TACH C RANE HOOKS
6 CANISTERS FOREwAR[I
74 1 SUgSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 1. 2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CR ANE HOOKS
7 CANISTER+ AFT
2 1 03 T RAogSPORT
4 HOIST WI T H CRANE
7 CANISTER+ AFT
5 MOVE wITH CRANE
7 CANI ST ERS AFT
6 LOWER WITH CRANE'
7 CANT STER9 AFT
3 1 .4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
7 CANI S TFR9 AFT
5 F PAR ACHUTE TRUSS ASSFIFLY + TEST
1 1 SUBS Y STEM POSITIONING
1 1 e 1 MANcUVER
9 LIFT WITH iHSPF
12 PARACHU T E TRUSS STRUCT.
2 POS I T ION OVERHEAD CRANE




12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STPUCTO
3 1.3 TRAmSPORT
4 HOIST WI T H CRANE
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS ST4UCT.
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
j2 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
6 LO W ER WI T H CRANE
T2 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
4 1.4 DETACHMENT
7 DE T ACH CRANE HOOKS
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
5 195 INSPECTION
A V I SUAt. INSPECTION
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
p 1 SUBS Y STEM POSITIONING
I 1.1 MANEUVER
9 LIFT wITH MSPF
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CARLINc1
2 PnSITTON OVFRHFAO CRANE




3 ATTACH CR ANE HOOKS
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CARLING
3 1.3 TRANSPURT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CARLING
5 MOVE WIT H CRANF
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CARLING
6 LnWER WITH CRANE
j6 PARACHUTE TRUSS CARLING
4 1*4 UETACHMENT
7 DETACH C RANE HOOKS
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CARLING
5 1.5 INSPECTION
8 VISUAL INSPECTION
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CARLING
3 2 SUBS Y STEM PREPARATION
1 2+1 8 S/ S IN T EG FNL TEST
12 cnNNECT CABLES•HOSFS,F TC
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CABLING
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
16 PARACHOTFA TRUSS CARLING
13 DISCONNECT CAHLESvETC.
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CARLING
4 3 SUBS YSTEM INSTALLATION
1 3.1 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CARLING
2 3.2 S/S COMP ATTACH
15 INSERT SCRFW98OLT+ETC9
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CARLING
3 3.3 S/S COMP INTRCNECT
12 CONNErT CAHLES9HOSEStFTC
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CARLING
S 4 SUBS Y STEM/nSE INTERCONNECTION
1 4.1 AIR S/ S-QSF_ E/CONN
12 CONNEr. T CAHLES q HOSES 9 ETC
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CABLING
6 5 SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 5.1 S/S TEST PROC. SEn
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CABLING
7 6 SUBS YSTEM/nSE DISCONNECTION
1 6.1 AIR S/S-nSE E/DSCN
13 DISCONNECT CABLFSrETC.
16 PARACHUTE TRUSS CABLING
A 2 SUBS Y STEM PREPARATION
1 293 INSPECTION
A V I SUAL INSPECTION
39 PYRO TECHNIC SQUIBS




Q 3 SUBSYSTEM TNSTALLATTON
1 3 . 1 S/ S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
39 PYROTECHNIC SQUIBS
2 3.2 S/S COMP ATTACH
15 INSERT SCREWtBOLT9ETC.
39 PYROTECHNIC SQUIBS




in 4 SUBS YSTEM/MSE INTERCONNECTIQN
1 491 A/B 5/5-OSE F/CUNN
12 CONNEr"T CAHLES,HOSESgETC
39 PYROTECHNIC SQUIBS
ll 5 SUB SYST E M FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 S • 1 S/S TEST PROC. SEQ
14 FUN^TTONAL TESTING
39 PYROTECHNIC SQUIBS
1? 6 SUBSYSTEM/SSE DISCONNECTION
1 6.1 A/B S/5.OSE F_/DSCN
13 UISCOKINECT CAHLES,ETC@
39 PYRO T ECHNIC SQUIBS
13 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1 2.3 INSPECTION
e V I SUA1 T NS p ECT I ON
45 THERMAL, COATINGS
1 MO VE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
45 THER M AL. COATING+S
14 3 SUBS Y STEM INSTALLATION
1 3.1 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MOVE ASSLHRLY MANUALLY
4 5 THERMAL COATINGS
2 392 S/S COMP ATTACH
15 INSFPT SCREWtROLToETC•
45 THERMAL. COAT1Nr.,S
3 3.3 S/S COMP INTRCNECT
12 CONNEr"T CA9LES9HOSESoETC
45 THE RMAL COATINGS
1S 4 SUBS YSTEM/nSE I NTERCONNFCTION
1 4.1 A/B S/5 .OSE E/CONN
12 CONNErT CARLESgHOSES*FTC
45 Ti4ER M AL COATINGS
16 5 SUBS Y STEM FUNCTIONAL TESTInr
1 S•1 5/S TEST pROC• SEQ
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
45 THER M AL. COATINGS
17 6 SUBS Y STEM/MSE DISCONNFCTIO ►d
1 6.1 A/B S/4•OSE E/DSCN
13 DISCONNEC T CABLES9ETC,
45 THERMAL COATINGS
I A I SUBS YSTEM POSITIONING
1 1 . 1 MANEUVER
9 LIFT WITH MSPF
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT•
2 POSITION OVERHEAD CRANE
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT•
2 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
3 1 9 3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
t2 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT•
S MOVE WITH CRANE
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
6 LOWER WI T H CRANF
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
4 1. 4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH C RANE HOOKS
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
5 195 INSPECTION
R V I SUAI INSPECT ION
III.130
TABLE 111.3 (Continued)
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
19	 12 SUA•MODULE INSTALLATION
1 12.1	 SUGMOD /MM00 MATING
IS INSER* SCREW980LTsETC.
T2 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
16 T IGHTEN SCREW98OLT9ETC.
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCTO
12 CONNECT CABLES9HOSES9FTC
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
2A	 13 SUB` MOOULF INSTALLATION CHECKOUT
1 13.1	 SM/MM MATE CHECK
8 V ISUAL	 INSPECTION
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
21	 14 MAJUR MODULE /OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 1491	 SM/MM-USE E/CONN
12 CONNQT CAHLESIHOSEStF.TC
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
27 15 MAJUK MODULE FUNCTIONAL. TESTING
1 1591	 SM/MM INT9F%L9TEST
14 FUNCTTONAL TESTING
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT•
23 16 MAJOK MODULE/USE DISCONNECTION
1 16.1	 SM/MM-OSE E/DISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CABLEStETC9
12 PARACHUTE TRt1SS STRUCT-,
6 F	 LA NDEk MODULE ASSEMSLY • TEST
j	 I SUBS YSTEM POSITIONING
l 1.1	 MANrUVER
9 LIFT WITH MSPF
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2 POSITION OVERHEAD CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2 1.2	 ATTACHMENT
3 AT T ACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER: STRUCTURE
3 193	 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
S MOVE WITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
4 194	 DETACHMENT
7 DE T ACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
5 195	 INSPECTION
8 V ISUAL	 INSPECTION
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2 20 SUR•MODULF RLMOVAL
1 20.1	 SM/MM UEMATING
13 DISCONNECT CABLESgETC,
2 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
1 ,	 _OOSEN SCREWORALToFTC.
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
IS REMOVF SCREWOROLT•ETC9
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT•
3 I	 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 192	 ATTACHMENT
3 AT TACH CR ANE HOOKS




4 MOIST WI T H CRANE
III-131
d
TABLE III.3 III-132(Continued) 12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
5 MOVE WITH CRANE_
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
3 1.4 DETACHMENT
T DETACH CRANE HOOKS
I? PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
4 2 SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
1 2.1 MANFUVER
in PLACEI N HANDLI NG CONTAN
48 DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
] MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
48 DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
2 2.2 TRANSPORT
11 MOVE 1N HANDLING CUNTANR
48 DATA CON1 4 UNIT S/A
19 REMOVF F HM HNnVIG CONTNR
48 DATA COO. UNIT S/A
3 2.j INSPECTION
8 V I SUAI. 114SPECT I ON
48 DATA CONT. UNIT S/A
I MO V E ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
48 DATA CONT O UNIT S/A
4 ?94 S/A FUNCT. TEST
12 CONNErT CAHLES,HOSFS.ETC
48 DATA CO"JT. UNIT S/A
14 F(INCTTONAL TESTING
4H DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
13 DISCONNE CT CARLESrETC.
4 8 DATA CoPIT, UNIT S/A
I MOVE ASSLMKLY MANUALLY
49 DATA CONT. UNIT S/A
5 2 0 5 S/A BURN IN TEST
1? CONNECT CABLESrHOSSF59FTC
48 DATA CONT. UNIT S/A
14 F UNCTIONAL TESTING
48 DATA CANT . UNIT S/A
13 DISCONNECT CARLEStETC.
48 DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
48 DATA CANT. UNIT S/A
6 2.6 S/A UNIT INTEGRATE
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
48 DATA CONT. UNIT S/A
IS INSERT SCREW.yOLT+ETC.
48 DATA CONT. UNIT S/A
16 TIGHTEN 5CRF.W9HOLTvETC.
46 DATA CONT. UNIT S/A
15 INSERT SCRF.w980LT,E.TC,
48 DATA CONT. UNIT S/A
16 T IGHTFN SCREW•AOLToETC•
48 DATA CONT. UNIT S/A
IS INSERT SCREW990LT+ETC.
48 D A TA COO * UNIT S/A
16 T IGHTFN SCREw.HOLT.ETC,
48 DATA CONT. UNIT S/A
15 INSERT SCRFw9ROLT+ETC.
49 DATA Co t4T. UNIT S/A
1 6 T16HTFN SCREWoROLT•ETC.
48 DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
12 CONNECT CA8LE5.HOSF:S.ETC
TABLE III.3 III-133(Continued)
48 DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
48 DATA CONT. UNIT S/A
2 9 7 S/A UNIT FNL TEST
12 CONNEf'T CABLES•HOSEStETC
48 DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
48 DATA CoOs UNIT S/A
13 DISCONNECT CABLES+E.TC•
48 DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
48 DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
2.8 S/A UNIT VIRR TEST
15 INSERT SCRFWsROLToETC,
49 DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
16 TIGHTEN SCREW+8OLTrETC*
48 DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
15 INSERT SCREW98OLTOETC,
48 DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
16 TI6HTFN SCREW.BOLT+ETC,
48 D A TA CANT. UNIT S/A
12 CONNECT CABLES,HOSES9ETC
4S DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
48 DATA CANT. UNIAT S/A
13 DISCONNECT CABLES+ETC•
48 DATA CANT, UNIT S/A
17 LOOSEN SCREW;BALT+ETC.
48 DA T A CON T . UNIT $/A
18 RE MOVE SCREW9BOLT#ETC.
48 DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
17 LOOSEN SCREW0009ETC,
4 8 DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
18 REMOVE SCREWtaOLT+ETC,
48 DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
48 DA T A CANT, UNIT S/A
2,9 S/A UNIT TVAC TEST
12 CONNECT CAHLESjHOSESjETC
48 DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
48 DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
13 DISCONNECT CABLES•F:TC,
48 DATA CONT. UN IT S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
48 DATA CONT• UNIT S/A
2.10 S/A UNIT EMU TEST
12 CONNECT CA8LESgHOSES9ETC
iS D#TA CONT. UNIT S/A
14 FUNCTIONAL. TESTING
48 DATA CONT, UNI1 S/A
13 DISCONNECT CARLESvE'C,
48 DATA CONT, UN	 S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
48 DATA CONT, UNIT S/A
2.11 S/A UNIT DISASSMPL
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
48 DATA CONT. UNIT S/A
SUBSYSTEM PREPARATION
2 9 1 MANEUVER
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTAN








I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
49 DA T A STORAGE UNIT S/A
2 2.2 TRANSPURT
11 MOVE IN HANDLING CONTANR
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
19 HE MOVF FNM HNDLNG CONTNR
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
3 2.3 INSPECTION
R V I SUA1. INSPECTION
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
4 2.4 S/A FUNCT. TEST
12 CONNErT CAHLES+HOSFS ► FTC
49 DATA STORAGE UNI T S/A
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
49 DAT A STORAGE UNIT S/A
^3 UISCONNECT CAHLES ► ETC,
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
5 295 S/A HUNN IN TEST
12 CONNErT LABLES•HOSES ► ETC
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
14 FtINCTTONAL TESTING
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
13 DISCONNECT CARLFS ► ETC.
49 DATA STORAGF UNIT S/A
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
6 ?.6 S/A UNIT INTEGRATE
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
49 DATA STORAGE: UNIT S/A
15 INSERT SCREW ► yOLTrETC,
49 DATA STORAr,E UNIT S/A
16 TIGHTFN SCREWgHOLT.ETC*
49 DATA STORAGE UN IT S/A
IS INSERT SCREW ► HOLT ► FTC.
49 DATA STORAGE Ufg IT S/A
16 TIGHTFN SCRE;W ► HOLT ► ETC.
49 DATA STORAGE U N IT S/A
I5 INSERT SCREW ► ROLT ► ETC,
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
16 TIGHTFN SCRErW ► AOLT ► ETC.
4 9 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
15 INSERT SCREw ► ROLT ► ETC.
e9 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
16 T IGHTEN SCREW ► ROLT,FTC.
49 DATA SSTORAOF UNIT S/A
12 CONNEFT CA8LES ► H05FS9ETC
49 DATA STORAGE: WAIT VA
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
49 DATA STnRAGF UNIT S/A
7 ?.7 $/A UNIT FNL TFST
12 CONNECT CAnLES9HOSES+FTC
49 DATA STORAGE tl ")IT S/A
14 Ft1NCTTONAL TESTING
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT %/A
13 DISCONNECT CARLES.F.TC.
49 DA A STORAGE U N I T 5/A
I MOVE A^SEMRLY MANUALLY
49 DATA STORAGE Ut4IT S/A
TABLE III-135 (Continued)
8 2.8 S/A UNIT VISA TEST
15 INSERT SCREW9ROLT9ETC.
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
16 TIGHTFN SCREW•ROLToETC.
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
15 INSERT SCREW98OLT+ETC,.
49 nATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
16 7I6HTFN SCREW•ROLT•ETC.
49 nATA STOWAGE UNIT S/A
12 CONNECT CAHLESgHOSE59F.TC
49 nATA STORAGE UNIT %/A
14 FUNCTTONAL TESTING
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
13 DISCONNECT CARLESOETC.
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
17 LOOSEN SCREW91300+ETC.
49 DATA STORAGE Ut4IT S/A
19 RFMOVF SCRE'W#HOLTsETC,
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
17 LOOSEK, SCREWOSOLT+E: rC.
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
1 R WEMOVF SCREWg80LTsF.TC.
49 D A TA STORAGE UNIT S/A
I MO VE ASSLMRLY MANUALLY
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
9 2 * 9 $/A UNIT TVAC TEST
12 CONNECT CAHLE59HOSESoETC
49 nATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
49 DATA STORAGE. UNIT S/A
13 UISCONNECT CARLESrFTC.
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
I MnVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
49 DAT A STORAGE UNIT 5/A
10 ?.o10 S/A UNIT EMU TEST
12 CnNNECT CAHLES+HOSFS.FTC
49 DATA STORAGE UNIT S/A
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
49 DATA STORAIM UNIT S/A
13 UISCONNECT CABLES•ETC•
49 DATA STORAGE. UtJIT S/A
I MOVE ASSLMgL,Y MANUALLY
49 DeTA STORAGE UNIT S/A
11 Poll S/A UNIT nISASSMHL
1 MOVE ASSLmaLY MANUALLY
49 DATA STORAGE U N IT S/A
2 SURSY STLM PREPARATION
1 2.1 MANEUVER
10 PL ACE IN HANDLING CONTAN
50 TV E LECT RONICS S/A
1 MOVE A SSLMHLY MANUALLY
SA T %i ELECTRONICS S/A
2 2.2 TRANSPORT
11 MO V E TN HANnL1NG CONTANR
a0 TV ELECTRONICS S/A
19 REMOVF FHM HNDLNG CONTtIR
50 TV ELECTRONICS $/A
3 2.3 INSPECTION
A V ISUAL INSPECTION
SO TV ELECTRONICS S/A
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY












SO Tv ELECTRONICS S/A
FUNCTIONAL TESTING
50 TV ELECTRONICS S/A
DISCONNECT CAALESrETC,
SO TV ELECTRONICS S/A
MO VE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
R0 TV ELECTRONICS S/A
S/A Hj1HN IN TEST
CONNErT CAHLES•HOSES•FTC
50 TV ELECTRONICS S/A
FUNCTIONAL TESTING
So Tai ELECTRONICS S/A
UISCONNE.CT CA8LES9FTC,
50 TV ELECTRONICS S/A
MOVE ASSLMPLY MANUALLY
go TV ELECT RONICS S/A
S/A UNIT INTEGRATE
MOVE ASSLMOLY MANUALLY





SO TV ELECTRONICS S/A
INSERT SCREW98009ETC,
so TV ELECTRONICS S/A
T IGHTEN SCREW•ROLT,ETC•
SO TV E LECT RONIC S S/A
INSERT SCRF_w•KOLT.ETC.
SO TV ELECTRONICS S/A
TIGHTEN SCkEw 9 800 9ETC.
SO TV ELECTRONICS S/A
INSERT SCREW BOLTo TC.
5o T V ELECTRONICS S/A
IIGHTFN SCREW•yOLT•ETC.
50 TV ELECTRONICS S/A
CONNECT CAPLES•HOSFS,ETC
KO TV FLECTRONICS S/A
MO V E A SSLMALY MANUALLY
SO TV ELECTRONICS S/A
$/A UNIT FNL TEST
CONNECT CA4LES9t4OSFS•F.TC
50 TV FLEGTRONICS S/A
FliNCTTONAL TESTING
Su TV ELECTRONICS S/A
UISCONNFCT CA9LF.S+FTC.
50 TV ELECTRONICS S/A
MOVE ASSLM4LY MANUALLY
g 0 TV ELECTRONICS S/A
$/A UNIT VIpR TEST
INSERT SCRFWgROLT,E.TC,
50 TV ELECTRONICS S/A
TIGHTEN SCPF:w•HOLT•ETC•
5O TV FLECTRONICS S/A
INSERT SCRFWOROLT•F TC,
SO TV ELECTRONICS S/A
TIGHTEN SCREW.HOLT.ETC,
50 TV ELECTRONICS S/A
CONNErT CAHLES,HOSF_S•ETC





























So TV ELECTRONICS S/A
13 UISCONNECT CA5LESiETC,
So TV ELECTRONICS S/A
1'1 LOOSEN SCREW98OLToETC,
50 TV ELECTRONICS S/A
I8 REMOVF SCREW#8OLTgETC.
R0 TV ELECTRONICS S/A
17 LOOSEN SCRFWg80LTgFTC.
So TV ELECTRONICS S/A
18 HEMOVF SCREW*ROLT•FTC.
50 TV ELECTRONICS S/A
1 MO V E ASSLMHL Y MANUALLY
g0 TV ELECTRONICS S/A
24 y S/A UNIT TVAC TEST
12 CONNED T CABLES, HOSF S, E T±;
50 TV ELECTRONICS S/A
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
So TV ELECTRONICS S/A
13 UISCOMNECT CABLFS•ETC.
5 0 TV E LECT RONICS S/A
1 MO V E ASSLMRL Y MANUALLY
So TV ELECTRONICS S/A
2.10 S/A UNIT FMU TEST
12 CONNECT CABLES,HUSEg,FTC
g o TV ELECTRONICS S/A
1; FUNCTIONAL TESTING
50 TV ELECTRONICS S/A
13 DISCONNECT CABLEStETC,
50 TV ELECTRONICS S/A
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
So TV ELECTRONICS S/A
2.11 S/A UNIT DISASSMRL
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
So TV ELECTRONICS S/A
SUBS YSTEM PREPARATION
2 9 12 S/A B/F INTEGRATN
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
S1 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCRF W+HOLTvETC,
S1 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW98OLT,ETc.
S1 S^,IENCE S /S BASE: FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
51 SCIENCE S/S RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCRFW980LTtETC.
S! SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW99OLT•ETC.
51 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
51 SCIENCE S/S AASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98OLT9ETC,
51 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98009ETC9
51 SCIFNCE S/S BASE FRAME
1 MO VE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
51 SCIENCE S/S RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWSHOLToETC,
51 SCIENCE: S/S BASE FRAME
16 T IGHTFN SCREW94OLT,ETC.
S1 SCIENCE S/S RASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY









51 SrIE NCE S/S BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW•BOLT+FTC,
51 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
1 MO VE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
51 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWOAOLT+ETC•
51 SrIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW9AOLT9ETC.
51 SrIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
%I SrIE NCE S/S BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW,gOLT,ETC.
51 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
16 T IGHTFN SCREW,HOLT,ETC.
51 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
1 MOVE A SSLMRLY MANUALLY
51 SCIE NCE S/S BASE FRAME
15 INSF..RT SCRFW980LT9ETC.
51 SCIENCE S/S RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREWgHOLT,ETC.
51 SrIENCF S/S BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
51 SrIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCRE tHOLTrETC.
51 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW+HOLT•ETC,
51 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
12 CONNECT CARLESrHOSES,ETC
51 SrIENCF S/S RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMHLY MANUALLY
51 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
2.3 INSPECTION
8 V I SUAL INSPECTION
51 SCIENCE S/S RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSL inRLY MANUALLY
51 SrIENCF S/S BASE FRAME
2.13 B/F UNIT FNL TEST
1p CONNErT CASLES•HOSFSgFTC
51 SrIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
14 FUNCTTONAL TESTING
51 SrIENCE S/S HASE FRAME
13 DISCONNECT CAALEStETC.
51 SCIENCE S / S RASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMHLY MANUALLY
SUASYSTL S 0% 
JENCE
MPRFWARATI BASE FRAMEON 
2 9 12 $/A R/ F INTEGRATN
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
Kl SrIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCRFWtBOLTrETC,
51 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW990LT•ETr..
51 SrIENCF S/S BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSLMF(,Y MANUALLY
c,l SCIE NCE S/S RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCRFw,BrLT,ETC.
51 SrIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREWtSOLT,ETC.
51 SrIENCF S/S BASE FRAME
1 MOV E ASSLMRLY MANUALLY







51 SelENCf, S/S BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCRFW980LT+ETC,
51 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
51 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98009FTC,
51 SCIF_. NCE S/S HASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREWtHOLT+ETC,
51 SCIENCE S/S HASE FRAME
I MOVE gSSEMRLY MANUALLY
51 SCIENCE S/S RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREWrROLTrETC,
51 Sr;IENCE S/ S BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN SCREW,8009FTC.
51 SCIENCE 5/5 LASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
51 SCIENCE S/S RASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCRFWOBOLT+ETC,
51 SCIENCE S/S RASE FRAME
16 TIGHTEN 5CREW98OLT9ETC.
51 SCIE 14CE S/ S BASE FRAME
1 MOVE eSSEMBLY MANUALLY
51 SCIE NCE S/S BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW98OLT+ETC.
51 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN 5CREW98OLTtETC.
51 SCIENCE S/S B ASE FRAME
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
51 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCREW,BOLT,ETC,
51 SCIENCE S/S HASE FRAME
16 TIGHTFN SCREW98OLT•ETC.
51 SCIENCE S/S HASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
51 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
15 INSERT SCRFW+B0LT9ETC.
51 SCIENCE S/S RASE FRAME
16 T IGHTFN SCWEW•HOLT.ETC.
51 SCIENCE S/S BASF FRAME
12 CONNErT CA4LES,H05ESgETC
51 SCIE NCE_ S/S BASE FRAME
1 MO VE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
SI SCIE NCE S/S RASE FRAME
2 293 INSOECTION
8 VISUAl - INSPECTION
51 SCIENCE S/S HASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
51 SCIENCE S/S HASE FRAME
3 2.13 H/F UNIT FNL TEST
12 CONNECT CARLESeHOSESsETC
51 SrIENCE S/S SASE FRAME
14 FuNCTTONAL TESTING
51 Sr,IE NCE S/S BASE FRAME
13 UISCOmNECT CAHLESvETC•
51 SCIENCE S/5 HASE FRAME
I MOVE ASSLMHLY MANUALLY
51 SCIENCF S/S HASE FRAME
9 3 SUBSYSTEM INSTALLATION
1 3.1 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MOVE egSEMHLY MANUALLY
51 SCIENCE S/S HASE FRAME
III-139
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2 3.	 S/S COMP ATTACH
15 INSERT SCREW014009ETC.
51 SrIE NCF S/S ERASE FRAME
3 3.3 S/S COMP INTRCNECT
12 CONNECT CABLES.HOSES•ETC
51 SCIENCE S/S RASE FRAME
In 4 SUBS Y STEM /n SF Ir) TERCONNECTInN
1 4.1 A/H S/ 5-OSE E/CONN
12 CONNECT CARLES.NOSES,ETC
Si SCIENCE S/S RASE FRAME
lj S SUBS YSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTING,
I 5.1 S/S TEST PROC. SEO
14 FUN^TTONAL TESTING
51 Sc'IENCE S/S BASE FRAME
i? 6 SUBS Y STEM/n SF DISCONNECTION




51 SCIENCE S/S BASE FRAME
13 1 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 1. 2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
2 1.3 TRA^)SPORT
4 MOIST WI T H CRANE
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STpuCT.
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
b LOWER WITH CRANE
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
3 1.4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH C RANE HOOKS
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
14 12 SUR-MnDULF INSTALLATION
1 12.1 5USMOD/MMOD MATING
15 INSERT SCREW98009FTC,
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
16 TIGHTEN SCREw,HOLT.ETG,
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
12 CONNEf T CAHLES q HOSTS 9 F TC
12 PARACH U^J TE T RUSS STRUCT.
IS 13 SUR•MODULF I NSTALLATIUN CHFCKOUT
1 1391 SM/MM MATE CHECK
A VISUA(_ INSPECTION
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
16 14 MAJOR MO0,lLE /OSE INTERCONri_CTION
1 14.1 SM/MM-OSE E/CONN
12 CONNECT CA8LESgHOSES9ETC
TRUSS




1 15.1 SM/MM INT,FNL,TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
la 15 MAJOR MODULE/OSE DISCONNECTION
1 16.1 SM/MM-USE E/OISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CARLF.SvETC.
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
IQ 21 MAJOR MODULE MASS PROPERTIES CHECK
1 2191 SM/MM MASS PROPERT
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2n 14 MAJOR MOD'ILE /OSE INTERCONNECTION




21	 1% MAJOR MODULE FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 15.1 SM/MM INT.FNL.TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
I VERNIER STRUCTURE
?2 16 MAJOR MODULE/OSE DISCONNECTION
1 1691 SM/MM-OSF E/DISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CAHLES•ETC.
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
7 G	 DESCENT MODULE ASSEMBLY • TEST
1	 1 SUBSY STEM POSITIONING
1 192 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACK CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 MOIST WITH CRANE
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WI T H CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
3 19 4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH C RANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
P I SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 19 2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
5 AFROSHELL STkUCTUuF
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WI T H CRANE
5 AFROSHELL STRUCTURF
5 MOVE WIT H CRANE
5 AFROSHELL STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WI T H CRANE
5 AFROSHELL STRUCTURE
3 1.4 DETACHMENT
7 DE TACH C kAf1E HOOKS
5 AFRO SHELL STRUCTURE
3 12 SUEZ- MODULF.	I NST ALL A T I UNi
1 12.1 SUBMon/MMoo MATING
15 INSE R T SCRFW980LToETC.
5 AFROSHELL STRUCTURE




4 13 SU6wMODULF I NSTALLATION CHECKOUT
1 13.1 SM/MM MATE CHECK
8 V ISUAL INSPECTION
S AFROSMELL STRUCTURE
S 14 MAJOR MODULE /OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 14.1 SM/MM-OSE E/CONN
12 CONNECT CARLES9HOSES9ETC
5 AFROSHELL STRUCTURE
F 15 MAJOR MODULE FUNCTIONAL TESTING




16.1 SM/MM -OSF' E/o SCNN
13 DISCONNECT CABL SrFTC.
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TABLE III.3 (Continued) S AFROS
ME (^ L STRUCTURF
A 21 MAJOR MODULE MA^S PROPERTIES CHECK
1 21.1 SM/MM MASS PROPERT
14 FUNCTTONAL TESTING
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
9 14 MAJOR MODULE /OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 1491 SM/MM•OSE E/CONN
12 CONNECT CABLES , HOSES.FTC
1 VFRN IER STRUCTURE
10 15 MAJOR MODULE FUNCTIONAL TFSTING
1 15.1 SM/MM INT.FNL.TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
11 16 MAJOk MODULE/OSE DISCONNECTION
1 16.1 SM/MM-USE E/nISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CA8LES9ETC.
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
8 H EKTRY MODULE AS SF ME1t,Y • TEST
1 1 SUAS YSTEM POSITIONING
1 1. 2 ATTACHMENT
3 AT T ACH C RANE HOOKS
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2 193 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
S MOVE wITM CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
6 LnwER WITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
3 1.4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
7	 1 SURS YSTEM POSITIONING
1 192 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH C RANE HOOKS
3 DFORHIT STRUCTURE
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 MOIST WI T H CRANE
3 OFORbIT STRUCTURE
S MOV E WITH CRANE
3 DFORBIT STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WI T H CRANE
3 DFORbIT STRUCTURE
3 1.4 DETACHMENT
7 DE T ACH CRANE HOOKS
3 DFORHIT STRUCTURE
3 12 SUR-MODULF INSTALLATION
1 12 . 1 SUBMun / MmoD MATING
1S INSERT SCREWIROLTrETC.
3 DFORBIT STRUCTURE
16 T IGHTFN SCREW0009ETC.
3 DEORb IT STRUCTURE
12 CONNECT CA8LES,HOSES,ETC
3 DFORHIT STRUCTURE
4	 13 SUB-MODULE I NSTALLATION CHECKOUT
1 13 . 1 $M/MM MATE CHECK
8 VISUAi	 INSPECTION
3 DFORdIT STRUCTURE
S 14 MAJOR MODtlLE /OSE INTERCONNFCTION




TABLE III.3 (Continued)	 III-143
2 14.2 SM/MM-OSE M/CONN
12 CANNE^T CAHLESjHOSFSsETC
3 DFORBIT STRUCTURE
6 15 MAJOR MOD 1 ILE FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 15el SM/MM INT.FNL.TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
3 DFOROIT STRUCTURE
7 16 MAJOR MODULE/OSE DISCONNECTION
1 16.1 5M1MM-0SF E/OISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CAHLESrETC.
3 nFORBIT STRUCTURE
2 16. 2 SM/MM-OSE M/DISCNN
13 DI SCONNECT CABLES9ETC.
3 DFORbIT STRUCTURE
A 21 MAJUR MODULE MASS PROPERTIES CHECK
1 21.1 SMImM MASS PROPEKT
14 Ft1NCTZONAL TESTING
3 DFORBIT STRUCTURE
Q 14 MAJOR MOMILE /0SE INTERCONNECTION
1 14.1 SM/MM-OSE E/CONK
12 CONNECT CAALES•HOSF_S*FTC
3 GFORHIT ST RUCTURE
2 14 0 2 SM/MM-OSE M/CONN
12 CONNECT CARLES,HOSFS•ETC
3 DFORBIT STRUCTURE
In 15 MAJOR MODULE FtNCTI ONAL TFSTING
1 1S•l SM/MM INT.FNL.TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
3 DFORdIT STRUCTURE
ll 16 MAJOR MODULE/ OSE DISCONNECTION
1 16.1 SM/MM.OSE E/DISCNN
13 UISCONNECT CABLES•FTC.
3 OFOR81T STRUCTURE
2 16e2 SM/MM•OSE M/DISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CARLES9ETC.
3 DFORHIT STRUCTURE
9 I PRE-SEPARATION F/C ASSEMBLY • TFST
1 1 SUBSYSTEM oOSITIONING
1 19 2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WI TH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
5 MOVE wITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WI?H CRANE
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
3 19 4 DET&CHMENT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
1 SUBS Y STEM POSITIONING
1 1 e2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
7 CANISTER• AFT
2 1.3 TRkISPORT
4 HOIST WI T H CRANE
7 CANISTER• AFT
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
7 CANI STER9 AFT
6 LOWER WI T H CRANE
7 CANI STERS AFT
III-144TABLE III.3 (Continued)
3 lo o DETACHMEV
7 DETACH CRANE, HOOKS
7 CANI STERS AFT
3 12 SUB-MODULE INSTALLATION




7 CaNI STFRO AFT
1? CONNECT CARLES.HOSES,ETC
7 CANI5TF_R9 AFT
4 13 SUP-MODULE I NSTALLATION CHECKOUT
1 13.1 SM/oAM MATE CHECK
8 VISUAL INSPECTION
7 CANISTER• AFT
5 14 MAJOR MODt1LE /0SE INTERCONNECTION
1 14.1 SM/MM-OSE E/CONN
12 CONNECT CAHLESgHOSES.FTC
7 CANI STER• AFT
6 15 MAJOR MOD11LE FUNCTIONAL TESTI NG
1 15.1 SM/mM INT.FNL•TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
7 CANI STERS AFT
7 16 MAJOR
 MODULE/ OSE DISCONNECTION
1 1 b.1 SM /mM-USF E /n I SCPIN
13 DISCONNECT CARLES*ETC,
7 CANISTER• AFT
A 21 MAJOR MODOLF MASS PROPEHTTES CHECK
1 21*1 SM/MM MASS PROPERT
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
7 CANI STER• AFT
0 14 MAJOR MOn'ILE /nSE INTERCONNFCTION
1 14.1 SM/MMRUSE E/CONN
12 CONNECT CABLES,HOSES,ETC
7 CANI STERO AFT
1M 15 MAJOR MODULE FUNCTIONAL TrSTINr,
1 15.1 SM/MM INT^FNLeTFST
14 FUNCTTONAL TESTING
7 CANI STERr AFT
11 16 MAJOR MODULE/OSE DISCONNECTION
1 16.1 SM/MM-OSE E/DISCNN
13 DISCONNEC T CABLF59ETC.
7 CANISTER+ AFT
10 J LAUNCH/C RUISE F/C ASSEMBLY , TEST
j 1 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 1#2 ATTACHMENT
3 AT T ACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
2 1 s 3 TRA NiSPORT
4 HOIST WI1H CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRU-^TLIRE
S MOVE W ITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
6 LnWER WI T H CRANE
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
3 1.4 DETACHMENT
7 DE T ACH CRANE HOOKS
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
? 1 SUBS Y STEM POSITIONING
1 1 92 ATTACHMENT




4 HOIST WI!H CRANE
6 CANISTERS FOREWARD
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
6 CANI STER S FOREWARn
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
is CANI STER+ FOREWARn
3 1. 4 	UETACHMENT
7 DE T ACH CRANE HOOKS
6 CANI STERS FOREWARn
3	 12 SUg •MODULF INSTALLATIOm







4	 13 SUR-MODULF I NSTALLATI ON CHECKOUT
1 13.1	 SM/mM MATE CHECK
8 VISUAL INSPECTION
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
5 1 4 MAJOR MODULE/OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 14.1	 SM/MM-OSE E/CONN
12 CONNECT CABLESYHOSFSoETC
I VERNIER STRUCTURE
6 15 MAJOR MODULE FUNCTIONAL TESTING





1 16.1	 SM/MM-OSE E/DISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CARLEStETC.
1	 VFRNIER STRUCTURE•
A 2 1 MAJOR MODULE MASS PROPERTIES CHECK
1 21*1	 SM /MM MASS PROPERT
14 FUNCTION AL TESTING
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
9	 14 MAJOk MODULE/OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 1491	 SM/MM-USE E/CONN
12 CONNW CABLES,HOSE59FTC
I VERNIER STRUCTURE
1R	 15 MAJOR MODi.1LE FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 15.1	 SM/MM INT.FNL.TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
ll	 1 6 MAJOK MODULE /OSE DISCONNECTION
1 16.1	 SM/MM-OSE E/DISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CABLESvETC.
I VERNIER STRUCTURE
11	 K	 FLIGHT CAPSULE SYSTEM ASSEMBLY • TEST
10 20 SUR•MODULF REMOVAL
1 20.1	 SM/MM DEMATING
13 VISCOmNECT CAHLES.ETC.




6 CANISTER S FOREWARD
11	 1 SUASYSTLM POSITIONING
1 1 9 2 	 ATTACHMENT










6 CANISTER ► FOREWARD
MOVE WITH CRANE




DETACH C RANE HOOKS
6 CANI STER ► FOREWARD
I P	 15 MAJOR MODl ELF FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 15,1 SM/MM INT,FNL,TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
6 CANISTERS FOREWARN
13	 20 SUB"MODULF REMOVAL
1 20.1 SM/MM UEMATING
13 DISCONNECT CARLESvETC.




7 CANI STFRI	 AFT
14	 1 SURS Y STEM POSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH C RANE HOOKS
7 CANI S TER+	 AFT
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
7 CANISTER,	 AFT
S MOVE wITM CRANE
7 CANI S TER+	 AFT





7 UETACH C RANE HOOKS
7 CANI S TER ► 	 AFT
1'► 	 15 MAJOR MODi1LE FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 15,1 SM/MM INT.FNL.TLST
14 FUNCTTONAL TESTING
7 CANISTERS	 AFT
16 20 SUA•MODULF REMOVAL
1 20,1 SM/MM UEMATING
13 UTSCONNECT CARLES9ETC.
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRICT,
17 LOOSEN SCREW9ROLTrETC,
'j2 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
18 KEMOVF SCREW980LT9ETC.
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
17	 1 SUBS YSTEM POSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WI!H CRANE
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRt1CT,
S MOVE WITH CRANE
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
6 LOWER WiTH CRANE
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
3 1.4 DETACHMENT
7 OFTACH C RANE HOOKS
TABLE III.3 (Continued)
12 PARACHUTE TR1J55 STpUCT.
JA 15 MAJOR MODULE FtINCT IONAL TEST ING
1 15.1 SM/MM INT.FNL•TEST
14 FUNCTjONAL TESTING
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
19 15 MAJOR MODULE FUNCTIONAL, TESTING





1 16.1 SM/MM.OSE E/OISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CABLES@ETC,
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
21 1 SUBS Y STEM POSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE: HOOKS
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
2 1. 3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
5 MO VE WITH CRANE
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
6 LOW ER WI T H CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
3 l.4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
24 2 SUBSYSTEM OREPARATION
1 2.3 INSPECTION
A V I SUAL INSPECTION
64 SURFACE LAR
1 MOVE ASSEMRLY MANUALLY
64 SURFACE LAR
25 I SUBS Y STEM POSITIONING
1 1#2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH C RANE HOOKS
64 SI iRFACE LAS
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
64 SiIRFACE LAH
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
64 SiIRFACE LAS
6 LOWER W I T H CRANE
64 SURFACE LAB
3 1 9 4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
64 SURFACE LAB
26 12 SUB•MODULR INSTALLATION
1 12 0 1 5USM0b/MMOD MATING
1S INSERT SCREW99OLTOETC•
64 SIiRFACE LAS




27 13 SIJB•MODULF I NSTALLATION CHECKOUT
l 13.1 SM /MM MATE CHECK
8 VISUAI_ INSPECTION
64 SURFACE LAB
29 1 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMENT




12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
2 1.3 TRAmSPORT
A MOIST WITH CRANE
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT•
5 MOVE wITM CRANE
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
6 LOWER WI T H CRANE
12 PARACHUTE TRESS STRUCT.
3 1 9 4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH CKANE HOOKS
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
29	 12 SUB-MnUULF INSTALLATION
1 12.1 SURMOO/MMOD MATING
15 INSERT SCRFW98OLT9FTC.
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STpUCT.
16 TIGHTEN SCRE:Wv8OLT•ETC,
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
12 COHNErT CABLES.HOSESv TC
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
3m	 13 SU6•M000LF I NSTALLATI UN CHECKOUT
1 13 . 1 SM/MM MATE CHECK
A V ISUAL	 INSPECTION
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
37	 1 SUBSYSTEM oOSITIONING
1 1. 2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
7 CANI S TF.R9	 AFT
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WIYH CRANE
7 CANISTF,R9	 AFT
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
7 CANISTERO AFT
6 LOWER WI T H CRANF
7 CANISTER *
	AFT
3 1. 4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH C KANE HOOKS
7 CANI STER+ AFT
3A	 12 SUR-MODULF INSTALLATION
1 12.1 SUSmOn/MMOD MATING
15 INSERT SCRFW9ROLTvETC.
7 CANISTERS	 AFT
16 T1 HTFN SCREW980090C.
I CANI S TERS	 AFT
12 CONNECT CAHLES.HnSFS•FTC
7 CANTSTEH9	 AFT
30 13 SUB-MODULF I NSTALLATION CHECKOUT
1 13.1 SM/MM MATE CHECK
A V I SUAi.	 INSPECTION
7 CANISTERS	 AFT
4e	 1 SUBS Y STEM P*OSITIONINC,
1 1. 2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2 1.3	 TRAkjSPURT
4 HOIST W I T H CRAKE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
5 MO V E. WITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
6 LOWER wI 1 H CRANE
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
3 1. 4 DETACHMENT




4j 14 MAJOR MOD11LE /OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 14.1 SM/MM-USE E/CONN
12 CONNECT CARLES9HOSES,FTC
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
4? 8 SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST
I 8.1 F/C PFWF.VER.TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE.
41 lh MAJOR MODULE/OSE OISCONNECTIOti
1 16.1 SM/MM-OSE E/DISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CANLESgFTC,
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
44 1 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH C RANE HOOKS
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST W I T H CRANE
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
S MOVE WITH CRANE
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WI T H CRANE
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
3 194 DETACHMENT
7 DE T ACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
4S 14 MAJOk MODULE /OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 14.1 SM/MM-OSE E/CONN
12 CONNEPT CAHLES•HOSES,FTC
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
46 10 SYSTEM THERMAL VACUUM TEST
1 10.1 F/C TVAC TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
47 8 SYSTEM F UNrTIONAL TEST
1 A•1 F/C PERF•VER.TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
4A 10 SYSTEM THERMAL VACUUM TEST
1 10.1 F/C TVAC TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
44 lb MAJOR MODULE/OSF DISCONNECTION





3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2 1 9 3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
S MOVE wITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
3 194 DETACHMENT
7 DE T ACH CRANE HOOKS
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
5j 14 MAJOR MODULE/OSE INTERCONNFCTION
III-149
^J
III-150TABLE III.3 (Cont}nIV)1 SM/MM.OSF E/CONN
12 CONNFrT CARLES.HOSES,ETC
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
5? 8 SYSTEM FUNCTI ONAL TEST
1 8.1 F/C PERF.VER.TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
51 11 SYSTEM ELFCTKOMAGNETIC INTERFER.
1 11 . 1 F/C EMI TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
54 1 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 I .2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2 193 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
5 MOVE WIT H CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
6 LOWER wI1H CRANE
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
3 19 4 UETACHMENT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
5% 20 SUH•MOGULF REMOVAL
1 20.1 SM/NM DEMATING
13 DISCONNECT CABLES+FTC.




7 CANI STER• AFT
SA 1 SUBS Y STEM POSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 AT T ACH CRANE HOOKS
7 CeNI STER ► AFT
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST W IT H CRANE
7 CANISTER+ AFT
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
7 CeNI ST E R + AFT
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
7 CANISTER• AFT
3 194 DETACHMENT
7 DE T ACH CRANE HOOKS
7 CANI STFR9 AFT
FA 20 SUR-MODULF REMOVAL
1 2091 SM/MM DEMATING
13 DISCONNEC T CARLF.SvETC.
7 CANI STER• AFT
17 LOOSEN SCREWOBOLT+ETC•
7 C A NISTER ► AFT
IS kEMOVF SCREWtBOLTrFTC.
7 CANT STER9 AFT
Sv I SUBS Y STEM POSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
7 CANISTER+ AFT
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
I CANI STER• AFT
TEST
III-151TABLE III.3 (Continued)
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
7 CANISTERS AFT
6 LOWER W I TH CRANE
7 CANI STERS	 AFT
3 1.4 OCTeCHMENT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
7 CANI STER• AFT
6n 20 SUB-MGUULF REMOVAL







61	 1 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 192 ATTACHMENT
3 A TTACH C`'ANE HOOKS
3 DFORbIT STRUCTURE
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
3 DFORdIT STRUCTURE
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
3 DFORh T STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WI T H CRANE
3 DFORdIT STRUCTURE
3 1.4 DETACHMEPJT
7 DETACH C R ANE HOOKS
3 DFORdIT STRUCTURE
6? 20 SUB-MODULE REMOVAL







63 1 SUBS YSTEM POSITIONING
1 19 2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH C HANE HOOKS
5 AFRO SHELL STRUCTURE
2 193 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
5 AF RO SHELL STRUCTURE
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
5 AFROSHELL STRUCTURE
6 LO W ER WI T H CRANE
5 AFRO SHELL STRUCTURE
3 1i 4 UETACHMENT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
5 AFROSHELL STRUCTURE
64 20 SUR •MODULF REMOVAL
1 20 . 1 SM/MM UEMATING
13 DISCONNECT CABLES+ETC•
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
17 LOOSEN SCREW9ROLTtETC.
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
18 REMOVE SCREW*BOLTeETC.
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
br,
	
1 SUBS Y STEM POSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH C R ANE HOOKS
r
i
TABLE 111 * 3 (Continued)
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
2 1.3 TRANiSPURT




5 MOVE WITH CRANE
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
b LOWER WI T H CRANE
i2 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
3 194 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH C RANE HOOKS
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
b6 22 MAJOK MODULE 810-ASSAY
1 22 . 1 810 ASSAY
1 e RE MOVE SCRFWIBOLT•ETCe
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
64	 1 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH C RANE HOOKS
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCTe
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WTIH CRANE
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
S MO V E WIT H CRANE
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCTe
6 LOWER W ITH CRANE
j 2 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
3 1,4 DETACHMEmT
7 DE T ACH CRANE HOOKS
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
7n	 12 SUB-MODULF INSTALLATION
1 1291 5URMOO/MMOD MATING
1S INSERT SLREW•HCLTeETC•
12 PeRACH 1 1TE T RUSS STRUCT.
16 TIGHTFN SCREWgHOLT,ETC,
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
12 CONNECT C^%RLES.NOSES•ETC
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT.
71	 13 SUB- MODULF I NSTALLATION CHECKOUT
1 13#1 SMIMM MATE_ CHECK
A V I SUAL INSPECTION
12 PARACHUTE TRUSS STRUCT,
77 22 MAJOR MODULE bIO-ASSAY
1 22.1 8I0 ASSAY
18 REMOVF SCREWoROLTOETC.
5 AFROSHELL STRUCTURE
BA	 1 SUBS Y STEM POSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
S AFROSHELL STRUCTURE
2 193 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WT1H CRANE
S AFROSHELL STRUCTURE
5 MOVE WITH CRANE,
5 AFROSHELL STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
5 AFRnSHELL STRUCTURE
3 1,4 OETACHMENT
7 DETACH C RANE HOOKS
5 AFROSHELL STRUCTURE
Al	 12 SUB-MOVULF INSTALLATION






16 TIGHTEN SCRE W 90 OLTPETC.
5 AFROSHELL STRUCTURE
12 CONNEt T CARLES,HOSESsETC
5 AFROSHELL STRUCTURE
87	 13 SUB-MODULF I NSTALLATION CHECKOUT
1 13.1 SM/MM MATE CHECK




93 29 MAJOK MODULE GIO-ASSAY
1 22.1 RIO ASSAY
18 REMOVE SCREWIHOLToFTC,
7 CANI STER+ AFT
RS	 I SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 1 0 2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH C RANE HOOKS
7 CANI S TER+ AFT
2 193 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITF: CRANE
7 CANI S TER• AFT
S MOVE WITH CRANE
7 CANI S TERS AFT
6 LOWE4 ,_WITH CRANE
7 CANISTER+ AFT
3 1. 4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH C RANE HOOKS
7 CANI STER• AFT
86 12 SUB-MODULF INSTALLATION




7 CANI STER• AFT
12 CONNEC T CAHLES.HOSES.FTC
7 CANI STERS AFT
87 13 SUB-MODULE INSTALLATION CHECKOUT
1 13 . 1 SM/MM MATE CHECK
8 V I SUAL_ INSPECTION
7 CANISTE:RO AFT
8R 14 MAJOR MODULE/OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 14.1 SM /MM-OSE E/CONK
12 CONNECT CARLES.HOSES•FTC
7 CANISTER• AFT
89 8 SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST
1 A.1 F/C PERF.VER.TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
7 CpNI $TER9 AFT96 16 MAJOR m 00LE/OSE DISCONNECTION
1 16.1 SM/MM-OSE E/OISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CAALESrETC,
7 CANISTERS AFT
9l 22 MAJOR MODULE BIO-ASSAY
1 2291 BIO ASSAY
IS REMOVF SCREw9AOLT9ETC.
6 CANI STER+ FOREWAR()
94 1 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
I VERNIER STRUCTURE
III-153
III-154TABLE III.3 (Continu*4)MOVE WIT H CRANE
1 VFRNIEk STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
I	 VtRNIER STRUCTURE
3 1 9 4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH C RANE HOOKS
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
95 12 SUP-MODOLF INSTALLATION
1 12.1 SUHMOD/MMOD MATING
14 INSERT SCREW980LTsETC.
6 CANI STER- FOREWARD
16 TIGHTEN SCREW.ROLT,ETC.
6 CANI5TER9 FOREWARD
12 CONNFf T CABLESgHOSES•ETC
6 CANI S TER, FOREWARn
96	 13 SUB-MODULE I NSTALLATI ON CHFCKOUT




6 CANI S TER+ FOREWARN
q7 I SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 1. 2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
6 CANI STERS FOREWARN
2 19 3 TRANSPORT
A HOIST WI I H CRANE
6 CANI STER+ FOREWARn
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
6 CANI STER, FOREWARD
6 LO W ER W I T H CRANE
6 CANI STER• FOREWARn
3 1. 4 DETACHMENT
7 DE T ACH CRANE HOOKS
6 CANI STER+ FOREWARn
9A 24 FLIGH T CAPSULE SYSTEM PACKING




6 C A NISTER, FOREWARra
99 25 F - LIGM T CAPSULE SYSTEM SHIPPING
1 25.1 F/C SHIPPING
1 MOVE ASSEMBL Y MANUALLY
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
12 W FLIGHT CAPSULE SYST. RECEIVING • INSP.
1 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMENT
S ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2 1 9 3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
5 MOV E WI TH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
6 LOWE R W ITH CRANE
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
3 1.4 UETACHMENT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
1 SUBS YSTEM POSITIONING
1 1. 5 INSPECTION





4 5 SUBS Y STEM
 
FUNCTIONAL TESTNG
1 5.l S/S_TEST PROC6 SEE
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
R 14 MAJOR MODULE/OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 14.1 SM/MM-USE E/CONN
12 CONNECT CABLESgHOSESgFTC
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
6 8 SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST
1 R.1 F/C PFHF.VER.TEST
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
7 16 MAJOR MODULE/OSF DISCONNECTION
1 16.1 SM/MM E-USF E/DISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CABLES+ETC.
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
PLANE T AR Y VEHICLE MARRIAGE
1 1 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 1 . 2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CHAPIF HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE.
2 163 TRANSPURT
4 HOIST WI!M CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
3 1.4 DETACHMENT
7 UETACN C RANE HOOKS
1 VFRN I ER STRUCTURE4 1 SUBS YSTEM POSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMErIT
3 A TT ACH C RANE HOOKS
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2 1.3 TRANSPURT
4 HOIST WI T H CRANE
i VFRNIER STF.UCTUHE
S MOVE wITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WI!H CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
3 164 DETACHMENT
7 DE T ACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
S 14 MAJOR MOD11LE /OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 1462 SM/MM-USE M/CONN
12 CONNECT CABLES.HOSESsETC
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
6 21 MAJOR MODULE MASS PROPERTIES CHECK




 MOOuLE /OSE INTERCONNECTION
l 1491 SM/MM-USE E/CONN
12 CONNECT CADLES,HOSES,ETC
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
A 8 SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST
1 861 F/C PFHF.VER6TEST
14 F1jNCTtONAL TESTING
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
9 1h MAJOR M0nUtE /USF DISCONNECTION
III-155
III-156TABLE III.3 (Continued)
1 16.1 SM/MM-OSE E/njSCNN
13 DISCONNECT CAHLESOETC.
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
Z 16 9 2 SM /MM -OSE M/DISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CA9LES9ETC•
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
in 20 SU8.MOOULF REMOVAL







11	 1 SUBS Y STEM POSITIONING
1 1.2 ATTACHMENT
3 AT T ACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WI T H CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
3 1.4 UETACHMENT
7 UE T ACN CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
14 Y F/C SYSTEM ESA ASSEMBLY • TEST
i I SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 1 . 2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2 1.3 TRAmSPURT
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
6 LOWER WITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
3 1. 4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
7 20 SUH-MODuLF REMOVAL
1 20.1 SM/MM UEMATING
13 DISCONNECT CABLES+ETC,





1 5 SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 S.1 S/S TEST PROC. SFQ,
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
4	 l b MAJOR MODUtE/ OSE DISCONNECTION
1 16.1 SM/MM-USE E/QISCNN
13 DISCONNECT CABLESoETC.
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
5 3 SUBS Y STEM TNSIALLATION
1 3.1 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
1 MOVE A SSEMRLY MANUALLY
TABLE III.3 (Continued)
32 PYRO CONT(C O A)RASE FRAME
2 3.2 S/S COMP ATTACH
15 INSERT SCREWISOLToETC,
32 PYRO CONT(C+A)BASE FRAME
3 3.3 S/S COMP INTRCNECT
12 CONNECT CAAL^SrHOSESoET FRAME32 PYRO' CON	 (C+A) HASF
A 3 SUBS Y STEM INSTALLATION
1 3.1 S/S COMPONNT PLACE
I MO V F ASSEMBL Y MANUALLY
34 PYROTECHNICS BATTERIES
2 3s? S/S COMP ATTACH
15 INSERT SCREW98OLToFTC.
34 PYROTECHNICS bATTFRIES
3 3.3 S/S COMP INTRCNLCT
12 CONNECT CAHLES9HOSES9FTC
34 PYRO T ECHNICS UATTFRIES
7 4 SUBS Y STEM/nSE INTERCONNECT1ON
1 4.1 A/B S/S-OSE E /CONN
12 CONNECT CABLES,HOSES,ETC
9 VERNIER PROPULSION S/S
2 4.2 A/P S/5-OSE M/CONN
12 CONNECT CABLES,HOSES9ETC
9 VERNIER PROPULSION S/S
A 5 SUBS Y STEM FUNCTIONAL TESTINr,
1 S.1 S/S TE ST PROC• SEQ
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
9 VFRNIER PROPULSION S/S
a 6 SUAS Y STE.M/oSE DISCONNECTION
1 6.1 A/B S/S•OSE E/DSCN
13 DISCONNEC T CARLFS9F'TC.
9 VFRNIER PROPULSION S/S
2 6.Z A/R S/S-OSE M/DSCN
13 DISCONNECT CAALF;SrFTC..
9 VFRNIER PROPULSION S/S
10	 4 SUBS Y STEM/MSE INTERCONNECTION
i 4.1 A/B S/5-ASE E/CONN
12 CONNECT CARLES•HOSES,FTC
51 SGIFNCE S/S BA SE FRAME
11	 5 SUBS Y STEM FUNCTIONAL TESTING
1 S•1 S/S TEST PROC. SEQ
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
S1 SCIF NCE S/S BASE FRAME
11 6 SUBS Y STEM/nSE DISCONNECTION
1 6.1 A/8 S/S-OSE E/DSCN
13 DISCONNE CT CARLESgETC.
51 SCIENCE S/S RASE FRAME






14	 1 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING
1 19 2 ATTACHMENT
3 ATTACH C HANT HOOKS
6 CANISTERO FOREWARD
2 1. 3 TRANSPORT
4 MOIST WITH CRANE
6 CANI STERr FOREWARO
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
6 CANI STERS FOREwAR0
6 LOWER WI T H CRANE
6 CANI STER• FORExARn
III-157
III-158TABLE III.3 (Continued)
3 1. 4 DETACHMENT
7 DETACH CRANE HOOKS
6 CANI STERS FOREW ARn
15 12 SUB-MODULF INSTALLATIUN
1 12.1 SUBMOn/MMOD MATING
1S INSERT SCREW98OLT9FTC.
6 ^ANISTER9 FOREWARD
16 T IGH FN SCREW ,ROL 9ETC,
6 CANI S TER• FOREWARD
12 COWNErT CA8LES9HOSES9ETC
6 CANI STERS FOREWARD
16 4 SUBS Y STEM/nSF INTERCONNECTION
1 4.1 A/g S/S-OSE E/CUNN
12 CONNECT CABLES•HOSES.ETC
6 CANI STER. FOREWARO
2 4.2 A/B S/S-OSE M/CUNN
12 CONNECT CAHLES•HOSES.ETC
6 CANI STER. FOREWARn
17 S SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTINin
1 Sol S/S TEST PROC, SEG
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
6 CANISTER+ FOREWARD
IA 6 SUBS YSTEM/nSE DISCONNECTIONi
1 6.1 A/B S/ 5-OSE E/0SCN
13 DISCONNECT CABLESrETC.
6 CANISTER+ FOREgAkn
2 6.2 A/R S/5-OSE M/DSCN
13 DISCONNECT CABLESsETC•
6 CANI STERS FOREWARn
I0 14 MAJUR MODijLE /OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 Sol F/C PFRF.VER.TEST
12 CONNEr-T CARLES.HOSESgETC
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2 14.2 SM/MM-OSE M/CONN
12 CONNECT CABLES•HOSFS.ETC
VERNIER STRUCTURE
2p R 'SYSTEM UNCTIONAL TEST
1 16 . 1 SM/MM-OSE E/DISCNN
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTING,
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
^ 1 16 MAJOR MODULE/USE DISCONNECTION
1 1. 2 ATTACHMENT
13 DISCONNECT CASLES9ETC,
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2 16.2 SM/MM -OSE M/OISCNN
13 DISCONNEC T CARLES9ETC.I VERNIER STRUCTIIRE
15 ZF/C SYSTEM IMAINA L STERILIZATION
i 1 SUBS Y STEM POSITIONING
1 14.1 SM/MM-USE E/CONN
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
2 1.3 TRANSPORT
4 HOIST WI1H CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
1 VFRNIER STRUCTURE
6 LO WER WI T H CRANE
I VFRNIER STRUCTURE
3 1. 4 DETACHMENT
7 OFTACw C RANE HOOKS
1 VFRNIER STR(ICTORE
TABLE III.3 (Continued)
P 14 MAJOR MOMIE/OSE INTERCONNECTION
1 14.1 SM/MM-OSE E/CONN
12 CONNECT CABLES.HOSES.FTC
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
2 14.2 SM/MM-OSE M/CONN
12 CONNECT CA8LES9H0SES9FTC
1 VERNIER STRUCTURE
20 TnLR S/A
1II-159
